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SUMMARY

During the late 20th century, increasing levels of allergic disorders [atopy] prompted much research and debate about possible causes. The predominant explanation, postulated as the 'hygiene hypothesis' by Strachan in 1989, implicated smaller family sizes, higher standards of cleanliness, and presumed less contact with childhood infections. The idea was widely taken up by the media as the engaging notion that developed societies have become 'too clean'. The concept of modern life being cleaner than is good for us was always an over-simplification and misinterpretation of informed medical or scientific opinion, but as a simple idea to grasp in a very complicated story, it has remained very persistent. Possibly its continued popular repetition relates to a general disquiet about many of the changes that have occurred in human society. It has taken only a century or so to transform our societies from mainly rural communities to urban concrete and plastic environments, with cleaner water and safer sanitation. Our home and working environments, diet and other aspects of lifestyle have changed beyond recognition in a very short time. The concept of the hygiene hypothesis has now been extended to the increase in other chronic inflammatory diseases (CIDs), including autoimmune diseases such as type 1 diabetes (T1D) and multiple sclerosis, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), and some cancers.

We previously reviewed the research associated with the hygiene hypothesis in 2004, concluding that 'microbial hypothesis' would be a better name, since the reference to hygiene in the term gave inappropriate emphasis to the 'too clean' notion, which was not supported by evidence of continuing infection threats in the home and elsewhere, or by evidence that modern domestic and personal cleaning habits had reduced microbial exposure. This updated review is necessary because of new research and analysis, such as the extension of variants of the hygiene hypothesis to the larger group of CIDs and also to a wider range of postulated causes. While contemporary microbial exposure is no longer the sole focus of such research, an update is also needed regarding the implications for preventing invasive infectious disease by hygiene practices. The continued reference to 'hygiene' as a possible cause of allergy or other disease is confusing and potentially dangerous, if it makes people ignore the consequences of poor food hygiene, lack of hand washing and cleaning to remove possible pathogens from our homes and other environments.

This updated review further examines the evidence for changed microbial exposure, or the lack of it, as a cause for allergy and the chronic inflammatory diseases that have increased in recent decades. Newly important concepts such as the ‘Old Friends hypothesis' and the related 'Biodiversity hypothesis' are examined: these suggest that microbial species beneficial for immune system development have become less common in the modern environment or have been replaced by other species, including invasive pathogens. These new concepts are linked to increasing recognition of the role of our inner ecosystem – the millions of commensal bacteria within the body that greatly outnumber human cells – and how it reacts with the changing ecosystems outside the body. The expanded hygiene hypothesis now covers a large range of medical specialties and scientific disciplines, with almost daily publication of new ideas or research. This review is not intended to cover all of these in depth: our primary focus is to identify evidence relevant to how we might sustain the necessary microbial exposures, whilst at the same time protecting ourselves against infectious diseases through appropriate domestic cleaning and hygiene practices. While the influence of declining biodiversity, or how to replace microbes identified as 'old friends', has yet to be resolved, it is possible to conclude quite firmly that relaxing domestic cleaning and hygiene practices is not necessary and is certainly not wise. We do not yet fully understand how the modern environment interacts with population or individual susceptibility to disease: but the evidence gives us confidence that domestic cleaning and hygiene practices are not significant factors. Rather than being 'too clean', it seems we may
well be losing contact with the right kind of dirt. As for the 'hygiene hypothesis', there seems little hope at present of replacing this misleading name. It appears in countless research papers as lazy shorthand for the influence of presumed dirty environments and/or the effect of unspecified cleaning or contact with others. Eventually, interest will turn elsewhere and more appropriately named hypotheses such as 'Old Friends', 'biodiversity' or 'microbial exposure' will take its place.

The review has seven sections, summarised below:

1. **Introduction**: how the hygiene hypothesis was formulated, other emerging hypotheses, a summary of the findings of the previous review, and the aims of the current review.

2. **Terminology and current trends for 'atopy' and other chronic inflammatory disease**. ‘CID’ is becoming an umbrella term for the large group of diseases associated with disorders of how the immune system is regulated. Appendix I explains some of the terms used in describing the rapidly evolving knowledge concerning immunology and immune regulation. This section also summarises the trends in disorders of immune regulation, to cover the shift from rural to urban societies.

3. **Epidemiological studies of how infection or microbial exposure might be related to atopy**. While covering the original limited range of atopic disorders implicated in the hygiene hypothesis, a broader range of the chronic inflammatory disorders is also considered. New epidemiological studies confirming the protective effect of large family size are assessed regarding increasing evidence that the effect cannot be ascribed to any single microbial species or group of species and difficult to define more specifically in terms of birth order, gender or particular diseases. The ‘farm effect’ – the protective role of being brought up in a farming environment – has similarly proved robust, as has the influence of early mixing with others in day care nurseries, but newer studies have failed to indicate which microbial exposures might be the root cause. Where epidemiological studies have looked at the role of specific clinical infections and their potential as protective, against atopy or the wider range of chronic inflammatory diseases (CIDs), the evidence is much less persuasive than suggested by earlier studies. A few micro-organisms and parasites have proved exceptions, such as the bacterium Helicobacter pylori and helminth (worm) infestations. These are discussed again later in the review with regard to the ‘Old friends’ hypothesis. Measures of clinically diagnosed infections, such as episodes of respiratory or intestinal infections in infancy or childhood, have not been shown to be generally protective against allergies/ CIDs. 'Microbial load' or burden – high level exposure to micro-organisms – has been studied to try to find if quantity or diversity is the important factor. Research has increasingly identified the role of the microbiota, the commensal organisms in the human gut, skin and other sites: the early establishment and diversity of these microbial ecosystems within the body appears to be very important in the development and later maintenance of the immune system.

4. **What is the nature of the microbial exposure necessary for immune priming?** Building on the results of these epidemiological studies, this section examines the Old Friends (OF) Hypothesis, as well as the related Biodiversity Hypothesis and other concepts in the expanded ‘hygiene hypothesis’. The ‘Old Friends’ are those microbes that surrounded us during mammalian evolution and in the Paleolithic period, when it is thought that our immune system evolved in what has been called the environment of evolutionary adaptedness [EEA]. This concept and the biodiversity hypothesis hold that we are no longer exposed to the range of microbes or other organisms appropriate for our current stage of evolutionary development. If we are no longer exposed to the right mix of organisms, this is a particular challenge for
individuals with genetic predisposition to allergies and CIDs, although clearly there must be sufficient microbial exposure for those without this predisposition, or these diseases would affect everyone. The section summarises the particular species that may provide the necessary microbial exposure for healthy development of the immune system, as well as those that are not. It also explores the optimal or critical timing of microbial exposures. While the immune system reacts - and may adapt - to exposures throughout life, the most important period of exposure is very early in development. Maternal exposures in pregnancy and infant exposures in the first few days or months of life, appear to be especially important to setting the composition of microbiota and determining how the immune system develops. This does not mean that exposures after early infancy are unimportant: trials of therapy with probiotics/old friend' microorganisms or helminth eggs have shown that symptoms of established chronic inflammatory disease, such as multiple sclerosis, can be reduced, even well into adult life and current approaches for therapy are reviewed in this section. This deliberate, therapeutic exposure to the OF should be distinguished from casual exposure to dirt, which is unlikely to contain helpful organisms. The section concludes with an examination of how the OF hypothesis may be plausible for autoimmune disease, now classified as a range of chronic inflammatory disorders [CIDs].

5. Factors that may have contributed to reduced or altered microbial exposure.
Here we explore possible reasons for the decline in microbial exposure or other alterations, such as a different pattern and range of exposures. Changes over the last two centuries in water, sanitation, food quality, poverty and medical interventions, such as antibiotics, are evaluated and trends in domestic cleaning, personal hygiene (bathing, showering and laundering) are re-examined. The impact of domestic cleaning and hygiene practices in preventing exposure to microbes is also reviewed, as well as trends in infectious disease. The conclusion to this section is that microbial exposure in the modern environment is different from that of our predominantly rural ancestors 200 or so years ago. A combination of factors is responsible for this change, but the time scales for various interventions differ, such as widespread introduction of piped, clean water supply around the beginning of the last century, while the trend to more frequent showering and bathing, a much more varied diet and the trend to more indoor lifestyles are mainly later 20th century phenomena. Meanwhile, infections are still a major cause of disease and it seems likely that, in our complex relationship with the microbes that surround us, the wrong kind of exposure, rather than reduced exposure, may be the problem, due to loss of 'Old Friends' and declining biodiversity in our environment.

6. Other, non-microbial, explanations for the rise in allergies and CIDs
Microbial exposure has never been the only factor implicated and this section briefly summarises recent research on pollution, diet and nutrition, obesity, physical activity, socioeconomic factors, climate change and genetics as possible risk factors in development of allergies and other CIDs. Our diet has changed at least as much as our exposure to rural microorganisms – which is more important? Or is the rising epidemic of obesity to blame? Or is the combination of several factors making the expression of genetic risk more likely? Many of these factors are likely to play a role and the Old Friends and Biodiversity hypotheses recognise a multifactorial influence on immunoregulation. There are still more questions than answers, but the role of well-conducted epidemiological studies is discussed regarding how we are going to unravel the many contributing factors to the modern pattern of diseases.

Discussion and Conclusions.
Implications for acquiring healthy immune balance are brought together here, as well as a discussion of what all of this means for hygiene practice. Since the previous IFH reviews were prepared, support for the role of microbial exposure in immune regulation has continued to
increase, to such an extent that a 'microbial exposure hypothesis' is now widely accepted by the scientific community. New evidence also confirms that it makes no sense to claim that the increase in allergies and other CIDs is caused entirely by lack of exposure to microbes, or entirely by Vitamin D deficiency, or entirely by diet, obesity or whatever. Many of these factors are likely to play a role, but the essential underlying problem is immunoregulation, and our changing microbial exposures are fundamental aspects of the immunoregulatory deficit.

This report focuses on new information regarding the implications for hygiene, relative to the other factors that are likely to have altered our exposure to microbes over the last two centuries. If we define the microbial exposure aspects of 'hygiene' as the practices we use to protect us from exposure to infectious disease agents, the evidence does not support the idea that the extent to which we suffer from infectious diseases is the key to immune regulation. This puts hygiene practices as an unlikely cause of allergy and CIDs. We can also challenge the idea that being 'too clean', in relation to the general domestic cleanliness of our own homes, is the cause of the reduced microbial exposure. It's perhaps more likely that we're lacking exposure to the right kind of dirt. So, if this factor contributes at all, its contribution is likely to be very small relative to factors such as clean water, good sanitation, cleaner environments and cleaner food. More frequent showering and bathing has occurred during the last half-century: while we still cannot rule this out as a contributing factor, there is no good evidence of a link. We suggest that hygiene has been such a persistently cited risk factor because it is all too easy to blame.

As a public health measure, the need for infection prevention through hygiene is as great as it ever was, and if the burden of infectious disease is to be contained in an economically sustainable manner, it is a responsibility that must be shared by everyone. Infectious gastrointestinal, respiratory and other diseases circulating in the community continue to exert a heavy toll on health and prosperity, in addition to rising problems of antibiotic resistance which compromise our ability to treat these infections, and greater numbers of people more vulnerable to infection.

Therefore we need to address how the two issues – reversing the trend in CIDs and reducing the burden of infectious disease - can be tackled at the same time. As far as allergies and other CIDs are concerned, it appears that there is no single ‘magic target’ within the immune regulatory system, and unlikely that there is a single ‘breakthrough’ clinical solution. The proponents of the microbial biodiversity hypothesis suggest that declining diversity in microbial populations as well as of plant and animal species on the planet is an important contributory factor, related to loss of green spaces and the concentration of population into urban environments. This argument implies a need to consider measures that will preserve the natural environment and reconnect us with nature, along with changes to food production and transportation. We know that some plant and animal species have become extinct, but the extent of extinction of microbial species is not known: at present, their loss in some environments may still be a local, predominantly urban, phenomenon.

In order to address the need to sustain exposure to the necessary microbes both within and outside the home, the IFH has developed the concept of targeted hygiene. This involves identifying the critical points in the chain of infection transmission, and targeting effective hygiene measures at these points and at critical times to prevent the ongoing spread of pathogens. The targeted approach to hygiene allows a focus on preventing exposure to infectious doses of pathogens, but is more relaxed about domestic cleaning and recognises the value of maintaining exposure to our environment. Persuading people to develop lifestyles that reconnect with the natural environment, while also using targeted hygiene to protect themselves from infectious diseases, is a challenge for our time. One of the problems we have in trying to communicate more clearly with the public, in order to change attitudes and behaviour, is the fact that the terms ‘hygiene’ and ‘cleaning’ convey different meanings to different people, and are
often used interchangeably. Although the term hygiene has been used in this report to define practices which protect us from infection, we recognise it can cover a whole range of concepts from prevention of disease to personal freshness [personal hygiene]. The public health definition of this term is ‘protection of health’, which includes factors such as smoking, alcohol, diet and exercise, as well as measures to prevent infectious disease.

To make practical progress, we need to re-focus thinking around three key concepts:

1. The expanded hygiene hypothesis is an increasingly important issue for health. It is not confined to issues of day-to-day home and personal cleanliness, but rather to a broader range of lifestyle choices and measures introduced to protect us from infectious diseases. Together, these have inadvertently also reduced exposure to the microbial friends that regulate our immune systems.

2. The organisms identified as Old Friends that protect against CID are distinct from the pathogens causing most infectious diseases in the modern world. Relaxing home hygiene would NOT increase our exposure to the protective Old Friends, but would increase exposure to the pathogens. The problem is not one of being too clean: it's one of reduced contact with the right kind of dirt.

3. We thus need to distinguish between routines associated with cleanliness, in the sense of absence of dirt, appearance, social acceptability and freshness, and those practices required to protect us from exposure to infectious disease. This indicates a need for clearer guidance about how to target hygiene practices effectively where and when they are required to reduce infectious disease risks.

1. INTRODUCTION

A previous (2004) review commissioned by the International Scientific Forum on Home Hygiene (IFH)\(^1\) and a subsequent 2006 peer reviewed publication (Bloomfield 2006\(^2\)) examined the 'hygiene hypothesis' as an explanation for the increased prevalence of allergic and autoimmune diseases (chronic inflammatory diseases, CID) in the modern industrialised world, with a focus on its implications for control of infectious disease. While the association of declining infection in childhood with increasing immune system disorders in modern society was not new (Gerrard 1976\(^3\), Golding & Peters 1986\(^4\)), the coining of the term 'hygiene hypothesis' to explain an observed inverse relationship between family size and allergic disorders such as hayfever (Strachan 1989\(^5\)) received wide attention.

In his formulation of the hypothesis in 1989, Strachan proposed that a lower incidence of infection in early childhood, transmitted by unhygienic contact with older siblings or acquired prenatally, could be a cause of the rise in the atopic [allergic] diseases hayfever and eczema\(^5\). He also suggested that sufficient microbial exposure no longer occurs because of “improved household amenities and higher standards of personal cleanliness”: in effect, due to cleaner homes. Despite clarification with further research that the hypothesis had “little relationship with ‘hygiene’ in the usual meaning of the word” (Björkstén 2009\(^6\)) and proposals that a less misleading term would be ‘microbial hypothesis’ or ‘microbial deprivation hypothesis’, the ‘hygiene hypothesis’ has remained the umbrella term for the various aspects that have been investigated.

Although the concept began with hayfever, eczema and general measures of atopy, it was later extended to allergic asthma (re: allergic and non-allergic types, see Section 2.2) and now includes other chronic inflammatory diseases (CIDs), including autoimmune diseases such as type1 diabetes (T1D) and multiple sclerosis (MS), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), neuroinflammatory disorders, depression associated with raised inflammatory cytokines, and some cancers. Recently attention has focused on the theory that the microbial exposure
required to ‘programme’ or ‘prime’ the way immune system develops, should be examined in evolutionary terms. The ‘old friends’ hypothesis’ (Rook 2010) claims that this important microbial exposure is no longer readily available in the modern world, being based on the primaeval environment, when the human immune system evolved. Loss of microbial species in the modern urban environment has also been implicated in the related ‘biodiversity hypothesis’ (von Hertzen 2011). Both the OF and biodiversity concepts express a similar concern about effects on immunoregulation. Together, these hypotheses provide a different perspective to the wide range of factors that might have altered microbial exposure over time. There is also growing consensus that the aetiology of CIDs is multifactorial and that the role of microbial exposure would be only part of the story.

The ‘hygiene hypothesis’ has thus extended in scope and interpretation, but in the media the idea has persisted that immune system disorders have resulted from being ‘too clean’. Concerns from infectious disease specialists that this popularised notion could have a detrimental impact on the public’s perception of infection risks in the home and elsewhere (Larson 2002, Bloomfield 2006, Bloomfield 2008) have received less attention. The previous reviews addressed two distinct questions:

- How clear is the evidence of a causal link between a decline in microbial exposure and the recent rises in atopic [allergic] disease?
- To what extent might cleaning and hygiene, as distinct from other influences on microbial exposure, be a significant factor?

The main conclusion was:
“Use of the term ‘hygiene hypothesis’ has led to several interpretations, some of which are not supported by a broader survey of the evidence. The increase in allergic disorders does not correlate with the decrease in infection with pathogenic organisms, nor can it be explained by changes in domestic hygiene. A consensus is beginning to develop round the view that more fundamental changes in lifestyle have led to decreased exposure to certain microbial or other species, such as helminths, that are important for the development of immuno-regulatory mechanisms”.

The basic concept of a link between microbial exposure and allergic disease is now generally accepted. The idea that “poor hygiene in itself would be protective” against atopy has been refuted (Björkstén), although it is still discussed in the popular media. This short updated review sets out to review recent evidence and thinking about the hygiene hypothesis, in particular its relationship to infection and the role of hygiene in preventing spread of infection, aiming:

1) to examine the type and intensity of microbial exposure required to maintain optimal functioning of the immune system, for example in terms of whether pathogenic [harmful] organisms are relevant, or whether it is limited to non-invasive species; and how any helpful subclinical or clinical [symptomatic] exposure may conflict with current public health strategies aimed at reducing the burden of infectious diseases;

2) to consider what public health strategies should/could we adopt in order to help to reduce the burden of atopic diseases, while maintaining hygiene as a cornerstone of cost effective infectious disease prevention.
2. TERMINOLOGY AND CURRENT TRENDS IN LEVELS OF ATOPY AND OTHER CHRONIC INFLAMMATORY DISORDERS

2.1 What are Chronic inflammatory disorders?
The early influence of environmental exposures has been described variously as priming, programming or conditioning of the immature immune system. While genetic factors play a part, current immunological theory focuses on the interaction with early exposures, which in some individuals results in 'faulty' regulation of the immune system [immune system dysregulation]. The hygiene hypothesis holds that reduced exposure to microorganisms is a cause of such dysregulation and hence to increases in certain inflammatory disorders. The concept began with the atopic allergic disorders, but now extends to asthma, most types of arthritis, IBD such as ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease, neuroinflammatory disorders such as multiple sclerosis (MS), atherosclerosis, type 1 diabetes (T1D), depression associated with raised inflammatory cytokines, and some cancers. Since the disease process is one of chronic inflammation, the term 'chronic inflammatory disease' (CID) has been applied to the group and will be used throughout this report. A summary of recent thinking about immune system components, which includes a short explanation of the immunological terms referred to in this report, can be found in Appendix I.

The term atopy is used to distinguish those allergic disorders (asthma, hayfever and eczema or 'atopic' dermatitis) for which the inflammatory response is associated with production of Immunoglobulin E [IgE]. Such diseases are part of a spectrum of 'immune dysregulatory' ill health, where the immune system does not function appropriately or is engaging in activities that are irrelevant to its primary role as a defence against invasion. Such invasion can be by infectious organisms or non-infectious molecules (collectively known as allergens), for example in dust or pollen. A recent survey estimated that at least six detectable allergens are present in over 50% of American homes (Salo 200811). In many diseases the 'invader' is not identified, hence the concept of 'autoimmune disease' where the immune system attacks the body's own components. The range of diseases now considered 'autoimmune' is growing, currently comprising around 100 diagnoses, many of which have also been shown to have a genetic susceptibility (Heap & van Heel 200912). Genetic susceptibility does not mean that a disease will definitely develop: a complex interplay of genetic and environmental factors is involved. Gene-environment interactions are well established and probably apply to several of these diseases, although the epidemiological methods to tease out the different factors are still being investigated (Tan 200713, Weinberg 200914). Because these are chronic conditions, most studies measure prevalence [number of old and new cases] as opposed to incidence [rate of new cases]: this makes it hard to assess recent trends in new cases.

2.2 Trends in allergy/ CIDs
Some CIDs have been known for centuries, for example osteoarthritis and diabetes, and have only recently been considered as chronic immune system disorders. A recent report estimated that 50 million Americans suffer from autoimmune disease (AARDA 201115). Accurate diagnosis of the majority of human diseases was not possible until scientific advances starting in the 19th century and the recent rapid development of precise diagnostic techniques: thus we cannot be exactly sure which CIDs existed in earlier times. But several diseases, for which diagnosis has been established during the last century, have shown a recent increase in western societies. While the early interest in relation to the hygiene hypothesis was on allergic disorders, these apparently parallel increases in more generally defined CID have widened the focus of the hypothesis (Rook & Dalgleish 201116, Rook 201117). Examples include the doubling of multiple sclerosis in Italy between 1979 and 1999 and a near trebling of T1D since 1930 in Norway, while during the last 30 years T1D has doubled in Finland15. While CID in general has been diagnosed more frequently in developed countries than in those with slower
socioeconomic advance, the epidemiology is changing. For example, ulcerative colitis (UC) emerged in developed countries during the 20th century, followed by Crohn’s disease, which has overtaken UC in the last 20 years. This pattern appears to be emerging in countries such as India, with a falling ratio of UC to CD rates, although CD still presents at younger ages (WGO 200918). Both CD and UC were almost unknown at the beginning of the 20th century, rising from essentially zero in 1900, to 400-500/100,000 by the 1990’s in rich northern developed countries (Elliott 200519). Similarly MS was very rare until recently: it was noted in 1966 to be more common in people who adopted the western lifestyle (Liebowitz 196620), with continuing increases as countries develop economically (Koch-Henriksen & Sorensen 201021).

**Trends for the ‘atopic’ disorders: asthma, hay fever, eczema.**
Allergic disease has a long history, including reports from around 3000 BC, but the modern era for these conditions dates from the early 19th century, associated with both more accurate diagnosis and increased recognition of the different types, although the term ‘allergy’ was not introduced until 1906. ‘Hayfever’ was first defined in 1817 and is now described as seasonal rhinitis (runny nose) or rhinoconjunctivitis (runny nose, stinging eyes). Clinical recognition increased after a seminal work by Blackley in 1870, although ‘allergy’ in general was so rare in the late 19th century that doctors mentioned the difficulty of finding cases! (Wjst 200922). At the start of the 20th century, allergy prevalence has been estimated at no more than 0.1% of the population in UK, continental Europe or USA23. By the 1920s, reports in Germany suggested a hayfever prevalence of around 1% with a possible rise to 3% by the 1930s, perhaps also associated with wider access to medical care22. In Switzerland, hayfever rose from 0.82% in 1926 to 5% in 1958 and 10% of the population by the 1980s: similar rising trends for the 2nd half of the 20th century have been reported for Europe, UK, North America, New Zealand and Australia (Jackson 200724). Indicators of atopy in stored serum samples increased from the 1970s to 1990s (Law 200525). Hayfever was estimated in 1999 to affect up to 25% of people in the UK, continental Europe or USA23, By the 1920s, reports in Germany suggested a hayfever prevalence of around 1% with a possible rise to 3% by the 1930s, perhaps also associated with wider access to medical care22. In Switzerland, hayfever rose from 0.82% in 1926 to 5% in 1958 and 10% of the population by the 1980s: similar rising trends for the 2nd half of the 20th century have been reported for Europe, UK, North America, New Zealand and Australia (Jackson 200724). Indicators of atopy in stored serum samples increased from the 1970s to 1990s (Law 200525). Hayfever was estimated in 1999 to affect up to 25% of people in the UK (Sibbald & Rink 199926) although higher prevalence estimates were recorded in 2001 for Europe and Australasia (35%) (Janson 200127) and USA (30% of adults; ~40% of children) (Joint Task force on Practice Parameters 200828).

Asthma was only recognised as a unique illness towards the end of the 19th century and its links to allergy were not established until the early 1900s (McFadden 200429). The proportion of asthma with an allergic component is now thought to be approximately half the cases (Johansson & Lundahl 200130, Douwes & Pearce 200831) although the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) cross-population surveys indicate considerable geographical variation, for example only 11% of the allergic type in Ecuador (Moncayo 201032) and this appears to apply in general to the non-industrialised countries. The epidemiological explosion in asthma cases occurred in most developed countries from the 2nd half of the 20th century (Cserhati 200533), particularly the last quarter of that century. So a gradual rise through the 1950s and 1960s became steeper after the 1970s. Asthma prevalence in children doubled between 1980 and 1995 in the US (MMWR 200434, Woodruff 200435) and from 7.3% in 1990 to 14.6% in 2003 for Australian children (Wilson 200636). In developing countries prevalence has been lower, although with evidence that asthma in these countries is less likely to have an allergic basis (Pearce 199937, Asher 200238). The ISAAC study team reported in 1988 that the prevalence of self-reported asthma ranged from 2-3% in developing countries to 20-40% of the responding population of 13-14-year olds in industrialised countries (Beasley 199839). Global differences between countries appear to be decreasing, with an increasing asthma burden in Africa, Latin America and parts of Asia (Pearce 200740). As with the CID such as T1D, these regions appear to be catching up with the developed regions that first saw the increasing levels. While diagnosis of both allergic and non-allergic asthma is mainly clinical, there are likely to be different causes for the two categories (Hold & Sly 200941): the hygiene hypothesis applies to the allergic type.
In the 2004 and 2006 IFH review, there was early evidence of falls in the prevalence and incidence of asthma (Fleming 2004). This is further supported by more recent evidence and indications that levels of conditions such as hayfever and eczema have also stabilised. For example, a review of several allergy prevalence studies by Gupta in 2007 showed a 260% increase occurred in GP consultations for hayfever and a 150% increase in consultations for eczema from 1971 to 1991, but stabilisation or falls in the level after the mid 1990s. By contrast, large increases were found for anaphylactic reactions and food allergy and less dramatic rises in urticaria and angio-oedema. A survey of US children in 2002 showed a peak prevalence for childhood asthma of 7.5% in 1995 (Akinbami & Schoendorf 2002). UK data show a recent ‘flattening’ or falling off in prevalence rates, with decreased incidence of new asthma episodes since the mid-1990s (Anderson 2007). Similar results have been reported from Australia (Ponsonby 2008). A prevalence study of children in Hong Kong, using standardised diagnostic criteria, also showed a decrease since 1994 (Wong 2004). Such findings may relate to the tendency of many children to ‘grow out’ of asthma symptoms when they reach adulthood. This is supported by a decrease since 1999 in both mortality and hospital admissions for asthma (American Lung Association 2011), although this may be related to improved facilities for diagnosis and earlier management. The possibility that asthma and other atopy increases are largely artefacts (i.e. related to a factor such as diagnostic tendencies or criteria) have been mostly discounted, particularly for the increase in asthma up to the mid 1990s. In the UK, age specific asthma mortality has declined since the early 1980s (Lung and Asthma Information Agency 1997). A recent systematic review of asthma prevalence questioned whether asthma is really declining, finding an overall global rise (Anandan 2010), but this in turn could be related to the ‘catch up’ by developing countries in acquiring the diseases now common in the ‘developed’ world, as in the observations for IBD disorders.

The changing epidemiology for asthma and hayfever – the increase up to the mid 1990s and declining levels, particularly of asthma, since then – remains unexplained. This is one of the reasons why interest in the hygiene hypothesis has been increasingly directed towards the CIDs, such as T1D and MS, for which there is no evidence of a decline. This is discussed later in the review, but meanwhile prevalence of eczema [atopic dermatitis], estimated to affect 10-20% children and 1-3% adults in the US (Leung 2004) does not appear to have fallen, particularly in children (Ponsonby 2008). Similarly, food allergy is still increasing (Branum & Lukacs 2008). Allergies to milk and egg are the most common, but peanut allergy is reported to have doubled between 1997 and 2002 (Sicherer 2003) and 55% of US citizens were recently reported to have positive skin tests to ten common allergens (Arbes 2005), predominantly related to foods. It should be noted that positive skin prick tests to allergens may, but not necessarily, indicate that the clinical allergic reactions will result. While negative tests are accurate in indicating absence of allergy risk, a positive test thus has low positive predictive value. Diagnosis is aided by such tests but is still most reliable in association with clinical symptoms. For food allergy, definitive diagnosis still relies on a food challenge as well as raised levels of specific IgE. A large recent questionnaire survey of clinically diagnosed food allergy in US children found the prevalence of food allergy to be up to 9.8% (Gupta 2012). Anaphylaxis (an immediate hypersensitivity reaction to a foreign substance [allergen], mediated by IgE antibodies) can occur in people with any type of atopic disorder: while still uncommon, the number of cases of anaphylaxis from foods in the US was estimated to have increased from 21,000 per year in 1999 to 51,000 per year in 2008, based on long term population studies (Decker 2008). A survey based on casualty (emergency department) visits in the US (Ross 2008) reported 2,300 cases of anaphylaxis and 500 related admissions during just a 2-month period in 2003.
3. EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREVALENCE OF ALLERGY/CHRONIC INFLAMMATORY DISEASES AND MEASURES OF INFECTION AND MICROBIAL EXPOSURE

As the hypothesis has evolved, the range of potentially significant exposures under consideration has widened beyond those that result in clinical infection. The microbes postulated as responsible include non-pathogenic types or strains (commensals and environmental strains), pathogenic strains, microbial products such as endotoxins and intestinal parasites, particularly helminths [worms]. Accurate measures of infection rates are difficult to obtain retrospectively, especially for common childhood infections. Many investigations have therefore used proxy measures of microbial exposure such as large families, farm environment and attendance at day nurseries. Breastfeeding has long been established as conferring immunity to the newborn, but almost certainly also involves microbial exposure. These studies will be reviewed first, before turning to studies using more direct measures of microbial exposure and/or infection.

3.1 Family structure and allergy

Associations between atopy and family structure, particularly of less allergic disorders with increasing family size, have been frequently reported (Haby 200158, Dik 200459, McKeever 200160, Goldberg 200761), although the associations are less consistent for individual allergic diseases, and sub-divisions such as the order in which children are born, sibship size and gender. While associations of family size with the wider range of CID have been investigated, there is no clear indication that large family size protects against conditions such as acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL), with some evidence of a higher risk with four or more siblings, but paradoxically a protective effect against ALL and other types of lymphoblastic cancer in younger siblings (Altieri 200662). This section focuses mainly on allergic disorders, since they were the primary interest in formulating the hygiene hypothesis and the focus of most studies. The most consistent findings for the atopic disorders such as hayfever and eczema include:

a) decreasing risk of atopy (particularly hayfever) for subjects from families with three siblings or more;

b) decreasing risk of atopy (but not including asthma) with increasing birth order (greater 'protection' from having older siblings, particularly if they are brothers);

c) recent studies indicate no association between the number or type of childhood infections and protection against atopy (see Section 3.6.1)

Inconsistent findings include the influence of gender and family history of allergy on asthma as opposed to other atopic disorders. Asthma in particular appears not to relate to birth order (Jarvis 199763, Bernsen 200364, Goldberg 200761). Birth order may affect the pre-natal programming / conditioning of the immune system, which has been proposed by Karmaus (200165), Devereux (200266) and van Gool (200467). Potential antenatal determinants of this programming include diet, smoking, birth season, environmental microbial exposure, maternal age and whether the parent exhibited atopy.

Bodner (199868) found that having older siblings decreased the probability of hay fever or eczema, but the risk of asthma was reduced for those with younger siblings. More recently, a large survey of pregnant Japanese women reported protection against rhinoconjunctivitis if they had one older sibling, but no sibling-size association with wheeze, asthma or eczema (Miyake 201169). Larger surveys have continued to confirm the family size association while challenging relationships with family structure. A Scottish survey of student health records from 1948 to
1968 reported a consistent inverse [protective] relationship between sibship size and self-reported allergic disorders (Kinra 2006\textsuperscript{70}). In addition, they found a lower risk of allergy for increasing birth order and low socioeconomic position in childhood, which they concluded gave support to the hygiene hypothesis. Bernsen and van der Wouden (2006\textsuperscript{71}) questioned this conclusion, citing 20\textsuperscript{th} century determinants of family size as influencing the association between family size and allergy, such as shifts in socioeconomic status and possible failure to include spontaneous abortions in the counts of birth order.

A survey of the medical records of 531,116 Israeli military conscripts included 26,833 males (8.6\%) and 15,079 females (6.9\%) who were diagnosed with asthma between 1998 and 2004\textsuperscript{61}. While asthma prevalence was highest in male subjects from families up to three siblings, for larger families prevalence progressively decreased to only 0.58\% in conscripts with 15-20 siblings. No association was found with birth order and asthma: the authors claimed that this exceptionally large study gave no support to the hygiene hypothesis, concluding that: "The similar asthma prevalence for all birth orders challenges the hygiene hypothesis as an explanation for the decreased asthma prevalence in larger families." (\textsuperscript{61} p.1751). A recent systematic review of UK family size trends and prevalence of atopy also concluded that reductions in family size in the last 40 years "account for little of the increase in atopy" (Upchurch 2010\textsuperscript{72}).

Birth order effects have also been reported for CIDs such as MS (James 1984\textsuperscript{73}, Ajdacic-Gross 2012\textsuperscript{74}, Conradi 2011\textsuperscript{75}), T1D (Lammi 2007\textsuperscript{76}, Sumnik 2004\textsuperscript{77}) and also for Crohn’s disease (Hugot 2003\textsuperscript{78}, Han 2010\textsuperscript{79}), but not consistently for this wide range of disorders. For example, birth order had no effect on MS in a large Danish study (Bager 2006\textsuperscript{80}) or in a Canadian longitudinal cohort study (Sadovnick 2005\textsuperscript{81}), although in the latter there was a slightly higher risk for younger siblings in families of at least seven children. Usually studies have tended to show a lower risk for younger siblings: a suggested explanation for differences in results is that it might relate to the degree of contact between siblings and age at contact\textsuperscript{75}. In the study by Lammi of over 2000 Finnish patients with diabetes, children born second or fourth had a lower risk to type 2 diabetes (T2D), but there was no association of birth order with T1D diagnosed after the age of 15. A higher risk of T2D with either very young or older maternal age has prompted the proposition that low birthweight could be an important factor. This has been confirmed in a systematic analysis of studies on birthweight and diabetes (Whincup 2008\textsuperscript{82}). Because of the family history risk of disorders such as Crohn’s disease, twin studies have yielded interesting results, such as a higher risk of Crohn’s in the first born dizygotic (i.e. not identical) twin (Spehlmann 2008\textsuperscript{83}). Sibling clusters, i.e. siblings born close together, have also been found to have a higher risk of Crohn’s, attributed to an environmental factor such as smoking or "hygiene"\textsuperscript{78}. IBD is strongly influenced by genetic factors, more so for Crohn’s than for ulcerative colitis (UC) (Khor 2011\textsuperscript{84}), so that birth order/twin effects on UC are correspondingly weaker.

Without a consistent explanation, the protective association from larger family size, or the less clear birth order effects, may be spurious or due to other lifestyle, socioeconomic influences or factors such as maternal age. Questions remaining to be answered include why the association applies only to larger families (but not very large families) and the gender differences in the family size effect. The wide-ranging case definition of allergic/atopic disorders in these studies suggests that further research must use precise diagnoses as well as definition and measurement of other possible co-factors. Karmaus and Botezan proposed in 2002\textsuperscript{85} that causal factors to explain the sibling effect must satisfy two criteria: they must vary with sibship size and they must protect against clinical atopic disease. They concluded that the hygiene hypothesis failed to explain different sibling results in 53 studies reviewed at that time.
3.2 Child care: day nurseries and bed or room sharing

3.2.1 Day nurseries
The increased frequency of infections in children attending day centres is well established, for example 70% more infections for infants aged one year and 10% more for three year olds (Louhiala 199586). If childhood infection prevented atopy, further day care studies should have shown a consistent protective effect. This has not occurred. Some studies at the time of the previous review reported reduced risk of atopy (von Mutius 199287, Krämer 199988, de Meer 200589) while others showed no protective effect (Backman 198490, Infante-Rivard 200191) and the trend is for more negative findings. Early day care attendance increased atopy in 10,851 children followed up to six years of age (Hagerhed-Engman 200692). Although a study following-up 3,693 Dutch children from birth for 8 years showed less use of steroids between 4 and 8 years, children with a history of day care had more wheezing in early infancy and there was no evidence of a protective effect by the age of 8 years (Claudri 200993).

The negative findings regarding a protection from atopy contrast with several studies on the effect of day care, or their social mixing outside the home, and childhood leukaemia. In a 2012 study, both day care and increased population mixing were associated with a higher risk of developing acute ALL, probably due to higher rates of clinical infection (Wiernels 201294), but previous large studies have shown a protective effect from increased social contact in the first year of life, including day care (Greaves & Buffler 200995, Gilham 200596, Ma 200297). Gilham (200596) suggested that inconsistencies, regarding protective or causative effects, could be due to varying or imprecise quantifying of the age and duration of exposure to social contact. Both the Gilham and Ma studies indicated a dose response protective effect based on quantified measurements; and timing of the exposure early in life appears to be a key factor, as discussed in Section 4.8. A German case control study of MS patients reported a protective effect from attending a day-care centre and also a possible population mixing effect in that growing up in a large urban community of more than 100,000 people was also protective (Conradi 201198).

Studies examining specific day care-related infection and allergy/CID are reviewed in Section 3.6.1.

3.2.2 Bed sharing and other early lifestyle factors
Bed sharing after infancy appears to have declined in most industrialised countries, with no recent research into allergy risk, but it may be worth noting that bed sharing was reported for 23% of 9-year-old children in China (Li 200798), although a later study did not identify this as protective or harmful for atopy risk (Li 201199). Sharing a bedroom in childhood is more common: this may facilitate spread of infections, for example as reported for transmission of Helicobacter pylori among siblings in Northern Ireland: confirmed infection was more common both for room sharing and where a parent was H. pylori-positive (Farrell 2005100). Familial transmission of H. pylori is typical of urban society, whereas horizontal spread is more common in rural environments, particularly in the developing world (Schwarz 2008101). Overcrowding within households and other proxy infection exposures have been studied also in relation to CIDs, such as leukaemia and T1D.

3.3 Breast feeding and allergy
Several studies have shown that breastfeeding protects the infant against infection, by transfer of maternal antibodies and by constituents affecting the infant’s gut (Okuda 2001102, Mahmood 2001103, Ehlelayl 2009104, Bulkow 2002105, Arifeen 2001106) and this is confirmed by a recent meta-analysis (Ip 2007107). Its effect on allergic disease is less consistent, with little or no protective effect against allergic disease for short periods of breastfeeding such as 3-6 months (Ronmark 1999108, Oddy 2009109, Tanaka 2010110, Bener 2007111, Ehlelayl 2008112). A recent
follow-up study suggests that at least six months exclusive breastfeeding is required for protection against either respiratory infection or wheezing at 1-2 years of age, in comparison with non-breasted babies: the authors concluded that atopic mechanisms did not explain the results (Sonnenschein 2012). Data trends appear to be against a protective effect on allergy (Kemp 2004, Yang 2009) and there is also a need to take account of parental history of allergic diseases (Stabell Benn 2004). A recent international study of 51,000 children showed no protection for eczema from breastfeeding of various durations (Flohr 2011) and a review in 2008 challenged the ‘conventional wisdom’ that breastfeeding is protective against allergy’, criticising study design, such as lack of appropriate controls and failure to adjust for different durations of breastfeeding (Duncan 2008). An important factor could be exposure to known triggers of atopy, such as human rhinovirus (HRV) and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), which may be transferred from the mother. Inconsistent results may relate also to the differing components of breast milk: low CD14 in amniotic fluid or breast milk has been reported to be associated with increased risk of atopic eczema and allergic sensitisation (Jones 2002).

While breastfeeding has not been specifically studied as a proxy microbial exposure in the context of the hygiene hypothesis, it is established that it may transfer active maternal viral infections such as HIV and Hepatitis (Jones 2001) or methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus from the mother’s skin flora (Kawada 2003). A larger study of S.aureus transmission confirmed colonisation in breast fed infants (Chatzakis 2011). It has been proposed that the commensal microbiota of breast milk may confer protection against atopy, supported by evidence that breast milk is not sterile (Michie 2003, Perez 2007). An ‘entero-mammary’ circulation may be involved: translocation of bacteria from gut to Peyer’s patches is increased during lactation (Rook 2010) and bacteria can be seen in the glandular tissue of the healthy breast, as well as cultivable organisms from the mononuclear cells in breast milk. Bacterial transfer in breast milk may contribute to the colonisation and education of the neonatal gut.

### 3.4 Farm and other rural exposure

#### 3.4.1 Several studies indicate a protective effect of growing up on a farm (von Mutius 2010), at least as regards incidence of asthma and allergies, although specific protective factors remain a puzzle. This includes the absence of such protection from a general farming environment, for example in children of farm workers (Braun Fährlander 1999, Gassner-Bachman 2000, von Ehrenstein 2000, Riedler 2001, Radon 2001). Apparently protective factors include prenatal and continuous farm exposure to adulthood and close contact or proximity with farm animals, recently confirmed for French farms by Varraso and in Eastern Europe by Kramer 2009. Consumption of raw (unprocessed) cow’s milk has also been reported as protecting non-farm populations (Remes 2003, Perkin & Strachan 2006). A study of 800 children in rural Crete showed high (24%) prevalence of atopy as indicated by a skin prick test, but few symptoms: those from farming families had more frequent contact with farm animals, mainly goats, but were not less likely to be atopic: investigators wondered if it was the “wrong sort” of farming (Zekveld 2006). This is supported by a lack of allergy protection in children of crop farmers (Downs 2001). Livestock exposure appears to be a key factor (Riedler 2001, Wickens 2002, Perkin 2006), with pig and cattle farming reported as particularly ‘protective’, including for adult farmers, although not consistently across studies (Smit 2007, Monsó 2003, Monsó 2000). In a large-scale study of 24,341 mother-child pairs (Stabell Benn 2004), decreased risk of atopic dermatitis at 18 months was associated both with farm living and household pets, as well as other factors. Although pet ownership has been found to be protective in some studies (Aichbhaumik 2008), study results are inconsistent and pets are in general recognised as a sensitising factor in allergic asthma and other atopic disorders (Simpson 2010). Inconsistencies may relate to interruption of exposure, as prolonged
exposure to a pet can desensitise, so long as contact continues. Recent findings, that pet cats and dogs protect against respiratory symptoms and infections in the first year of life, appear to further confirm this explanation (Bergroth 2012).

3.4.2 From an epidemiological viewpoint, the farm effect needs greater definition in terms of the type and size of farm, as well as the nature of exposure. Clearly there would be differing exposures on a large modernised farm compared with a small-holding, or organic methods compared with use of antibiotics or ‘non-organic’ feeding practices. The timing and nature of exposure also needs more precise definition as the relationship of immune response to the environment is still being researched: key features from research include the probable need for farming exposure up to adulthood (Lauener 2002, Ege 2007), perhaps even during the mother’s pregnancy (Ege 2006, Schaub 2009). A recent meta-analysis of the farm effect on asthma confirmed a general protective effect in 39 studies up to mid-2011, but no consistent detection of a specific protective factor (Genuite 2012).

3.4.3 Farming studies seem to indicate that it is not just any 'mud, glorious mud' that is important but the type of mud found where livestock are farmed. Mud direct contact or aerosol may increase microbial exposure, particularly to gastrointestinal bacteria, bacterial components (such as endotoxins), parasitic organisms such as Cryptosporidium spp and helminths. As discussed in Section 3.6.3, none of these specific types of organism have yet explained the 'farm effect', lending support to the idea that diverse rather than specific farm yard exposure is important. A protective effect from consumption of milk ‘straight from the cow’ in childhood is supportive of the influence of non-pathogenic bacteria in milk. Individual genetic make-up must be important, as is timing: the protective effect holds only for farmer’s children who have continuous farm exposure up to adulthood. The mechanism or optimal mix of organisms remains unclear.

3.5 The urban environment, ‘population mixing’ and the migration effect

3.5.1 Allergic asthma and inner cities
Allergic asthma is rising in ‘unhygienic’ inner cities in USA but is less common in migrants’ children in European cities, possibly related to differences in exposure to indoor allergens such as cockroaches, rodent urine or foodborne infections (Matricardi 2010, Cullinan 2003), as well as to different types of organisms, for example few of those found in a rural environment. These migrant families live in much the same environment as the native children, but there are some lifestyle differences, which may include diet as well as more general socioeconomic differences such as poverty or access to health care. The shift from traditional rural environments to modern urban living has been studied in Greenland Inuits. In just a few decades, this population has transformed from dependence on hunting and fishing to a society working in trade, administration and services. The frequency of allergic disorders has increased: specific IgE sensitization to inhaled allergens doubled in both children and adults between 1987 and 1998 (Krause 2002). The proportion of adult obesity also doubled over this period (Andersen 2004), a factor linked to higher risk of allergy (see Section 6.3). By contrast, studies of risk factors for MS have shown a protective effect from growing up in a large urban centre such as Berlin or Paris (Conradi 2011): the lower risk in Paris was attributed, possibly, to lower rates in immigrants (Fromont 2010). No such protective ‘urban’ effect applies to food allergy, according to a recent study of 38,465 US children (Gupta 2012). Children up to the age of 18 were randomly selected and results based on questionnaire reports were adjusted for race/ethnicity, age, household income and latitude. Food allergy was highest for children in densely populated urban areas (9.8%), compared with a prevalence of 6.2% in rural areas. Milk and soy allergy were not related to geographic area, milk in particular being an
almost universal infant exposure, but allergies to other foods, particularly peanuts, showed this apparent urban effect. The authors suggested a link to the different type of microbial exposure in urban and rural areas: they also found unadjusted differences related to ethnicity/race, household income and latitude of residence, but the study did not include information on whether the children were recent or later generation migrants.

3.5.2 Increasing interest in the effects of population mixing - the movement and interaction of people over time and space - has prompted migration studies on allergy and CID. Such movements represent a ‘natural experiment’ in which to explore microbial exposure and other contributory factors influencing immune dysregulation (Söderström 2012155). People migrating from a low-incidence to a high-incidence country tend to acquire immune disorders with a high incidence at the first generation (Okada 2010156), for example diabetes in Pakistani immigrants to the UK or multiple sclerosis in Asian immigrants to the US; Söderström155 reported that, for T1D, this applies also to 2nd generation immigrants, as might be expected if the important exposures for priming immunoregulation occur during pregnancy or infancy. Matricardi150 suggests that the migrant families with paradoxical lower levels of atopy may retain a ‘protective microbial ecosystem’ typical of their country of origin. He suggests this explains why urban studies of asthma in “unhygienic American cities” challenge the microbial exposure tenet of the hygiene hypothesis. As Platts-Mills and colleagues observed157, 158, the increase in urban asthma in deprived inner city populations can hardly be ascribed to cleanliness. The possible ‘red herring’ here is that a dirty urban environment may include several pathogens, but not the mix of organisms that seem to protect on a farm. Socioeconomic group has proved an unhelpful proxy for microbial exposure. Although there is a positive correlation between gross national product and incidence of asthma, T1D and multiple sclerosis in Europe (Bach 2002159), or with family income and incidence of atopic dermatitis (Werner 2002160), areas such as inner cities or particular regions do not follow this pattern (Patterson 1996 161, Asher 2011162). The increasing emphasis on disorders such as T1D, rather than asthma, is partly due to the difficulty of excluding non-atopic asthma: such cases represent about half of asthma patients (Pearce 199937). The growing focus on peri-urban/rural differences in these population and migration studies have also drawn into question the proportion of rhinitis and eczema attributable to atopy (Asher 2011162 Weinmayr 2008163, Flohr 2008164).

3.6 More direct measures of microbial exposure and/or infection
Some of the studies exploring ‘proxy’ exposures such as farming have also examined particular infections. Direct measures include serology and microbial culture, usually in association with clinical diagnosis, although the less readily ascertained subclinical infection may be more important to the concept of microbial deprivation. Infections by some types of organisms may result in an immune bias against the development of clinical allergy, while others may predispose to allergic disease and asthma (Sevin & Peebles 2010165). Investigation of foodborne, gastrointestinal, respiratory and other infections are considered below, as well as the role of the commensal gut bacteria [microbiota]. The general trend of recent studies is to indicate a protective benefit from non-specific microbial exposure at undefined levels, but with harmful effects from exposure to high levels.

3.6.1 Childhood infections
Children are at risk from most of the infections that also affect adults, but infections mainly confined to childhood include measles, mumps, rubella and chicken pox: these are the most studied since they are usually accurately diagnosed, although vaccination has made them less common. Childhood infections of the ear, throat, upper chest and gut are often not traced to a specific organism, unless infection is severe and involves hospital admission. In some studies, the number of reported infections is recorded rather than type, since investigators were
exploring the idea of multiple exposures having an effect on immune system development or regulation.

Despite the strength of the ‘family size’ effect, the number or type of childhood infections does not appear to explain it: for example, a survey of infection records of 2,111 Aberdeen schoolchildren showed "conflicting relationships with atopic disease" with the risk of atopy increasing with the number of childhood infections. A study of Danish children followed from birth showed no protection from childhood respiratory infection and no association of atopy with birth order (Naftstad, 2005). In another Danish cohort study, the risk of atopic dermatitis increased for each childhood infection (such as common cold, diarrhoea or ear infection) recorded before 6 months of age, although having other siblings, owning a pet and living on a farm were protective (Benn 2004). While showing a birth order effect for "allergic disease", a large (n=24,690) English follow-up study showed no association with maternal clinical infection, except for a small increased risk of atopy associated with prenatal infection or antibiotic treatment (McKeever 2002). A recent large case control study using UK general practice records has provided the most conclusive evidence yet of no convincing protective association between 30 clinical infections in the first year of life and hayfever (Bremner 2008). The wide range of infections also included conditions such as lice or threadworm infection. The researchers found the now established protective inverse relationship of hayfever with the number of older siblings, but this did not relate to incidence of infections. They concluded: "supporters of the hygiene hypothesis need to look beyond acute infectious illnesses". Similarly a large British survey based on sera taken in routine medical examinations showed no association between tests for specific allergens or specific IgE levels and presumed higher exposure to childhood infections, for example due to attending boarding school or sibship size (Law 2005).

More detail on the infections studied is in Appendix II.

Day care studies have yielded similarly negative results. Respiratory infections reported by parents and allergy in 3,766 Texan children were both found to be higher in day care attenders (Sun & Sundell 2011). A study of Finnish children attending child day care centres, using controlled hygiene intervention over 15 months, showed a 27% reduction in the ‘hygiene’ group of both clinically confirmed ear infections and requirement for antibiotic therapy (Dunder 2007). The authors commented: "the magnitude of the reduction in infections and the duration of the [hygiene] intervention should have led to an increase in asthma rates if the hygiene hypothesis were to apply to common childhood infections". Later questionnaire follow-up showed no difference in the hygiene and control groups on rates of asthma, allergic rhinitis or atopic dermatitis (Kim 2008).

Chicken pox [Varicella zoster] is mainly airborne. Some studies have shown that early natural infection may protect against atopic dermatitis and asthma, confirmed recently by a study comparing vaccinated and infected children in New York (Silverberg 2012). Children infected with the wild virus also had lower risk of allergic rhinoconjunctivitis, although there was no difference in the risk of food allergy. Chicken pox vaccine contains a live attenuated strain of the virus, so this result needs further research, particularly as other studies have not shown a protective effect from chicken pox or other viruses (Gibb 2004), including a Danish study reporting an increased atopy risk following natural infection with chicken pox, mumps measles or rubella (Bager 2002).

Measles: a possible protective effect was intensively researched after the work of Shaheen in Guinea-Bassau, which suggested that children who recovered from natural measles infection had half the risk of atopy, in comparison with vaccinated children. Early studies such as by Bodner and colleagues appeared to confirm the benefit of natural measles infection. The opposite effect, i.e. aggravating atopy, was reported by Paunio, Bernsen & van der Wouden 2008 and Bager 2002. The latter study showed an increased risk for measles acquired in the
first year of life but no association either way for later ages of measles infection. A 2006 study on Steiner school children found a lower risk of IgE mediated eczema following natural measles infection, with no such protection following Measles-Mumps-Rubella (MMR) vaccination (Flølstrup 2006178). Because of controversy about the MMR vaccination, such as the disproved link with autism, studies have focused on this vaccine in recent years. MMR vaccination was associated with fewer hospital admissions with an asthma diagnosis and also less prescription of anti-asthma medicines (Hvild & Melbye 2008179), but the 2008 study by Bernsen and van der Wouden71 found no effect from MMR on atopic disorders (see also studies on childhood infection in Appendix II).

3.6.2 Studies on general microbial exposure
Lack of evidence for specific infections has led to research into the general microbial burden in childhood, such as numbers of microorganisms in dust or levels of C-reactive protein (CRP), a general marker of clinical or subclinical infection exposure and of inflammation. High infant microbial exposure (based on maternal reports of diarrhoea or respiratory infection) was found to predict low CRP levels in adulthood (McDade 2010180). In a recent update from the McDade group, CRP was studied in people of the Ecuadorian Amazon at four week internals: while CRP levels varied over time, the background levels were very low in the absence of episodes of infection, indicating intact immunoregulation that terminated inflammation when it was not needed (McDade 2012181). In contrast, the persistently raised CRP levels frequently reported in affluent urban areas in the US (Gurven 2008182, 181), even in the absence of infection, suggest failing immunoregulation and susceptibility to CID and cardiovascular disease.

The biodiversity hypothesis is relevant to levels of microbial exposure (von Hertzen 20118, Hanski 2012183). This hypothesis holds that the important factor is the range and diversity of microbes, rather than measures of quantity, related to a decline in microbial biodiversity akin to the threat or extinction of several animal or plant species. A wider range of microorganisms has been reported for the dust in children’s rooms on farms than in non-farming environments, including Listeria monocytogenes, bacillus and corynebacterium species (Ege 2011184). This greater diversity for farm than for non-farm exposure was associated with less risk of asthma and atopy, although no particular species was identified as protective. The home environment was examined for US school age children, finding that higher levels of both gram-negative and gram-positive microorganisms were associated with fewer asthma symptoms, with greater apparent protection from endotoxin exposure (Sordillo 2010185). Investigation of the personal colonisation by microorganisms has been proposed as the next step in explaining these findings and defining how “an environment rich in non-pathogenic microbes” may reduce the risk of asthma (Gern 2011186).

See also endotoxins (Section3.6.3 (vi)) and inhaled dust (3.6.7(iii)).

3.6.3 Gastrointestinal infections
Gastrointestinal infections relevant to this review include those caused by HAV virus (HAV), enteroviruses, Helicobacter pylori, Salmonella, endotoxins associated with Gram-negative organisms, Toxoplasma gondii and helminth infestations. Few infections have been shown to have a consistent effect: for example clinically diagnosed gastroenteritis showed no protective effect for hayfever in the large study on UK GP records mentioned re: family size (Bremner 2008169). While some infections have not lived up to earlier optimism of protective effects, there is increasing evidence for the importance of the emerging pathogen and gastric commensal Helicobacter pylori, helminths (worm infestations) and some evidence for Toxoplasma gondii infections in immune priming or atopy. The role of the gut commensal bacteria is also discussed in this section.
(i) *Helicobacter pylori*

*H. pylori* bacteria are mammalian gut commensal organisms, asymptomatic in over 80% of humans, although persistent colonisation of the stomach is associated with higher risk of peptic ulcers, gastric cancers and other disorders. *H. pylori* is associated with contaminated water and food, but also spreads from person to person and is a cause of gastritis in children as well as adults (Harris 2008\(^{187}\)). It may also cause or contribute to chronic urticaria [hives] (Greaves 2002\(^{188}\), Hernando-Harder 2009\(^{189}\)).

An inverse association between atopic disorders and positive serology to *Helicobacter pylori* is well established (Jarvis 2004\(^{190}\), Kosunen 2002\(^{191}\), Matricardi 2000\(^{192}\)). This association applies particularly, or perhaps only, if acquired in childhood (Chen & Blaser 2007\(^{193}\)). A strong protective relationship between *H.pylori* seropositivity and less risk of childhood asthma and other types of atopy in children aged 3-13 supports this (Chen & Blaser 2008\(^{194}\)). The relationship may be more pronounced in men (Shiotani 2008\(^{195}\)) and applies also to food allergy (Konturek 2008\(^{196}\)). Children with atopic dermatitis had lower levels of *H.pylori* antibody than controls in an Egyptian study (Zuel-Fakkar & Girgis 2011\(^{197}\)): the authors concluded there would be no benefit in eradicating *H.pylori* for such cases. A recent study of 878 Ethiopian infants recorded *H.pylori* infection in 41%, as well as high levels of commensal bacteria such as enterococci and lactobacilli: *H. pylori* was associated with “borderline” protection against eczema (p=0.07, i.e. not statistically significant) but no protection against other forms of atopy (Amberbir 2011\(^{198}\)). Other bacteria measured in this study were not associated with atopy.

The inverse relationship has been observed across different populations and geographical areas (Sevin & Peebles 2010\(^{165}\)). But in a recent study of 2633 UK adults, there was no association between seropositivity and clinically confirmed atopy (Fullerton 2009\(^{199}\)). Similarly, a 2008 study of 90 patients with gastric pain and indigestion showed no difference in *H. pylori* positivity for atopic and non-atopic participants (Baccioglu 2008\(^{200}\)). A large study of specific IgE levels in British businessmen showed no association with evidence of *H. pylori* infection (Law 2005\(^{25}\)). Nor has an inverse (protective) association been confirmed in two other relatively small studies of adult patients with clinically diagnosed asthma (Tsang 2000\(^{201}\), Jun 2005\(^{202}\)). *H. pylori* seropositivity is more common in children with food allergy (Corrado 2000\(^{203}\)), which fits with its tendency to damage the gastric barrier, permitting more food allergens to pass through\(^{200}\).

Such conflicting results pose the question that the protective association may be coincidental, possibly linked to removal of *H. pylori* through antibiotic therapy, other treatments or population trends. *H. pylori* appears to have co-evolved with humans and persists during the life of the host (Blaser & Atherton 2004\(^{204}\)). Transient colonisation can occur but the usual pattern is chronic *H. pylori* acquisition, associated with no change in antibody titres over decades, indicating an ability to reduce recognition by immune sensors. A combined protective effect against allergy and other CIDs may depend on the presence also of helminth infestation, which would have been common in our evolutionary past. For further discussion of a possible evolutionary role, see Section 4.

(ii) *Hepatitis A (HAV) and Hepatitis B (HBV)*

Positive serology to HAV has been used as a marker of past clinical or subclinical exposure but with inconsistent results regarding development of allergy. Some studies, as covered in more detail in a previous review\(^2\), showed an inverse correlation with atopy (Matricardi 2002\(^{205}\), Matricardi 1997\(^{206}\), Linneberg 2003\(^{207}\)) but others did not confirm this (Jarvis 2004\(^{190}\), Bodner 2000\(^{208}\), Cullinan 2003\(^{151}\)) and another large serological study also has shown no association between IgE levels and HAV positive serology (Law 2005\(^{25}\)). An explanation for such inconsistency has been suggested by Umetsu and colleagues (2005\(^{209}\)): they tested 375 individuals for antibodies to HAV and for serological evidence of atopy. They found that HAV
was protective against atopy only for those with a particular variant of the gene TIM-1. The way in which HAV infection and TIM-1 alter the immune system to protect against atopy is not yet clear, although the evidence of very high levels of childhood HAV infection prior to around 1970 emphasises the possible importance of exposure to this virus during the early development of immunoregulation (Umetsu & DeKruyff 2010). A study of HBV carrier children in Turkey showed they had more frequent symptoms of asthma, eczema and atopy than children with T1D or healthy controls (Cakir 2008). By contrast, another Turkish study showed significantly lower atopy in both HBV and HAV seropositive children, compared with healthy controls (Kocobas 2006). A recent review of studies investigating the risk of inducing atopy through immunisation for HBV, tetanus or diphtheria concluded that there was no influence on atopy or other modified immune response (Friedrich 2007). Von Mutius has argued (2010), that HAV should stay in the frame, since the receptor for the virus and its ligand [co-factor] belong to a family of proteins concerned with regulation of CD4 T-cell differentiation, airway inflammation and airway hyperresponsiveness.

HBV, normally acquired via blood or other body fluid transmission, has aroused interest because of the large number of asymptomatic carriers, an estimated 400 million people worldwide. While it has not been studied in detail in the context of atopy, it has been suggested that the immune changes in chronic carriage (towards Th-2 response) would be expected to increase the risk of allergic disease (Kocobas 2001).

(iii) Enteroviruses

An enterovirus is a virus that enters the body via the gastrointestinal tract and thrives there, although often moving on to attack the nervous system. Examples include the polio, coxsackie and echoviruses. In a study of two genetically related, but culturally very different, groups of schoolchildren living in Karelia and Finland, antibodies to enterovirus infections in the Karelian children were associated with a lower risk of allergic sensitization (Seiskari 2007). The difference was attributed to poorer, possibly more overcrowded or presumed less hygienic living conditions in the Karelian group, which would have favoured acquisition of these infections at a younger age than in the Finnish group. Animal studies indicate a possible protective effect of enteroviruses against T1D (Tracy 2010). Where human clinical enterovirus infection has been diagnosed, there is little evidence of a protective effect against T1D, rather the reverse. For example, enterovirus RNA was found to be more common in the blood of children with T1D than in non-diabetic children (Oikarinen 2010); another recent study also showed a risk of developing diabetes after enterovirus infection (Stene 2010). A dual role, i.e. either protective or causative of T1D, has been proposed for these viruses, depending on whether the exposure is before the first year of life. This is supported by research into the effects of rotavirus infection: childhood rotavirus infection is associated with damage to insulin-producing cells in the pancreas, causing T1D (Graham 2008) but animal studies have produced conflicting results, suggesting a possible protection against T1D from very early infection (Filippi 2008).

(iv) Salmonella

An Italian study reported lower prevalence of allergic rhinoconjunctivitis and asthma in children hospitalised for salmonellosis (Pelosi 2005). As yet this has not been confirmed by other research: it should be noted that most cases of Salmonella infection do not require hospital admission and that incidence of many Salmonella species has declined with increasing standards of food production. Also there could be a social class/socioeconomic confounder, for example in differences in diet, food storage or poor quality food consumption.
(v) **Toxoplasma**

*Toxoplasma gondii* is a parasite hosted predominantly by cats, but other warm-blooded animals and humans can be carriers. It invades the cells and this intracellular existence allows it to avoid the host’s immune system. While mainly causing self-limiting disease or asymptomatic carriage, infection during pregnancy can have serious effects on the fetus. In a study examining positive serology (i.e. previous exposure) in young Italian adults, positive tests for *Toxoplasma*, in addition to HAV and *Herpes simplex type 1*(HSV-1), were associated with reduced risk of hayfever, asthma and atopic sensitisation (Matricardi 2002\textsuperscript{205}), but this was not confirmed in a 30 year follow up study in Scotland: there was no association between seropositivity (for *T.gondii*, *H.pylori*, HAV), and atopic status (Bodner 2000\textsuperscript{206}). A later Scandinavian study of 1249 adults also found that positive *Toxoplasma* serology was not protective, although other infections, including *H.pylori* and HSV-1, showed a possible protective association (Janson 2007\textsuperscript{223}). *Toxoplasma* infection has been linked to the hygiene hypothesis because it is more common in unhygienic environments: Roma children living in "unfavourable" conditions were recently compared with others in the same area in Greece: antibodies to 13 infections were measured. *T.gondii*, along with HAV, *H.pylori*, cytomegalovirus, HSV-1 and *Hepatitis B* virus were all more common in Roma children, but there was no protective effect for allergic disease, and Roma children in fact were found to have a greater risk of atopy (Michos 2011\textsuperscript{224}). Another recent study of children in poor neighbourhoods in Brazil illustrates a key problem in these studies: while the children with raised sIgE (allergen specific IgE, a marker of atopy risk) were less likely to have antibodies against *T.gondii*, this did not relate to diagnosed atopy (Alcantara-Neves 2012\textsuperscript{225}). Thus a clinical diagnosis is a more important indicator than serology tests in examining possible causation or prevention of atopy. Several of these studies showed an increased level of atopy in children who experienced the clinical effects of *Toxoplasma* and other infections, which is relevant to discussion of the type or level of exposure required to promote a healthy immune system (see Section 6).

(vi) **Endotoxins**

Exposure to endotoxin, a cell wall component of the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria, was previously thought likely to explain the ‘farm effect’, but further studies have indicated a complex relationship depending on level of exposure and how genetic susceptibility is expressed \[phenotype\] (Simpson 2006\textsuperscript{143}, Martinez 2007\textsuperscript{226}). Measurement of endotoxins is fraught with methodological difficulties: measuring endotoxin in indoor and outdoor environments does not necessarily predict daily personal exposure (Delfino 2011\textsuperscript{227}). Braun-Fahrlander and colleagues 2002\textsuperscript{(228)} reported an inverse relationship between endotoxin in children’s mattress dust and prevalence of hay fever, atopic asthma and atopic sensitization, yet high levels of endotoxin were positively associated with non-atopic wheeze. Douwes 2006\textsuperscript{229} took mattress and floor measurements for infants followed up to the age of 4 years: mattress microbial levels showed no association with wheezing, but high floor microbial contamination, especially endotoxin, appeared to be protective for persistent wheeze. Mattress dust in farm households contains more gram-negative bacteria and their components than that from non-farm households (Schram-Bijerk 2005\textsuperscript{230}). Muramic acid, a bacterial cell wall component, indicates levels of bacteria rather than specific endotoxin and was associated with lower frequency of wheezing and asthma in rural children in the ALEX study (van Strien 2004\textsuperscript{231}). Endotoxin exposure was also associated with lower allergic sensitization in a study of school-age children (Sordillo 2010\textsuperscript{18}). Studies of occupational exposure to endotoxin in adult farmers have shown protection from allergic rhinitis, but higher levels of endotoxin led to increased asthma prevalence (Smit 2008\textsuperscript{232}) or increased airway hyper-responsiveness (Portengen 2005\textsuperscript{233}). In a recent large study on endotoxin exposure in adult workers, current ‘low mediate’ levels were associated with least risk of allergic sensitisation and hayfever, showing an inverse dose response relationship: ‘high’ levels (above 100 EU/m3) increased the risk of chronic bronchitis and organic dust syndrome: agricultural workers were the most likely to have protective effects from the
exposure (Basinas 2012\textsuperscript{234}). Inhalation of endotoxins in dust is also likely to be accompanied by inhalation of other components such as dust mites and pet hairs, discussed in Section 3.6.7(iii).

### 3.6.4 Gut microbiota

The microorganisms that typically inhabit the gut have been called its flora, commensal organisms or microbiota (terms that apply also to the bacteria present on skin (Section 3.6.8) or in other parts of the body). Sterile at birth, the gastrointestinal tract is colonised within a week by bacteria and after weaning develops an adult-type pattern of indigenous microflora. The microbiota constituents include the bacteria, their genes, as well as proteins and metabolites, collectively known as the microbiome (Korecka & Arulampalam 2012\textsuperscript{235}). Trillions of bacteria are present in all human guts (approximately $10^{14}$, that is, ten times more than the number of nucleus containing cells in the body (Berg 1996\textsuperscript{236})). Early colonisers include \textit{E. coli}, \textit{streptococci}, and anaerobic organisms such as \textit{Bacteroides}, \textit{Bifidobacteria} and \textit{Clostridium}. Human milk is probably the main source of gut bifidobacteria, (Martin 2008\textsuperscript{237}). Formula-fed infants harbour a mixture of several bacteria in faecal microbiota, whereas bifidobacteria and lactobacilli predominate in breast-fed babies (Harmsen 2000\textsuperscript{238}). An important role of the gut microbiota in developing the mucosal immune system has been established (Brandtzæg 1996\textsuperscript{239}, Sudo 1997\textsuperscript{240}) and it arguably comprises the most abundant source of early immune stimulation (Björkstén 2005\textsuperscript{241}, Björkstén 2009\textsuperscript{6}). Germ-free mice have poorly developed lymphoid systems and increased susceptibility to inflammatory disorders (Rook 2011\textsuperscript{17}). Thus the microbiota are not simply colonisers, but are actively involved in many aspects of metabolism, including immune system regulation: the relationship between the microbiome and the human immune cells has been described as a balancing act that has taken some 200,000 years to calibrate (Ackerman 2012\textsuperscript{242}). This co-evolved host-microbe interaction provides mutual benefits. Recent research also suggests that a host-specific gut microbiota (for example, different between mice and humans) is required for appropriate maturation of gut immunity, in turn considered critical for a healthy immune system (Chung 2012\textsuperscript{243}).

Evidence that the calibration of microbiota is now challenged comes from studies comparing the microbiota in traditional, rural environments and in city environments. Babies from European cities have been shown to have dramatically different microbiota compared to those born in Burkina Faso, Africa (de Filippo 2010\textsuperscript{244}). Reduced diversity of faecal microbiota was reported for Swedish infants at one week who went on to be diagnosed with atopic eczema at 18 months, in comparison with babies not diagnosed with eczema at that age (Wang 2008\textsuperscript{245}). Similarly, an increased risk of allergic disease was associated with less gut intestinal microbiota diversity in infancy in a Danish cohort of 411 children (Bisgaard 2011\textsuperscript{246}). Another study of infant faeces showed an association between eczema at 6 months and reduced microbial diversity of the flora compared with controls (Forno 2008\textsuperscript{247}). While these studies indicate a potential role for microbial diversity as regards atopy, there are also some inconsistent findings. For example, a study of faecal microflora in 300 infants born in European cities showed no evidence of acquisition of particular bacterial groups during the first year of life, or any association with eczema or food allergy by 18 months (Adlerberth 2007\textsuperscript{248}). Regarding IBDs, gut commensal organisms have been reported as protective and associated with loss of tolerance reactions (Matricon 2010\textsuperscript{249}), suggesting that the driving factors for the immune dysregulation are more likely to be commensal bacteria, or their products, rather than pathogens (Xavier & Podolsky 2007\textsuperscript{250}). This is intuitively logical, as a necessary function would be more likely to depend on safe, ubiquitous organisms rather than on sporadic, dangerous microbes. (Diversity is further discussed in Section 4.6).

### 3.6.5 Antibiotics and loss of gut microbiota diversity

Björkstén (1999\textsuperscript{251}) proposed that antibiotic use in infancy might reduce the diversity of gut microbiota, which may in turn predispose to immune system disorders (Mazmanian 2005\textsuperscript{252}).
An association of antibiotic prescription with later development of asthma or allergy has been reported in several studies over the last decade, as reviewed by Sevin and Peebles in 2010. Kozyrskyj and colleagues, confirming this effect in a report of a follow-up study in 2010, suggest that inconsistent results in some of the early studies may have been due to bias from the use of antibiotics to treat lower respiratory tract infection, which is more common in asthmatics. Frequent antibiotic use in early life is more common amongst asthmatic children. In the study by Kozyrskyj, a significant association of antibiotic use with atopy risk was observed when children with asthma diagnosed before 6 months were excluded and those without lower respiratory infection were analysed separately. The association appeared to be strongest for broad-spectrum antibiotics or multiple prescriptions. Confounders for this effect could include the use of paracetamol to treat fevers, associated with increased asthma and allergy in some studies, as well as exposure to antibiotics via breastfeeding. Inappropriate prescribing of antibiotics for young children may also complicate interpretation of study results and overuse of these agents remains a persistent problem.

The most conflicting results for antibiotic effects are for asthma as opposed to hayfever and other types of atopy. A recent meta-analysis concluded that there has been overestimation of an association between antibiotic use and subsequent wheezing or diagnosis of asthma, possibly due to varying definitions of disease. Assessment of potential effects is also hampered by exposure to antibiotic residues or by-products, which may persist in treated water, as well as the presence of preservatives (e.g. ethyl parabens) and antibacterial products, such as triclosan, which have been added to some personal care products, such as soap, since around the 1950s in US hospitals and from the 1990s in a wider range of products, such as toothpaste. A 2012 Johns Hopkins survey of US children aged 6 to 18 found that levels of IgE antibodies correlated with concentrations of antimicrobial agents, including propyl parabens and triclosan, in urine samples. The highest levels of triclosan were associated with a 2-fold higher risk of environmental allergies, as measured by IgE levels. IgE antibodies are associated with response to allergens such as pollen or pet dander: while generally higher in those with clinically diagnosed allergy, raised levels do not necessarily indicate that allergy will develop. Elevated IgE levels have also been reported following oral antibiotic therapy, attributed to alteration of the gut commensal bacterial populations. Meanwhile, the finding of an allergy risk associated with antibacterial products needs further research and examination of the possible confounders, such as those implicated in antibiotic studies: the team at Johns Hopkins are planning a long term birth cohort study to assess antibacterial exposures.

### 3.6.6 Helminths

Helminths comprise a large range of parasitic worms: nematodea (round worms such as the hookworm or pinworm) and platyhelminths (flat worms such as trematodes (flukes) and tapeworms). Since they date back at least to the time of the dinosaurs, their colonisation of humans was, until recently, widespread. It has been estimated that around 50% of the young children of Europe and N.America were infested with pinworm (Enterobius verricularis) up to the mid 20th century. Pinworms often cause little or no symptoms and such helminths have developed the ability to evade and control the host's immune system. In return, the 'old friends' hypothesis maintains that these organisms have co-evolved a role as inducers of immunoregulation, associated with less likelihood of autoimmune or atopic reactions. Elevations of anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as interleukin-10, occur during long-term helminth infections as well as eosinophilia and a specific immunoglobulin (IgG) response. Case control studies in Ethiopia and Vietnam have shown that helminth infection protects against allergy. While most helminths infect via the oral route, immunoregulatory effects have been described for a filarial worm species (Litomosoides sigmodontis) that enters through the skin.
Studies of this organism in mice have shown inhibition of allergic sensitization and of airway hyperreactivity (Dittrich 2008). A recent review of the aetiology of atopic dermatitis concluded that helminths are the only pathogens to show a protective effect (Flohr & Yeo 2011). This effect appears to apply to a wide range of immune dysregulatory disorders, including IBD such as Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis and MS. Anti-helminth treatment, while needed for symptomatic infection, is unpleasant and appears to be detrimental to atopy risk. In a trial of an anthelmintic albendazole in pregnant women in Uganda, the risk of infantile eczema was increased (Mpairwe 2011). This confirmed the expectations of the investigators, who had found hookworm and schistosomiasis in about two thirds of the women. Trials of worm therapy for CID are reviewed in Section 4.11.

3.6.7 Respiratory infections and atopy

i) Bacterial infections

Respiratory infections, excluding tuberculosis, have been estimated to cause 6% of the global burden of disease, with 4.2 million people dying each year of lower respiratory infection (Hilty 2010). *Streptococci* have been implicated in influencing the phenotypic expression of asthma, for example as part of bacterial intrauterine contamination in a Finnish study: infants from these mothers had an increased risk of asthma and allergic sensitisation 15-17 years later (Keski-Nisula 2009). *Haemophilus spp* were more frequent colonisers of the bronchi in asthma patients than in controls, while Bacteroidetes, particularly *Prevotella spp* were more frequent in controls: the investigators suggested that microbiota are disturbed by more allergenic bacteria in asthmatic airways, possibly related to an increased risk of colonisation when the function of microscopic cilia in the respiratory tract is impaired.

**Tuberculous infection and other Mycobacteria**

Mycobacteria are aerobic, Gram-positive bacteria and are unusual in having a thick cell wall that prevents drying out. They prompt particularly strong Th1 immune responses (associated with less risk of allergy) and bind to macrophage receptor cells known as Toll-like receptors, TL-Rs: these and other effects have made these microorganisms of great interest regarding the causes and prevention of atopy (Hopkin 2000). Many strains are harmless and useful in that they degrade organic matter in soil. Pathogenic strains have long caused disease in humans, such as tuberculosis (*M. tuberculosis*) and leprosy (*M. leprae*). Animal models have shown that mycobacteria suppress atopic symptoms, but the relationship of mycobacterial infection to atopy in humans remains unclear. A systematic review of properly conducted studies of mycobacterial infection found only 40% showed a protective effect (Obihara 2007). Positive tuberculin skin tests were inversely associated with wheeze, asthma and atopic eczema in a study of 5717 Japanese schoolchildren (Miyake 2008), although no relationship was found for Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccination and allergic disorders.

**Atypical respiratory bacteria**

These include *Chlamydia* and *Mycoplasma* species, both of which have been particularly implicated as causing asthma, as well as exacerbating this disease (Sevin & Peebles 2010). *Mycoplasma pneumoniae* infection has been shown to maintain or enhance the Th2 cell responses associated with asthma (Wu 2008, Kraft 2008).
ii) **Respiratory viruses**

Respiratory viruses have been increasingly identified as having an allergenic, rather than any protective, role, including the common cold (*Rhinovirus*) (Jackson 2008, Miller 2009, Lee 2007), *Influenza A* (Riese 2004, Bordon 2011) and *Respiratory syncytial virus* (RSV). RSV is the most studied, partly because of its ubiquity: it is thought that nearly all children are infected by RSV at least once by the age of 2 years and children born four months before the RSV winter peak are particularly likely to develop asthma (Wu 2008). Also, children who develop severe bronchiolitis are at higher risk of asthma and allergic sensitisation (Sigurs 2000). A twin study in Denmark concluded that the relationship between RSV and asthma may be due to a shared genetic predisposition to both (Thomsen 2009). Severe RSV infection may be a marker of underlying genetic predisposition to asthma: epidemiological studies are hampered by the difficulty of defining the phenotype, for either RSV or asthma (Kuehni 2009). Viruses other than RSV can cause bronchiolitis in infancy: a recent Finnish study found an association of preschool asthma in children hospitalised for bronchiolitis before 6 months of age (Koponen 2012). While the direction of causation remains unclear for respiratory viruses, a protective role against atopy and asthma seems increasingly unlikely.

For comment on chicken pox and measles, which are mainly airborne, see 3.6.1.

iii) **Dust mites and other inhaled allergens**

Allergies to dust are common, much depending on the content of the dust, for example, house dust mites, endotoxins, pollen or pet hair, or the level of exposure. An inhaled allergen can cause sensitisation in susceptible individuals and thus lead to allergic symptoms on a later exposure. Sensitisation and subsequent triggering of allergic reactions should be distinguished from the underlying causes of impaired immunoregulation, which make an individual vulnerable to these allergens. Apart from endotoxins (see also 3.6.3vi), dust components have not been implicated as causing immunoregulatory disorders. Inhalation of dust containing dust mites or cat salivary proteins is associated with increased risk of sensitisation to these allergens and to persistent wheeze (Brussee 2005). A review of the contribution of pets to the infant immune response reported that in addition to pet allergens, homes with pets have higher levels of endotoxins (Simpson 2010). It has proved difficult to determine the specific contribution of such allergens and of associated social factors such as education and household income.

(iv) **Fungi**

Fungal spores can trigger an allergic reaction and fungi also produce proteases, linked to allergic airway disease. Fungal walls contain chitin, an abundant polysaccharide also present in the microfilarial sheaths of helminths and insect exoskeletons. Animal models have shown that infection might induce host chitinases, which break down chitin and enhance the asthmagenic effect. Chronic infection may thus cause persistent airway inflammation and contribute, more than previously thought, to the aetiology of allergic asthma (Denning 2006, Sevin & Peebles 2010). Markers for fungal exposure are also more common in farming households (Von Mutius 2010), and a recent study of farming versus non-farming environments found that exposure to some fungal species was inversely related to asthma risk (Ege 2011), although only as part of general microbial exposure.

3.6.8 **Skin microbiota and allergy**

The skin is rapidly colonised after birth. *Staphylococci* and *Streptococci* are early colonisers, with a more balanced population evolving over the first year of life. A normal adult has a vast diversity of skin flora, with 150 species on the surface of the hand alone, including *Staphylococci* and *Streptococci* but also bacteria such as *Lactobacilli*, *Propionibacteria* and *Corynebacterium*. A core set (about 13% of the range) appears to be common to most individuals, with more diversity in women than in men (von Hertzen 2009). The diversity of bacterial communities...
on the skin is similar with that of the gut, implying that the skin microbiota plays an important role in the immune system (von Hertzen 2011). As in the intestinal flora, the skin community includes permanent and transient members (Grice 2009), suggesting that at least part of this microbiota interacts continually with the environment. In a recent study in Finland (Hanski 2012), the skin microbiota of teenagers with atopy was compared with non-atopic teenagers, as measured by atopic sensitization: the environmental diversity around homes influenced the composition of bacterial classes on the subjects’ skins. The environmental biodiversity was measured in gardens around the home as well as in major land use within 3 km of the study subjects’ homes. Gram-negative gammaproteobacteria were found to have particular allergy-protective potential, because of an association with production of anti-inflammatory cytokines and greater abundance on the skin of healthy subjects than those with atopy. This correlated with greater environmental biodiversity near the healthy subjects’ homes, although it is pertinent to the ‘farm effect’ that living on a farm was unrelated to atopy risk in the study. Gammaproteobacteria is a large bacterial class that includes pathogens such as Escherichia coli, Salmonellae, Yersinia pestis, Vibrio cholerae and Pseudomonads; in addition to the non-invasive species found on skin and in soil, flowers, grass pollen and marine environments.

While species of both Staphylococci and Streptococci cause skin and other infection, both may also be involved in contributing to homeostasis [balance] in the skin environment, particularly Staphylococci, which have been shown to modulate the early inflammatory response (Lai 2009). A study of skin swabs taken from infants aged 1 to 12 months showed early dominance of Streptococci and Staphylococci up to 6 months, but greater diversity in older infants and the authors commented that timely establishment of a balanced skin flora may protect against both infection and later inflammatory responses (Capone 2011). A recent study of the skin microbiota in adults indicated that staphylococcal colonisation (S. aureus, S. epidermidis) in adults may be a sign of increased susceptibility to atopic dermatitis (Dotterud 2007), confirming an earlier study on Staphylococci (Dahl 1983).

The skin of babies is generally better hydrated than in adult life; the abundance of Staphylococci in infants corresponds to moist areas of adult skin (Grice 2009). Site specific differences in bacterial communities begin within the first 3 months, but they are unstable compared with adult skin, which may allow abnormal skin development, for example in predisposition to eczema or acne (Capone 2011). A recent increase in infantile atopic dermatitis has been reported (Manicini 2008), attributed as possibly due to changes in the development of the skin microbiota or in lifestyle choices that affect the integrity of the skin barrier, such as excessive washing or exfoliation (Callard & Harper 2007). Immune pathways in the skin, as in the gut, may be linked to the development of allergy (Spergel & Paller 2003), or asthma (Benn 2002) as well as in assisting with the education and adaption of the immune system (Grice & Segre 2011).

3.6.9 Respiratory microbiota and allergy
The role of the commensal organisms in the respiratory tract has been considered regarding later allergy risk or protection, particularly as earlier ideas that the lungs were sterile have been disproved (Huffnagle 2010). This is an active research area but so far it has not been possible to obtain an uncontaminated sample of normal respiratory microbiota. It also remains to be seen whether the latest research on the role of skin microbiota (as described above re: Hanski 2012) may involve atmospheric dust which also acts via the respiratory route. Current thinking still gives the gut microbiota the predominant role in influencing the development and maintenance of immune responses (Noverr 2004, Blaser 2006).
3.6.10 Caesarean section and birth canal microbiota

Delivery by Caesarean section has increased in many countries in recent decades. The rise has been driven by several factors, for example the one child policy in China, where two thirds of babies in urban areas are now delivered in this way (Ackerman 2012). In the US, Caesarean deliveries have increased from only 4.6% in 1962 to 32% in 2009 (Decker 2011). During a natural birth, infants are colonised by microbes from the mother’s birth canal and faeces, while Caesarean section babies are colonised by environmental microbes from the mother, ambient air and delivery staff. Caesarean delivery has been linked to a greater tendency to develop allergic disorders, leading to suggestions that transfer from the bacterial flora of the birth canal, in addition to greater exposure to faecal organisms, is important in the early colonisation of the baby’s gut (Ly 2008, 2006). Caesarean section babies have been found to have fewer Bifidobacteria and Bacteroides spp. in their gut microbiota, with associated greater risk of colonisation by the pathogen Clostridium difficile, in comparison with vaginally delivered infants: such differences have been cited as giving a greater risk of obesity and diabetes (Musso 2010).

Caesarean delivery has also been associated with a greater risk of developing Coeliac disease (an autoimmune disease of the small intestine), although not with the two major IBDs, Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis. Epidemiological studies on an association between mode of delivery and atopic disease, such as hayfever, have produced inconsistent results, possibly because of failure to adjust for a family history of atopy: a US study, restricted to children up to 9 years with a parental history of allergy, found a 2-fold higher risk of atopy for Caesarean section, compared with vaginal delivery (Pistiner 2008).

3.6.11 Urinary tract infections

A recent Australian study examined exposures during pregnancy and later atopy in the infants (Algert 2011). Maternal antenatal admissions for urinary tract infection (UTI) were associated with increased risk of childhood asthma; rupture of the membranes before labour was also a predictive risk factor. This study also showed higher risk for autumn and winter conceptions, which the investigators concluded suggested winter flu or low Vitamin D exposure, rather than any specific organism.

3.6.12 Immunisation/vaccination

Since vaccination involves the administration of attenuated or killed microorganisms, or selected components from them, in order to induce an immune response, the immunological effects could possibly influence susceptibility to atopic disease. Epidemiological studies as reviewed in the IFH 2004 and 2006 reviews provided no consistent support for either a beneficial or adverse effect of vaccination/immunisation on atopic tendency. This is confirmed by other research (Koppen 2004, Sanchez-Solis & Garcia-Marcos 2006) and a review of vaccine studies (Rottem 2008). Vaccination remains a controversial topic because of occasional or postulated side effects and so it has received detailed attention, for example a summary of randomised trials on influenza vaccine, which concluded no effect on existing asthma (Cates 2008), although because influenza infection appears to predispose to atopy, ‘flu vaccine has also been proposed as a preventive measure, based on beneficial effects in animal studies (Minne 2007). A study focusing on the MMR vaccine showed no effect on atopy risk (Bernsen & van der Wouden 2008), although there was evidence of protection against some forms of atopy in children vaccinated against pertussis and who later acquired this infection (Bernsen 2008) (see Appendix II). A recent meta-analysis of studies on childhood vaccination against pertussis (and BCG) also concluded that neither vaccine affected atopy risk in childhood or adolescence (Balicer 2007). The Old Friends hypothesis implies a need to focus on vaccines involving microorganisms no longer common in the modern environment, as well as those thought to be beneficial in gut microbiota (Björkstén 2012). BCG vaccination is relevant to the OF hypothesis and is further considered in Section 4.8.
4. **What is the nature of the microbial exposure required for ‘priming’ the immune system?**

4.1 The epidemiological evidence, reviewed in Section 3, shows increasing support for the role of microbial exposure as a key contributory factor for immune regulation in relation to risk of CIDs and allergic disorders. Despite the considerable amount of new research generated since the previous IFH reviews, the results do little to elucidate the precise nature of the exposure required for immune priming and development. The data suggest that both clinical infection and reduced microbial exposure may predispose towards development of CIDs and allergic disorders. The inconsistent results from studies suggest that, for any individual, there are many additional factors that determine whether a particular type of CID will develop. The lack of consistency also suggests that no single type of organism, no one single source (environmental, zoonotic, human) and no single route of exposure is likely to be the underlying cause. For example, whereas the recurrent observations of a protective effect of farm living suggests that exposure to zoonotic species from farm animals (including consumption of unpasteurised milk), and/or environmental strains, are important, the link to family size indicates possible protection from ‘subclinical’ exposure to some microorganisms. As we have seen, there is little evidence of a protective effect from particular recorded types of infection, such as ear infection, respiratory infection, diarrhoea and other infections occurring in childhood.

Since 2006, a number of hypotheses have been put forward which help to explain the inconsistencies and provide clearer and more unifying insights. In this section these are discussed in relation to the epidemiological data in Section 3 and data from other sources, such as trials of therapy and experimental models. Here we try to distinguish:

1) the groups, types or properties of organisms most likely to be protective against allergies and other CIDs (including the role of multiple exposures) from those which are less likely to perform this role;

2) the source/s and routes of the necessary exposures that may be protective against development of allergies and other CIDs and those less or unlikely to perform this role;

3) the optimal timing for microbial exposure for correct immune system development.

4.2 The ‘Old friends’ (OF) hypothesis

The OF hypothesis, proposed by Rook and colleagues in 2003 (Rook 2004) has gained recognition because it addresses the problems encountered in identifying ‘protective’ microbial exposures, but also provides a unifying explanation for the impact of other factors such as modern diet and the urban environment. The hypothesis is reviewed in more detail in a number of recent reviews (Rook 2009, 2010, 2011). The **OF hypothesis** holds that the important microbial exposure for immune system development is no longer readily available in the modern world, but was more common in the primaeval environment over 50,000 years ago, when the human immune system evolved. The first mammals encountered life forms, such as bacteria, in a world in which there were already at least a million bacteria in every millilitre of water, tens of millions in every gram of soil and probably similar numbers of microbes in other parts of their environment, as well as on their skins and in their guts. As a result, a dependence evolved between the immune system of mammals and some microorganisms. Evolved dependence is where an organism has adapted to the presence of a partner, through loss of genetic material, and can no longer function without it. If correct, this would mean that some functions of the immune system were not encoded in the human genome, because continuing exposure made this unnecessary. The most relevant microorganisms are those that
accompanied early ‘hunter gatherers’ in the Paleolithic period and during the development of farming in the Neolithic period around 10,000 years ago (Figure 1).

### 4.3 Epidemiological transitions and the environment of evolutionary adaptedness (‘EEA’)

The term ‘epidemiological transition’ describes the major watersheds in human development (Caldwell 2001, Armelagos 2005). An epidemiological transition occurred between the Paleolithic and Neolithic periods, with a second transition occurring during the modern industrialised age from around 1800 (Figure 1). The Paleolithic stage of human development was termed the ‘environment of evolutionary adaptedness’ (EEA). A related concept is that human behaviours, such as instincts, evolved during the hunter-gatherer existence in pastoral and agricultural environments and that the human adaptation to more recent environments, such as cities, has been cultural and technological rather than genetic. Since the immune system does not produce conscious awareness that it is receiving inadequate microbial stimuli, we have until recently been unaware of this possible misfit with our physical environment.

**Figure 1. Aspects of human immunological history relevant to the hygiene hypothesis (adapted from Rook 2010)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Human activity</th>
<th>Microbes in environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paleolithic</strong> (from 2.6 million years ago to around 10,000 years ago)</td>
<td>The human ‘EEA’. Hunter gatherer small groups by lakes and rivers; scavenging; early fermented drinks</td>
<td>Environmental saprophytes such as <em>Mycobacteria</em>, Dietzia, Tsukumurella, Gordona etc. Microbial molecules: lipopolysaccharides (LPS), peptidoglycans, etc. <em>Gut microbiota</em>. ‘Heirloom species’ inherited from primate ancestors: pinworms and other helminths, viruses such as herpes, papovaviruses, adenoviruses, parvoviruses, <em>HAV</em>, some enteroviruses, perhaps <em>Hepatitis B</em>. <em>Helicobacter pylori</em>, <em>Salmonella</em>, <em>Staphylococcus</em>, early forms of <em>tuberculosis</em>, <em>Toxoplasma</em>, <em>Pneumocystis</em>. Also fermenting lactobacilli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neolithic</strong> (from about 10,000 years ago to ~3,000 yrs BCE)</td>
<td>Larger social groups, animal husbandry, prolonged animal contact, domesticated cats &amp; dogs + rodent pests. Increased oroanal transmission</td>
<td>Calicivirus, rotavirus, coronavirus, <em>Influenza B &amp; C</em>, measles, mumps and parainfluenza viruses, smallpox. Rapid microbial evolution in this new ecological niche. Modified human-animal helminth cycles. Bacterial infections include cholera, plague and typhus. Increase in oroanal microorganisms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bronze age</strong> (2-3,000 yrs BCE)</td>
<td>Larger cities</td>
<td><em>Influenza B &amp; C</em>, mumps, smallpox, measles, plague (including endemic infections).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iron age</strong> to pre-industrial age (about 1500 BCE to 1800)</td>
<td>97% still living in rural environment e.g. farms, animal &amp; mud contact, untreated water</td>
<td>Plagues and epidemics but little change in everyday exposure since Paleolithic period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes: BCE denotes Before Common Era (a.k.a. BC). *Microbes shown in bold are those implicated in epidemiological studies of the association between microbial exposure and atopy.*

4.4 Defining the ‘missing’ microbial inputs

If the human EEA is the hunter-gatherer environment of the Paleolithic era, we should be able to define the microbial inputs that our immune systems require. As suggested in Figure 1, this includes microbes that were abundant in the EEA but scarce in the modern environment. According to Rook (2009), Paleolithic populations would have carried organisms inherited from their primate ancestors (‘heirloom’ species). The heirloom species would have included helminths, herpesvirus, enteroviruses, HAV, *Pneumocystis*, *Salmonella*, *Staphylococci* and *H. pylori*. Scavenging would have exposed early humans to zoonoses via carrion and in addition, they must have consumed countless harmless environmental saprophytes daily from soil and water. Before the industrial age, these ‘pseudocommensals’ were continuously present in the environment. They seem relevant to the hygiene hypothesis because of their extremely long association with man, often in harmless carrier states.

The first epidemiological transition associated with the shift to agriculture and animal husbandry, around 10,000 years ago, would have had little effect on exposure to the ‘pseudocommensals’ or heirloom species. Meanwhile, a more sedentary lifestyle increased orofaecal transmission and caused prolonged contact with animals, associated with increased infection by viruses, for example rotavirus, caliciviruses – including noroviruses. Increase in population size to communities of a few hundred thousand would have given opportunity to acquire orthomyxoviruses (Influenza B and C), smallpox, mumps and measles. Such communities did not occur until the appearance of cities some 3,000 years ago. From that period to ours represents only 100–150 generations: extremely strong selection pressure would have been required for evolved dependence to appear, which seems improbable. This may explain the lack of a protective effect in studies on viral infections, apart from HAV. The important point is that dramatic changes to our microbial environment since the first epidemiological transition did not appreciably diminish exposure to the ‘old friends’, because the majority of the population still lived in rural environments, close to mud, animal and human faecal sources of these organisms. The 2nd epidemiological transition dates from the early or mid 19th century for most industrialised countries: improvements in sanitation and hygiene reduced or delayed exposure to many of these ‘heirloom’ organisms, an effect increased by the introduction of antibiotics. These missing organisms are thus thought to have contributed to the increases in allergies and CIDs.

4.5 Evidence for the ‘heirloom’ species

The OF hypothesis is supported by epidemiological evidence regarding protection against allergies and other CIDs for some of the ‘heirloom’ species (indicated in bold in Box 1 below) as reviewed in Section 3.6. It must be borne in mind that there are inconsistencies in the data, with findings of both protective and harmful effects.

**Box 1: ‘Heirloom species’ (from Figure 1)**

- Pinworms and other **helminths**, viruses such as herpes, papovaviruses, adenoviruses, parvoviruses, HAV, some enteroviruses, perhaps *Hepatitis B*, *Helicobacter pylori*, *Salmonella*, *Staphylococcus*, early forms of *tuberculosis*, *Toxoplasma*, *Pneumocystis*. 
There is an association between chronic helminth infection and protection against allergies and other immune system disorders (Section 3.6.6). As discussed, this protective effect is clear in areas where these parasites are endemic, but may not apply if the infection is acquired after childhood. Trials of helminth therapy have nevertheless produced promising results, as reviewed in Section 4.9. *H. pylori* is also a strong contender for an immunoregulatory role (Section 3.6.3.i). Studies have also shown an association between *H. pylori* infection and protection against allergies and some CIDs. Blaser and Falkow (2009) have claimed that such immune system effects support the concern with the loss of the ancient commensal microbiota, in other words, the 'old friends'. *Hepatitis viruses* (HAV and HBV) (3.6.3.ii) have not shown a consistent protective effect against allergy/ CID, but positive HAV serology in adults, especially without current evidence of clinical infection, may be a marker for childhood exposure in general to microbial orofoecal spread. *Salmonellae* were mentioned as possibly protective in one study and with immunological credibility (Section 3.6.2iv) but studies on this aspect have been so far confined to animals. *Toxoplasma gondii* has been shown to be protective against atopy in a few studies, with negative or inconsistent results in others (Section 3.6.2v). It is identified as a potential 'Old Friend' because its characteristics (intracellular parasite, high levels of carrier state) fit with a possible role in the immune system priming required to reduce the risk of allergy/CID.

### 4.6 Other ‘old friends’

If the OF hypothesis is correct, then, in addition to the heirloom species, other groups of organisms, present from Paleolithic, and possibly also Neolithic times, might be expected to also exert an immunoregulatory role, including microbes or parasites readily spread by the orofoecal route, especially those with ability to establish carrier states (which increase the likelihood of transmission), micro-organisms permanently resident as gut commensals (also normal skin microbiota/ flora or other sites) and environmental organisms that serve as ‘pseudocommensals’ if consumed regularly.

#### a) Gut commensals (microbiota)

The list of microbes that meet the criteria as potential immunoregulators, as proposed by the OF hypothesis, include the gut microbiota (Figure 1). Some of these commensal bacteria have been used as probiotics: living microorganisms that may be expected to exert health benefits when ingested. The potential roles of species such as *E.coli* and anaerobic organisms such as *Bacteroides, Bifidobacteria* and *Clostridium* and *Lactobacilli* is supported by evidence on differences between the microbiota of the gut and faeces (Section 3.6.4). Rook (2011) has also cited studies indicating an immunoregulatory role for several of these organisms, concluding that, at the very least, these experiments emphasise the very close relationship between the microbiota and the human immune system. Breast-feeding transfers *Lactobacilli* and other organisms and is thus presumed to have a role in colonising the neonatal gut (Section 3.4). Raw (untreated) cow milk may perform a similar role, as suggested from the studies on the ‘farm effect’ (Section 3.3). As discussed, antibiotics and other aspects of modern life have been implicated in reduction of diversity of commensal microbial populations in the body, particularly the gut: this has been called the ‘microflora hypothesis’ (Shreiner 2008). The use of probiotics in attempts to address this and lessen the risk of atopy is discussed in Section 4.9.

#### b) Skin commensals (microbiota)

*Staphylococci* have been cited as ‘old friends’ and recent studies appear to confirm a role in promoting a balanced skin microbiota and associated immune response (Section 3.6.8). *Staphylococci* as well as other skin commensals may also be transferred via breastfeeding (Section 3.4) and other close skin contact between mother and infant (Chatzakis 2011). Rook argues for the importance of ammonia-oxidising bacteria (AOB) on the skin. These are widely found in the soil and on skin convert urea and ammonia into nitrite and nitric oxide, with
a possible evolutionary role as part of the nitrate cycle in the body. It has been suggested that they may be readily removed from skin, for example by certain surfactants, and that the modern human is ‘nitropenic’ i.e. deprived of this natural nitrite source (Whitlock 2009, Rook 2010). Hanski and colleagues (2012) have described the effects of gram-negative gammaproteobacteria on immune system regulation, with observed differences in the skin microbiota in healthy and atopic individuals. The emerging importance of the skin flora is an area of active research, with possible implications for skin cleansing as well as for concerns about declining diversity of organisms in the natural environment.

c) **Commensal microbiota of other areas of the body**
While the gut and skin flora have been most studied regarding a role in regulating the immune system, the microbiota in other parts may also be important, for example in the lungs. Babies born by Caesarean section have been found to be more prone to allergic disorders/CDs, underlining the importance of transfer of gut microbiota as well as microbes in the birth canal, as discussed in 3.6.10.

d) **Environmental organisms**
Actinomycetes are the most important group of environmental saprophytes. This group includes Mycobacteria, Dietzia (e.g. *D. maris*), Tsukumurella and Gordona. Because of their branching growth pattern, they were thought to be fungi for many years but are now classed as higher bacteria. They are found in the environment, such as in soil or untreated water. Although most are slow growing and not harmful, some cause disease such as abscesses or pneumonia in immunocompromised patients. As discussed (Section 4.2), these organisms meet the ‘old friends’ criteria because paleolithic man would have consumed large amounts of the harmless environmental saprophytes, a daily exposure that continued until our modern age. This is supported by immunological research on saprophytic strains of *Mycobacteria*, including increased levels of messenger RNA encoding CD14 and TLR2 (outer cell membrane receptors) in the children of farmers (Rook 2003). Therefore, saprophytic *Mycobacteria* present in soil, water and dust in a natural environment may have an immunoregulatory role, associated with less tendency towards allergic disorders. Animal studies have yielded some intriguing associations. Environmental strains of *Mycobacteria* have been found to suppress some allergic features in studies on mice (Abbas 1996, Herz 1998, Zuany-Amorim 2002) and such organisms are more likely in a farm environment, at least those conforming to a traditional farm. *Mycobacteria* include the bacteria that cause tuberculosis (TB) and leprosy, neither of which have been shown to protect against allergy and CDs, although a more pertinent point may be that humans probably passed infections to their animals during the Neolithic period, such as bovine tuberculosis (Gagneux & Small 2007) and an inverse (protective) association has been reported between TB rates and atopy at the country level (Von Mutius 2000). Trials of these organisms for immune system disorders (Section 4.11) have provided further insights into the potential role of the mycobacterial species.

4.7 **Other infections that may not be ‘old friends’**
4.7.1 At the outset, apparent protection against allergic disorders for younger siblings led investigators to conclude an association with infections made uncommon by modern hygiene. But, as discussed in Section 3, protective effects for specific infections have not been confirmed in epidemiological studies of infection rates and family size. The OF hypothesis helps to clarify this lack of evidence in studies of infections in childhood, family size, the ‘farm effect’ and daycare nurseries. The more recently evolved childhood viral infections such as mumps, measles, rubella and chicken pox did not spread widely until community size increased in the populations. This did not occur until after the 2nd epidemiological transition and these viruses are unlikely to have evolved a co-dependent, immune regulatory role. This applies also to most other viruses (Figure 1). Further insights, as to whether pathogens might be involved as critical protective exposures can be gained, by looking for temporal correlations between rising
rates of CIDs and infectious disease (particularly the very rapid rise since the 1970s), as well as declining infection rates from the late 1800s in developed countries. Infectious disease trends are discussed in more detail in Section 5.6, whilst trends in CIDs are discussed in Section 2. These data show little evidence of a relationship between trends in allergies and other CIDs and trends in infectious disease. This includes trends in dangerous infections such as cholera and TB, endemic diseases such as HAV and helminth infections, childhood infections such as measles and diphtheria, and food and water borne diseases. Although they are only just beginning to be addressed, epigenetic effects are relevant to deductions based on temporal correlations. This is discussed further in 4.7.2 and Section 6.7.

4.7.2 As reviewed in Section 5.2, although the sanitation revolution started in the mid-19th century, provision of safer water and sanitation did not reach significant levels until the late 1800s and the population explosion and growth of cities increased infectious disease in the early 1800s. This included many of the infections spread by the oral-faecal route and notably the emergence of cholera. Cholera, previously unknown in Europe, arrived there in the 1830s. Cholera, as with other dangerous infections, has not been identified as an OF. The impact of the sanitary revolution on mortality rates from infection was not apparent until the turn of the 19th century, but then showed a continuous decline in the 20th century (Section 5.6). Although this suggests a possible link between the gradual rise in allergies and CIDs up to the post WWII period and decline in infections such as typhoid fever (Salmonella enterica, serovar Typhi), TB and rheumatic fever, their decline occurred too soon to be associated with the very rapid rise in atopic disease in the late 20th century and too late to act as the trigger for the emergence of atopic diseases during the 1800s. The same applies to infections such as whooping cough, diphtheria and measles, which also showed a rapid decline over the same period (Aiello 2008(i)335). The decline in helminth and HAV infections occurred later and may be more relevant to the late 20th century increase in atopic disease. Since these infections remain common in some parts of Europe, as well as the developing world, they are the subject of current studies on inheritable changes in gene expression (epigenetics), which may yield insights as to how the consequences of the loss of Old Friends could be delayed by a couple of generations.

Although there was a decline in mortality from infections during the first half of the 20th century, with more rapid decline from the 1950s, Velimirovic (1986336) concluded that the main change was in morbidity and mortality from infectious diseases rather than frequency. In other words, infectious diseases are still common, but with less morbidity and mortality, due to medical advances. While many infections with high mortality, such as cholera and diphtheria, have declined, this has been offset by emergence of new infections or infectious strains, and those that have re-surfaced, for example TB. Both World Wars were associated with infection epidemics, such as Influenza in WWI and typhus and dysentery in WWII. In the US, the number of respiratory illnesses per year has been estimated at around 1.5–3.0 in adults, and around 3.5-5.5 in children under 5 years of age (Monto & Sullivan 1993337).

4.7.3 Improved control of water and food-borne pathogens led to a decline in enteric infections, through the 20th century, despite emergence of new strains, such as in the Salmonella species. In the UK, the general trend has been an increase in food poisoning notifications since the early 1970s, particularly in the 1980s/1990s and peaking in 1997, with a decline of some types since then partly attributed to improved livestock control (Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, 2003338). As reviewed in more detail in Section 7, food-related, waterborne, and non-food-related infectious intestinal diseases remain common. A recent UK community based study (Tam 2011339) estimates that the number of cases of IID due to norovirus is 3 million, whilst the estimated annual number of cases in the US is 21 million340. Viral infections, such as rotavirus or norovirus have remained common, with norovirus only being identified (as Norwalk virus) in 1968, but now estimated to account for around 90% of epidemic non-bacterial gastroenteritis worldwide (Lindesmith 2003 341). Rotavirus is the leading cause of gastroenteritis in children under 5 years of age (Soriano-Gabarró 2006342).
Since exposure to pathogens does not necessarily lead to illness, it seems highly likely that we are constantly exposed to pathogens in the food we eat and are regularly exposed to low numbers of noroviruses via surface to hand to mouth contact. Skin, wound, eye and ear infections are common, particularly in children but, since most of these infections go unreported unless a laboratory isolate is confirmed, little data is available on the burden of these infections. A 2008 UK study (Hayward 2008) indicated a general increase in community-onset staphylococcal disease over the last 15 years, although the OF hypothesis cites staphylococci as possible OFs because of their long association with man.

4.8 What level of microbial exposure and intensity of interaction with immune regulation systems might be required?

4.8.1 One of the factors discussed in the earlier IFH reviews was how to define the ‘intensity’ of the necessary microbial exposure (how many units and how reactive), in relation to whether prevention of infection through hygiene might also prevent the necessary immune priming. Earlier proposals that microbial exposure might need to be “intense” (von Hertzen 2000), or at least produce clinical disease, no longer appear to be confidently applied to the hygiene hypothesis. The only tenable possibility is a protective role for ‘background’ exposure to subclinical doses of pathogens, i.e., microbial exposure that does not cause illness or a lasting and measurable immune response, or to commensal or environmental microbes, particularly those with low invasiveness or virulence such as the rapid growing saprophytic strains of Mycobacteria, or perhaps endotoxins. Matricardi (2010) discussed three possibilities:

(i) commensal, not dangerous, bacteria;
(ii) mild pathogens;
(iii) potentially fatal pathogens.

He dismissed (iii) as a protective effect dependent upon highly virulent, potentially fatal infectious agents was improbable from an evolutionistic viewpoint, but was not convinced that evolution would depend on a few species of non-pathogenic commensals. Matricardi commented that the focus should be on whether an organism can stimulate immune regulation, regardless of whether it results in disease. Although Matricardi supported the OF hypothesis as being “the strongest one at present providing an explanation for the hygiene hypothesis”, he argued that the regulating influence on the immune system would be exerted mainly by bacteria which induce a strong immune response, rather than by commensals. He cited the most typical example of this category as the mycobacteria that contaminate the soil, water and food. Since these bacteria exert a mainly transient influence on the immune system, he proposed that humans should be exposed continuously, mainly through ingestion, to the beneficial influence of these bacteria from food and environmental sources. He suggested that the somewhat broad range of ‘old friends’ could be restricted to infectious agents that are able to survive as intracellular pathogens, such as mycobacteria, listeria, salmonellae and Toxoplasma gondii, although this restriction may not be tenable: organisms do not need to survive in antigen presenting cells to induce an immune response. Support for the OF hypothesis comes from the observation that infection by Salmonella species early in life is associated with a lower risk of hay fever and asthma (Pelosi 2005). Salmonellae and mycobacteria share many characteristics in the way they stimulate the immune system.

4.8.2 Matricardi’s answers to the current dilemmas do not provide a clear message regarding the type of microbial exposure required; and his view that listeria, salmonellae and Toxoplasma are ‘mild’ pathogens is contestable. Matricardi’s rejection of a major role for commensal organisms also contradicts the large literature on the influence of the gut microbiota on immunoregulation, as reviewed by von Hertzen 2011. The answer may lie in subclinical or asymptomatic microbial exposure, i.e. exposure that does not cause illness or a lasting and measurable immune response. The important factor is likely to be tolerance of the microbe by...
the body, so that it can induce immunoregulation. Such ‘subclinical’ exposure is much harder to detect in epidemiological studies, which means that, if it is required for immune priming, proxy exposure studies may be more valuable in unravelling this, for example in the studies on farming or day nursery environments. Rapidly developing knowledge about the gut microbiota is now helping to explain how these organisms may shape immune responses both in health and in disease (Round & Mazmanian 2009, Ackerman 2012).

### 4.8.3 Route of exposure

Another aspect that could shed light on the nature of the missing microbial exposure, and why it is missing, is by identifying the route of exposure of key microbes, i.e. oral, respiratory or other routes. As stated by Matricardi (2010), a preventive role against allergy and asthma was attributed initially to respiratory viruses, whereas infections of the gastrointestinal tract were thought to protect from food allergies. In contrast, atopy was related inversely to hepatitis A virus (HAV) and other orofaecal/food-borne infections, but not to airborne viruses. While it has been recently argued that research increasingly implicates the importance of gastrointestinal infections, there is also strong experimental evidence that non-gastrointestinal worms, such as the filarial helminth *Litomosoides sigmodontis*, can affect the regulation of the immune system by inducing Treg cells (Taylor 2009). The tiny worm larvae enter via the skin, with no evidence of presence in the gut or peritoneal cavity (see also Section 3.6.6). Farm studies confirmed that exposure to cattle and livestock (i.e. to a faecally contaminated environment) and ingestion of unpasteurized milk (i.e. exposure to food-borne microbes) protect against allergic disease. This is also supported by experimental studies in animal models. This coincides with accumulating data related to the OF hypothesis (Rook 2011, Appendix IV). The probable importance of the gut microbiota to immune system development would appear to favour the oral-faecal route of exposure. The respiratory route may also be important, for example inhalation of bacteria and endotoxins in farm and other environments. Other routes, such as insect-borne infection might have been relevant during the paleolithic period (Armelagos 2009) but have become rarer in the modern world.

### 4.9 Can the necessary microbial exposure can be achieved by more than one microbial species?

The epidemiological evidence, and the inconsistencies in the data strongly suggest that it is not one single microorganism which may confer protection, but most probably a number of different agents and mechanisms. In biology there are usually many ways of achieving a particular outcome, a concept known as redundancy. From an evolutionary viewpoint, redundancy is probable and it is well established that there is considerable redundancy within the immune system, making it feasible that the necessary microbial exposure for immune priming could be supplied by exposure to more than one microbial species. Diversity of exposure therefore seems important. The high turnover and diversity hypothesis (Matricardi 2010) proposes that diversity and turnover of bacterial species in the mucosa of the gut and possibly other sites is a key factor for priming or regulating the immune system rather than stable colonization by a single species (Wold 1998, Matricardi 2000). Matricardi cited evidence from a European study showing significantly less faecal microbial diversity for infants with atopic eczema than for infants remaining healthy. The authors hypothesised that reduced diversity in the faecal microbiota of infants in the first week of life may predispose to atopic eczema during the first 18 months of life (Wang 2008). A number of recent studies (Section 3.6.4) support the microbial diversity hypothesis, including a study showing reduced diversity of faecal microbiota in Swedish infants at one week associated with higher rates of atopic eczema at 18 months (Wang 2008) and a Danish study showing increased risk of allergic disease associated with less gut intestinal microbiota diversity in infancy (Bisgaard 2011). Björkstén 1999 also reviewed evidence suggesting that antibiotic use in infancy may predispose to immune dysregulation by reducing the diversity of gut
microbiota (see also Section 3.6.5). The loss of diversity in human microbiota has been linked by the observed loss of biodiversity in the outside environment (von Hertzen 2011\textsuperscript{8}, Hanski 2012\textsuperscript{183}). The biodiversity hypothesis proposes that reduced contact of people with natural environmental features and environmental microbiota leads to inadequate stimulation of the circuits involved in immunoregulation. This could be seen as a further interpretation of the OF hypothesis, in that the decline of immunoregulatory ‘old friends’ in the environment is linked to the decline of many microbial species in our modern surroundings.

If the OF hypothesis is correct, and exposure to old friends is critical/a prerequisite, it is impossible to believe that our modern environment has lost all of the key species that influence immunoregulation - for how could any of us develop an immune system? If, as seems likely, the principle of redundancy is inherent in the immunoregulatory system, it seems probable that loss of most of the ‘old friends’, and of some diversity, has still left our modern world with sufficient natural exposure to microbes (including some old friends) that ‘do the job’. It seems plausible to assume that all of us still get some of the requisite microbial exposure, but whereas for some individuals this is enough for immune priming and regulation, in other individuals, particularly where other factors play a part, CID is triggered. Redundancy in the system is a logical assumption, since some of the old friends, such as HAV, \textit{H. pylori}, salmonella and helminths, are pathogenic species, although it is important to note that the distinction between pathogens and non-pathogens is not absolute: so called ‘harmless’ organisms can invade in some circumstances, while some pathogens may be harmless depending on type and timing of exposure, as in early infection by HAV or \textit{H. pylori}. This means that increased risk of CID need not be an inevitable trade off from reduced exposure to pathogens, providing that a correct balance or mix of other exposures is sufficient to turn on immunoregulation.

In his 2010 review\textsuperscript{7}, Rook posed the question “How many functions or mechanisms relevant to setting up optimal balances within the immune system need to be triggered by microorganisms or their components?” He speculated that the striking effects of the polysaccharide from \textit{Bacteroides fragilis} administered to germ-free mice (Mazmanian 2008\textsuperscript{351}) might suggest that a few critical molecules are involved, but also that what else is present or not present in the environment may give importance to a particular organism.

4.10 Critical timing for microbial exposure to affect immune system priming and regulation

4.10.1 The age at which exposure occurs appears to be critical in relation to the development of the immune system. The various stages of development up to adolescence are vulnerable to outside or inner influences only at certain times (Von Mutius 2010\textsuperscript{125}). There is recent evidence of the importance of microbial exposure during the neonatal period, when it appears to have persistent effects on T cell production and function (Olszak 2012\textsuperscript{352}). The ‘window of opportunity’ for programming appears to range from pre-pregnancy to 24 months of age (Vassallo 2008 & Walker\textsuperscript{353}). Further research since the previous review has reinforced this without, as yet, identifying the precise timing. Trials of helminth therapy for MS, discussed below, suggest that the adult immune system can respond, at least in halting the progression of disease. It would seem logical that whatever the importance of early exposure for development, the system can be partly modified later; also that the concept of redundancy must apply, in that a wide range of exposures could affect the immune system, even after infancy.

4.10.2 The importance of timing has directed recent research to two related hypotheses: the fertile field hypothesis regarding embryonic and fetal development, for example a higher risk of T1D resulting from Coxsackie virus infection during development of the pancreas, or a possible protective effect from other microbial exposures at this stage (Coppieters 2011\textsuperscript{354}); and the more broad ranging fetal programming (or fetal origins) hypothesis (Barker
that also proposes pregnancy, or even pre-conception, as the key time for exposure. A recent study in mice showed that prenatal exposure to *Acinetobacter lwoffii* altered the Th1/Th2 balance in offspring, with resulting protection from asthma as measured by airway hyper-reactivity and inflammation (Brand 2011). Kaplan and colleagues (2011) have suggested that the most important perinatal influence is on the gut flora and its colonisation during the peripartum period (i.e. during and just after birth). Holt and Strickland (2009), reviewing the 'farm effect' on lower risk of allergy, emphasised the evidence for transmission of protective factors during pregnancy. Fetal origins of disease have been identified for a wide range of disorders, including CIDs. The finding that people of African-origin are more prone to hypertension has been attributed to fetal programming, for example related to changes in diet, since hypertension is more common in migrant African populations in the West, as well as obesity and higher risk of some CIDs (Forrester 2004).

4.10.3 The possible beneficial effects of microbes and helminths as treatment for CID are discussed below: it is important to note that while these treatments can modify or temporarily suppress symptoms, they have not yet been show to cure diseases or to cause permanent changes in the immune system. Thus these effects differ from the ‘critical timing’ theory of how a balanced immune system develops and as yet there is no evidence that exposure later in life reduces the likelihood of CID.

4.10.4 **Delayed exposure**

Rook suggested another twist to the hygiene hypothesis, in that the ‘sanitary revolution’ has delayed microbial exposure, especially by oro-faecal transmission. This means that viral infections occur later in life than was normal during human evolution and after decline of maternal antibodies passed to the fetus via the placenta in the first year of life. Because these exposures now occur at an inappropriate stage of maturation of the human body, the viruses may trigger or otherwise predispose to CIDs. Examples include association with immune disorders for Coxsackie virus or rotavirus infection if the infections occur after weaning, while earlier exposure may be protective (Filippi 2008).

4.11 **Microbes as treatment or preventatives in allergy and CIDs**

Clinical intervention studies are producing data on the nature of the critical microbial exposures required for immune regulation. Approaches to ‘putting back’ the loss of microbial exposure to ‘Old Friends’ have included using animal models to detect optimum timing and type of exposure, and trials of therapy with organisms of low pathogenicity that may help with immune system regulation (Eifan 2010). A recent commentary on progress described a "golden age" for the development of agents acting on the immune system (Sewell & Thomas 2011). The exploration of these novel therapies shows how the concept of ‘old friends’, related to recreating a favourable microbial environment for immune system conditioning, is helping to unify the OF version of the hygiene hypothesis and test it in a clinical setting. Some intervention studies using bacteria are discussed in this section.

i) **Probiotics and prebiotics**

Probiotics contain viable microorganisms that may alter the microflora of the host; prebiotics are supplements or foods containing a nondigestible food ingredient that stimulates either the growth or activity of indigenous probiotic bacteria. Several microorganisms, particularly those identified as gut commensals have been used in animal and human trials, particularly for allergic disorders, including *Bacteroides fragilis*, *Bifidobacteria spp*, *Escherchia coli*, *Enterococcus faecalis* and *Lactobacilli*. Prescott and Björkstén reviewed probiotic trials in 2007, reporting a small, but inconsistent, beneficial effect on eczema but none on any other allergic disease. They suggested that host factors, including genetic differences, diet and antibiotic treatment, could
explain the lack of evidence despite a "sound theoretical basis for anticipating benefits". *B. fragilis*, a prominent human gut commensal, has been shown in a recent animal study to induce T-regulatory cells (Tregs) and mucosal tolerance, hence less inflammatory response, in germ-free mice (Round & Mazmanian 2010363): the effect appeared to be largely due to polysaccharide A, an immunomodulatory molecule present in *B. fragilis*.

The microorganism used in the probiotic is an obvious variable factor. Trials using extracts of *Escherichia coli* and *Enterococcus faecalis* to prevent atopic eczema are in progress (Matricardi 2010150). Meanwhile, there was no difference in frequency of allergic disease and sensitization in a trial of probiotics (*Propionibacterium freudenreichii* ssp *shermanii* and galacto-oligosaccharides) and placebo for Finnish children with high risk of atopic disease (Kuitunen 2009364), although a subgroup of children delivered by Caesarean section showed approximately half the level of IgE-associated allergic disease, compared with the placebo group. A 2007 Finnish study, reported significant reduction in atopic eczema for 900 infants given *Lactobacillus rhamnosus*, although with no effect on other allergic diseases by the age of 2 years (Kukkonen 2007365). So far only one study, a randomised controlled trial of probiotics (*Lactobacillus acidophilus*), has shown an increased risk of atopic dermatitis and allergen sensitization in high-risk children in Australia (Taylor 2007366). In a 2010 review of probiotic and prebiotic treatments, beneficial effects were cited for probiotics used to treat acute viral gastroenteritis in otherwise healthy children, or for necrotising enterocolitis in very low birth weight infants (Thomas 2010367), although no benefits have been observed for children with Crohn’s disease. While prevention via probiotics remains unproved, the prospects seem better for treatment of allergy. A review of *Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium* treatment of allergic rhinitis in 2011 concluded that in general symptoms were improved (Noguerira 2011368).

Matricardi reviewed intervention studies with probiotics in 2010150. Since they continue to show the inconsistencies in the data, Matricardi poses the question "How can failures be reconciled with the hygiene hypothesis?" He argues that the 'gut commensal hypothesis' was originally based on very small epidemiological studies but has now been tested more thoroughly through a large birth cohort study in three European cities, giving results which do not support the hypothesis that sensitization to foods or atopic eczema in European infants in early life is associated with the lack or presence of any particular intestinal commensal bacteria, including so-called 'probiotic' bacteria (bifidobacteria and lactobacilli). He concluded that the studies suggest no direct evidence that lactobacilli or bifidobacteria explain the protective effect of the 'traditional' lifestyle of a farming environment. Very few lactobacilli strains have been shown to turn on immunoregulation and trials have been restricted by intellectual property rights on some strains. The increasing role identified for the gut microbiota in immunoregulation suggests that there must be other explanations for the relatively disappointing performance of probiotic therapy to date: a recent review of clinical trials identified other reasons for inconsistent effects, such as small sample size, limited follow-up, lack of 'state of the art' analyses of the gut commensals or failure to take account of the Vitamin D pathway in gut homeostasis (Ly 2011369).

### ii) Worm (helminth) therapy

Several clinical intervention studies have investigated the potential of helminth therapy for modifying or temporarily suppressing allergy and CID symptoms. The maximum load of hookworm (*Necator americanus*) tolerable without adverse effects is known (Mortimer 2006)370, although there is concern that low ‘safe’ levels may not produce sufficient immunological change (Blount 2009371). Trials with whipworm (*Trichuris*), to assess alleviation of symptoms, are more promising: 79.3% of patients with IBD (Crohn’s disease) treated with *Trichuris suis* ova (pig whipworm eggs) responded well (Summers 2005(i)372). A double blind trial of *T.suis* for ulcerative colitis resulted in 43% improvement in symptoms compared to 16.7% in the placebo group (Summers 2005(ii)373). A phase 1 clinical trial of the safety of a helminth (*Trichuris suis*) as an inducer of immunoregulation in MS has been completed (Fleming...
and further trials are in progress. It is noteworthy that MS patients who picked up natural helminth infections (that were not treated) showed no disease progression during a 5-year follow-up, whereas those who remained free of helminths showed the anticipated deterioration (Correale 2007). Trials on patients with rhinoconjunctivitis and airway hyper-responsiveness are also in progress and there seem good prospects for application to a wider range of allergy and CIDs.

iii) **Helicobacter pylori**

As discussed in 4.2.5.(i), evidence of past or chronic infection with *H. pylori* is associated with a decreased risk of atopy, particularly for infection acquired early in life. Acquisition later in life on the other hand is perceived as generally harmful (e.g. ulcers, cancers). A recent animal study showed that mice orally infected with *H. pylori* were protected against allergic sensitisation, airway hyperresponsiveness and other hallmarks of asthma (Arnold 2011). The researchers suggested that the *H. pylori* acted by inducing T regulatory cells. As yet this has not been investigated as a human clinical intervention.

iv) **Therapeutic use of Mycobacterial and other actinomycete strains**

There is currently great interest in the possibility that some mycobacterial strains can be used to treat allergic disease and CID, reinforced by recognition that saprophytic strains are 'Old Friends'. The pathogenic strains such as *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* are slow growing, but faster growing strains such as *M. vaccae* may be more important regarding a protective effect. As yet, trials for conditions such as severe atopic dermatitis have not produced convincing results (Smit 2004, Rook 2006). Saprophytes (actinomycetes) have been used to treat animal infections, for example *Gordona bronchialis* and *Rhodococcus coprophilus* were used successfully in a trial to treat flea allergy in dogs (Marro 2011). The most supportive evidence comes from animal studies such as those showing suppression of allergen-induced eosinophilia in mice by infection with *Mycobacterium bovis* (Erb 1998) and from promising initial results of trials with mycobacterial vaccines for the treatment of some diseases associated with immune dysregulation (Arkwright & David 2001, Camporota 2003).

Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccine against TB is possibly one of the most widely used in the world and has been administered since the 1920s. It is prepared from a live, weakened strain of the bacterium that causes bovine tuberculosis (*Mycobacterium bovis*). BCG has been claimed to be an immunomodulator that could prevent allergy and asthma (Barlan 2005). It is therefore disappointing that trials with BCG vaccination have produced conflicting results (Alm 1997, Aaby 1997, Omenaas, Arkwright 2001, Camporota 2003, Krishna & Salvi 2002, Cohon 2007). A trial of BCG for 121 high risk infants reported in 2008 did not show a significant reduction in allergic disease, compared with control infants, although there was a trend towards less use of medication for eczema which did not reach statistical significance in this small study (Steenhuis 2008). Large multicentre trials are probably needed to examine the possibilities for BCG and other mycobacterial strains: a recent meta-analysis concluded that BCG offers some protection against subsequent development of asthma (El Zein 2010). The mycobacterial strain in BCG may be the reason for inconsistent results, or effects may be altered by route of administration, such as mucosal instead of through skin (Barlan 2005). Veterinary studies are yielding some intriguing results, for example a *Mycobacterium avium* subspecies infection of cattle and other ruminants (Johne disease) has been successfully treated and prevented with probiotic treatment using *Dietzia* (an 'old friend' and related to the mycobacteria family of organisms), leading to the suggestion that *Dietzia* should be included in trials for human IBD (Click 2011).
4.12 Autoimmune disease and immunoplausibility of the Old Friend’s hypothesis

Immunologically, the rise in allergic disorders in developed countries was attributed to ‘excessive hygiene’, encouraging an expansion of Th1 lymphocytes and downregulation of the Th2 lymphocytes that mediate allergic disorders, thus to an imbalance between Th2 and Th1 cells. The hygiene hypothesis turns out to be incorrect in several ways. First, as discussed in Section 3.6.1, childhood virus infections have not been shown to protect against allergic disorders and human rhinovirus (HRV), and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) are potent triggers of asthma (Yoo 2007). Subsequent epidemiology has shown that protection from allergies is associated with exposure to organisms that accompanied human evolution, many of them transmitted via the oral-faecal route (Matricardi 2000, Umetsu 2010), including, in developing countries, exposure to helminths (van den Biggelaar 2004). Some of the microorganisms involved may be saprophytic environmental organisms found in untreated mud and water (Ricklin-Gutzwiller 2008). Collectively these organisms have been referred to as the “Old Friends” to emphasise their long association with man, in contrast to the viruses whose association with man is more recent (Rook 2010) (Section 4.1).

Secondly, the notion of Th1/Th2 imbalance is also untenable, and arose because of a narrow focus on allergic disorders. Diseases such as MS, an autoimmune disease mediated by Th1 and Th17 cells, have increased in westernised countries and with economic development (Section 2). Moreover, both within Europe and in the rest of the world there is a very tight correlation between the incidences of T1D (another Th1-mediated autoimmune disease) and Th2-mediated asthma (Stene 2001). Similarly, there has been a parallel rise IBD, mediated by Th1, Th17 or mixed responses (see Section 2 and Appendix I). Like the increases in allergic disorders (Eder 2006), and MS (Koch-Henriksen 2010), these increases are real (Elliott 2005), and cannot be dismissed as due to evolving diagnostic criteria, or clinical awareness. Thus chronic inflammatory disorders (allergies, autoimmunity and IBD) mediated by all three main arms of the immune system (Th1, Th17 and Th2) are rising in parallel in rich developed countries (Bach). Whereas a disturbed Th1/Th2 balance cannot account for this, an imbalance between the lymphocytes (whether Th1, Th2 or Th17) that mediate these chronic inflammatory processes, and the anti-inflammatory cells that regulate them can potentially do so. This was suggested a decade ago (Rook 1998, Wills-Karp 2001), and reviewed in detail recently (Rook 2010). The identification of the protective organisms (“Old Friends”) outlined above fits this hypothesis. Humans co-evolved with organisms transmitted by the faecal-oral route, helminths, environmental saprophytes, and microbiota. These all had to be tolerated, and therefore evolved a role as inducers of immunoregulatory circuits. Importantly, recent data show that some helminths (Grainger 2010), and some members of the gut microbiota (Round 2011), secrete molecules that directly expand the subpopulations of regulatory lymphocytes (Treg), while others cause immune cells to mature into forms that drive immunoregulation (Smits 2005, Le Bert 2011). Twentieth century urban man has little exposure to animals, faeces or mud, few or no helminths, and grossly distorted microbiota (de Filippo 2010), and is therefore susceptible to poorly regulated immune responses.

If this is correct, and partly responsible (together with diet, Vitamin D deficiency and other factors) for the recent rises in incidence of the CIDs, then there should be evidence for defective immunoregulation in these diseases. Such defects have been recorded in allergies (Adkiss 2004), food allergy (Perez-Machado 2003), multiple sclerosis (Viglietta 2004), autoimmune endocrinopathies (Kriegel 2004), T1D (Ferraro 2011) and IBD (Makita 2004, Veltkamp 2011). There is another set of findings that links the parallel increases in these three classes of chronic inflammatory disorder to defective immunoregulation. Animal models of all of them can be treated by exposure to micro- or macro-organisms that boost immunoregulatory pathways (regulatory T cells (Treg) or IL-10 or TGF-b). For example, mouse
models of allergies, T1D, MS, colitis, and autoimmune arthritis can all be treated with helminth infections that act in this way (Osada 2010). These points suggest that the increases in human CIDs associated with modern urban life are partly attributable to defective immunoregulation resulting from diminished exposure to immunoregulation-inducing organisms from man’s evolutionary past. Final proof will require rigorous clinical trials with these organisms, or with molecules derived from them. In the study cited in Section 4.11 on MS patients (Correale 2007), the helminth infected patients developed circulating regulatory T cells that specifically responded to a peptide from myelin basic protein by releasing the anti-inflammatory mediators IL-10 and TGF-β. When some of the patients subsequently had to have their helminth infections treated there was rapid disease progression, and loss of these brain-specific regulatory T cells (Correale 2011). Thus in this human trial-like ‘experiment’, immunoregulatory helminths were acting as Treg adjuvants (i.e. stimulants or accelerators of Treg expansion). Interestingly, there might be other diseases that need to be thought about in the context of dysregulated inflammatory responses. For example, depression is becoming more common, particularly in towns. It is often accompanied by evidence of decreased immunoregulatory functions and by raised levels of inflammatory mediators (Raison 2010). Such mediators are known to be able to induce symptoms of depression (Musselman 2001). Similarly the epidemiology of some cancers that are increasing rapidly is remarkably similar to the epidemiology of T1D or of allergies. Persistent inflammation is a risk factor for oncogenesis, and also provides growth and angiogenesis factors that encourage progression of established tumours (Rook & Dalgleish 2011). Other areas of medicine in which these arguments need to be considered are outlined elsewhere.

5. FACTORS WHICH MAY HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO REDUCED OR ALTERED MICROBIAL EXPOSURE

5.1 The key questions regarding exposure
Two important questions, examined in the 2004 and 2006 IFH reviews, were “what changes which have occurred which might have affected microbial exposures that are vital for development of the immune system – to the extent that they no longer occur, or occur to an insufficient extent?” Also, in relation to the original synthesis of the hygiene hypothesis, “could modern trends in hygiene amenities, practice and personal cleanliness be contributory factors?” From the outset it was recognised that this was difficult unless critical exposures could be precisely identified and their extent assessed. The 2004 and 2006 reviews therefore examined the data from two angles, looking for trends or correlations between reduced microbial exposure and trends in atopy – or conversely whether the data could lead us to exclude any particular factor or factors. This was approached by examining:

1. What is known about the impact of medical and public health measures, introduced in recent years to reduce the burden of infectious diseases, on exposure not only to pathogens, but also commensals, environmental and other strains which could be candidates for priming of the immune system and its regulation.

2. Whether there are any strong temporal correlations with trends in atopic diseases/CIDs that might indicate one or more public health measures as significant causal factors.

The factors examined included improvements to water, sanitation and food quality, and immunization and antibiotic use. It also included household cleaning, use of cleaning products, and trends to more frequent showering or bathing. Two fundamental changes in thinking have
occurred since the 2004 and 2006 reviews, which dictate a need to reassess the conclusions drawn at that time:

1. The 2004 and 2006 reviews focussed on trends over the last 50-60 years, which mark the rapid late 20th century rise in atopic disease in industrialised countries. If the OF hypothesis is correct, we need to take account of trends over a longer period: the 2nd epidemiological transition, which dates back to the early 1800s in most 'modernised' countries.

2. The weight of evidence now suggests that the critical exposures for immune priming are not the modern childhood infectious diseases, as originally thought. This suggests we need to look more carefully at the trends most likely to have reduced exposure to species identified by the OF hypothesis. The difficulty here is that reduced exposure to OF species has been a silent, or at least unmonitored, by-product of measures intended to reduce exposure to pathogens. Reduced rates of notifiable or laboratory-identified infections can only provide general markers of possibly reduced overall microbial exposure.

In the following sections medical and public health trends are re-examined together with data on trends in allergy and CIDs (as reviewed in Section 2) and infectious disease trends.

5.2 Water, sanitation and food quality
Early water treatment comprised crude filtration, often within the consumers’ homes. Sand filtration was widely introduced in the 19th century: slow sand filtration was introduced in the UK from the early 19th century but required large areas and frequent cleaning: a more rapid sand filtering system was developed in the US and used there from the late 19th century. Sand filtration removed many contaminants and large living organisms, but did not reliably remove bacteria and viruses, a risk only fully appreciated after the isolation of bacteria in the 1880s. Chlorination of water was proposed in the early 1800s but was more often used to disinfect sewers, as the main interest was in eliminating smells from sewage and waste that might transmit disease. Drinking water chlorination was introduced in England in the 1890s and became routine in municipal water supplies in the UK and many other industrialized countries from the early 20th century, as well as other types of water treatment. In the United States, the number of people receiving sand filtered water rose from virtually none in 1870 to 20 million by the 1920s. Municipal chlorination of water in US dates from around 1910 (Aiello 2008(ii)415). Sewers predated water treatment by several centuries, although adequate sewer design was not established until the late 19th century. Meanwhile, cesspits and payment for collection of human waste inevitably exposed the majority of the population to faecal organisms, either airborne, through water contamination or via direct and indirect contact. Sewage treatment is relatively recent, such as the introduction of sludge beds in the UK in the 1890s. Flushing toilets were available in England from the 18th century but widespread introduction did not occur anywhere until the late 19th century.

For towns and cities, it can be said that these improvements reduced pathogen exposure via water or sewage from the early years of the 20th century, although in some rural areas this occurred a few decades later. Water and sanitation progress undoubtedly protected people from dangerous diseases such as cholera and typhoid fever, but also removed the saprophytic microorganisms now identified as ‘old friends’. During this period, or perhaps up to the mid 20th century, we also lost the worm [helminth] infestations that appear to have beneficial immunological effects (Section 3.6.6) and, as discussed, have been used with some success to treat symptoms of CIDs (Section 4.11). Water, even with modern treatment, is intended to be safe from pathogens but it is not sterile and contains small numbers of bacteria and viruses as well as other natural components and contaminants. Worldwide, but mainly in low income communities in developing countries, 894 million people are estimated to lack access to safe
water and 2.5 billion lack basic sanitation (WHO/UNICEF 2011).  

Control of the microbial content of food has developed over the same period as the progress in drinking water and sanitation. Food safety, in terms of excluding pathogenic or chemical contamination from foods, has greatly improved over the last century and a half, and it is difficult to believe that changing food technology and dietary preferences have not produced fundamental changes both in the pathogen content and environmental strains in the food which we consume. Food routinely contains millions of microbes per gram, including microbes such as lactobacilli and yeasts that are deliberate constituents of foods like cheeses and yoghurts. Despite advances in food safety in the past 200 years, the level of foodborne disease remains high (Section 7.4). European data from 2008 suggests that contamination rates for poultry supplied to the public ranges from 2.3-12% for salmonella, and 0-95% for Campylobacter (European Food Standards Agency 2008). Although it may be possible to use surveillance data to chart the changes in pathogen content of food over the last two centuries, commensal and environmental contaminants are not monitored, nor the effect of different cooking methods.

Some studies of environmental risk factors for disorders, such as IBD, show no consistent relationship with availability of treated water supply (Molodecky & Kaplan 2010). A French case control study on IBD, which included information on home hygiene, such as piped water supply and sharing a bedroom in childhood, showed a higher risk for IBD in those who had not had access to piped drinking water or who had shared a bedroom in childhood (Baron 2005). Such studies are hampered by the lack of accurate long term data on all of these facilities.

5.3 Filth and poverty
As reviewed by Aiello (2008), the years up to the first half of the 19th century were years of filth, poverty and disease in Europe and the US. A major component of the filth was human and animal faecal matter. Both rural and city dwellers would have been constantly exposed to both pathogens and other microbes from these sources. Animal wastes were everywhere on farms, whilst city streets were used for disposal of waste and were covered with horse manure. In most cities there were free-roaming animals. In the mid-1800s, a perceived link between this filth and disease led to a wave of disgust in Western civilisation (Aiello 2008). The sanitarians of those years mistakenly believed that ‘miasmas,’ foul smelling emissions from decaying organic matter, caused disease. So they took steps to clean up the miasma sources in sewage, factories, streets and homes. Although their reasoning was wrong, their efforts to improve the environment paid off. Proper disposal of rubbish helped control insects and rodents, which are reservoirs and carriers of disease, while better sanitation reduced exposure to faecal organisms.

5.4 Antibiotics and immunisation
Antibiotics were first introduced in the 1930s (sulphonamides) but their use increased rapidly after the development of penicillin in the 1940s and discovery of other antibacterial agents. Widespread use preceded the rapid rise of atopic disorders from the 1970s and has continued to increase, although from the 1990s, increasing concern about antibiotic resistance has led to introduction of restrictions on prescribing some types of antibiotics (Working Party Report 1994) and decline in usage in some countries, such as France and Japan (Hamad 2010). Antibiotics are still the commonest medicines given to children, amounting to around 6 million prescriptions a year in the UK (Spyridis & Sharland 2008) and the general trend is upwards in many countries. The question for this review is whether these trends implicate antibiotic use as a contributory factor for the rise in allergy and CIDs. The usage trends show a better fit, compared with those for water and sanitation improvements, with the rise in allergies and CIDs documented since the 1970s. As reviewed in Section 3.6.5, Björkstén proposed that
antibiotic use in infancy might reduce the diversity of gut microbiota, which might in turn predispose to faulty immune system regulation. Although an association has been demonstrated between antibiotic use and later development of asthma or allergy in several studies, other studies suggest that it is due to frequent antibiotic use in early life, which is more common amongst asthmatic children. This highlights the point that the children at greater risk of developing allergic disorders may also require more treatment for infection. An analysis in 28 countries (Foliaki 2004) found a positive association between per capita antibiotics sales and the prevalence of symptoms for asthma, rhinitis, and eczema, but the associations generally became negative after adjustment for Gross National Product [GNP]. Trends in the introductions of vaccines may also be relevant. Until the 20th century, this was restricted to smallpox vaccination. Immunisation against tetanus, typhoid fever and diphtheria became common during the first half of the 20th century, followed by vaccines against several childhood infections. As discussed in Section 3.6.12, epidemiological studies provide no consistent support for either a beneficial or adverse effect of vaccination/immunisation on atopy rates.

5.5 Household hygiene practices, including personal hygiene

5.5.1 Our recent concerns with hygiene?
The hygiene hypothesis, as originally stated, proposed a link between rising atopic disorders in the previous 30 years and improved household amenities, with less opportunity for ‘unhygienic contact’. Modern hygiene practices are relatively recent developments. In the absence of confirmed knowledge of pathogens, and the prevalence of vague theories of disease transmission linked to miasma prior to around 1900, the application of hygienic practice was often erratic or even altogether absent. The application of cleaning and hygiene was partly dictated by the availability of domestic water supplies. A constant water supply, much less of hot water, was still rare in mid-nineteenth century England (Hartley 1978). Industrially manufactured bar soaps first became available in the late eighteenth century, as advertising campaigns in Europe and the United States promoted popular awareness of the relationship between cleanliness and health. Domestic use of soap in England was equivalent to 3.6 lbs. per person in 1801, increased to 8 lbs in 1861, and almost doubled again by 1891. Soap manufacture in the USA more than doubled between 1904 (8.4 kg per capita) and 1919 (16 kg per capita) (Greene 1984). In the US, soap sales continued to increase until around 1940 (Aiello 2008(ii)). From 1940 to 1970, synthetic soap (detergent) sales in US and Europe rose steadily as laundry products converted from soap to detergents. The development of detergents was driven by the shortage of fat and oil supplies for making soaps during WWI and WWII. An assessment of ongoing trends (Stanwell-Smith & Bloomfield 2004) shows that usage of soap, detergents and cleaning products has continued to rise over the last 50 years, though at a lower rate than observed in the first quarter of the 20th century. Total product usage per capita across 12 European countries was estimated to have increased by about 50% between 1969 and 1994.

5.5.2 Home cleaning and hygiene trends
During the earlier parts of the 20th century there was significant emphasis on home cleanliness, with advice on regular cleaning of walls, ceilings and other areas partly prompted by the fear of infection before the antibiotic era. Social changes during the latter part of the 20thC, such as less domestic help, less fear due to availability of vaccinations and antibiotic therapy, changed the approach to housework. As women began to work outside the home and have less time available, these changes led to a more superficial approach to home cleaning, with speed and aesthetic factors more important than disease prevention.
The 2004 and 2006 reviews concluded that support for a link between atopy and domestic cleaning and hygiene is weak. The evidence, as reviewed by Bloomfield 2012, shows that human, animal and foodborne microbes are continuously brought into the home. Transmission from these and other sources via hands, hand contact surfaces, food preparation surfaces and cloths during normal daily activities provide ample opportunities for exposure to foodborne pathogens or pathogens from infected people or pets, as well as exposure to commensals and environmental microbes. Audit studies of the home environment show that even apparently clean modern homes still abound with a rich mixture of bacteria, viruses, fungi and moulds, as well as dust mites and other insects. Audit studies also show that E. coli and other faecal coliforms are commonly isolated from sites and surfaces in the home (Josephson 1997, Ojima 2002, Scott 1982). Judah (2010) showed that organisms of faecal origin, such as E. coli, are quite commonly isolated from hands, suggesting that oral contact with these organisms is not uncommon. In this study, swabs taken from the hands of 409 commuters at train stations across the UK were analysed. E. coli was isolated from 9% of samples. Other isolates were Enterococcus in 22%, Klebsiella in 2.5% and Enterobacter in 0.3% of samples. As time spent indoors has increased to nearly 16 hours per day according to German, US and Canadian studies (Brasche 2005), our opportunities for exposure to these various organisms are quite likely to have increased rather than decreased.

Studies of levels of microbial contamination also show that routine daily or weekly cleaning habits have little effect in reducing overall exposure to microbes, beyond the levels that have probably prevailed throughout the rise in atopy, even where they involve use of an antibacterial product or disinfectant (Scott 1984, Rusin 1998, Josephson 1997). Re-colonisation of surfaces rapidly occurs and many species are adapted to survival, even on apparently dry surfaces. Contrary to perception, domestic cleaning practices can increase the distribution of microbes in the home (Cogan 1999, Cogan 2002, Barker 2004). Although the pattern of microbial exposure in the home may have changed, there is no evidence that our modern preoccupation for cleanliness has resulted in a decline in overall microbial exposure.

Whilst little is established about how altered microbial exposure might negatively affect the immune system, even less is known about how the design of our living environment (architecture, design, and building materials), climate, the way we live in that environment and so on) affect indoor ecosystems i.e the types and diversity of the microbes we are exposed to during our daily lives, apart from the fact that buildings are complex ecosystems that house trillions of microorganisms interacting with each other, with humans and with their environment. Kembel (2012) recently reported a study of a healthcare facility where bacterial rRNA sequencing was used to quantify relationships between building attributes and airborne bacterial communities. The diversity and abundance of bacteria varied as a function of room design, with the composition of bacterial communities "in window-ventilated patient rooms” found to be intermediate between mechanically ventilated patient rooms and outdoor air. Importantly, differences in composition were also associated with differences in diversity (number of kinds of bacteria). Outdoor air was most diverse, followed by rooms with an open window and finally, mechanically ventilated rooms. Bacterial communities in indoor environments contained taxa [groups] that are absent or rare outdoors, including taxa closely related to potential human pathogens. The best predictor of the number of potentially harmful species was the room’s diversity of bacteria; rooms with greater diversity of bacteria had fewer bacterial species similar to human pathogens. As discussed in Section 4, the hygiene hypothesis is being explored as to whether it is the diversity (range), composition (which kinds) or abundance (how many in total) of tiny life forms that matters. Kembel and colleagues’ results suggest that air conditioned/heated, closed off apartments and offices may be devoid of the necessary diversity.
In another new study, Flores used rRNA sequencing to explore the patterns exhibited by bacteria across ten surfaces in twelve US public toilets. Most sequences belonged to four phyla: Actinobacteria, Bacteriodetes, Firmicutes and Proteobacteria. The communities clustered into three categories: those found on surfaces associated with toilets, those on the restroom floor, and those found on surfaces routinely touched with hands. On toilet surfaces, gut-associated taxa were more prevalent, suggesting faecal contamination. Floor surfaces were the most diverse of all communities, containing several taxa commonly found in soils. Skin-associated bacteria, especially the Propionibacteriaceae, dominated surfaces routinely touched by hands. Further data confirmed that human skin was the primary source of bacteria on restroom surfaces. Overall, these results demonstrate that public toilet surfaces host relatively diverse microbial communities, dominated by human-associated bacteria, with clear linkages between communities on or in different body sites and those communities found on public toilet area surfaces.

5.5.3 Personal hygiene – Showering, bathing and laundering

The trend towards modern habits of regular bathing and laundering in the USA and UK dates from 1890 to 1915. Late UK 19th century and early 20th century legislation, which required local authorities to provide baths and laundry facilities for people without domestic water supplies, encouraged higher standards of cleanliness. According to Aiello, the history of baths and bathing in the U.S. during the mid-1800s was not much different to that in Western Europe. With no running water in homes, bathing was largely left to occasional dips in ponds or streams. Washing parts of the body and bathing started to come into the home during the mid-1800s, although indoor plumbing in any building was still extremely rare. In England, home bathing and laundering became a social norm in the years immediately before and after World War II; in the U.S. it might have happened slightly earlier.

Frequent bathing, hair washing and the introduction of showers has been a further change in society over the last half-century. Increasing popularity of showers in the USA occurred between the 1940s and 1960s, with the proportion of American homes with bathtubs and/or showers increasing from 61% in 1940 to 87% in 1960 (Greene 1984). A birth cohort study in the UK reported an association between the small proportion of children with high washing scores and subsequent atopy (Sherriff 2002(i), Sherriff 2002(ii)), but this has not been further confirmed and a recent study from the ALSPAC group also showed no association between frequency of bathing in swimming pools and risk of asthma (Font-Ribera 2011). A study of Japanese children with atopic eczema reported lower risk, compared with controls, for infants who had been bathed or given a shower at least once a day (Miyake 2007). A higher risk was associated with mite allergen level in maternal bedclothes or mould in the kitchen, but lower risk for frequent vacuuming during pregnancy was also reported. Damage to the skin barrier by too frequent showering or use of inappropriate skin cleansers is an often cited problem for children with eczema (de Benedetto 2012 and in epidemiological studies it is important to distinguish between such lifestyle factors, genetic predisposition to skin barrier problems and improved hygiene. Few studies have been able to assess frequency of bathing or showering prospectively: usually, a presumption is made about the hygiene status of the home, for example, a recent study of Polish children from foster homes compared with those living with their parents, based on higher measured levels of endotoxins (Stelmach 2007), showed that fostered children had less atopy, presumed to be attributable to "unfavourable environmental circumstances", although whether this included less washing was not clear. A study by Dunder showed that measures, such as making the children wash their hands more often, reduced infection rates but had no effect on atopy risk in a 12-year follow-up.
### 5.6 Trends in infectious disease rates

In the 2004 and 2006 IFH reviews, data covering the past 100 years were examined to identify public health and medical changes in relation to their impact on infectious disease rates, as well as any inverse correlations with trends in atopy. The aim was to find clues as to the nature of the critical exposure and why they might have been lost. Trends in infectious disease rates in the US during the period 1800 to 2000 were more recently reviewed by Aiello (2008(i)335). Mortality rapidly declined between 1900 and 1950. Data for specific diseases (Aiello 335) indicate that the declining rates of whooping cough, measles, diphtheria in the US and UK also dates from around 1900. The same trends were observed for India and China, but not until 1950s onwards. As shown in Figure 2 below, the decline in infant mortality began in the U.S. around 1890. Diarrhoea mortality in Baltimore, among children less than two years old, consistently dropped every decade from 1870 (265/100,000) to 1920 (90/100,000) (Aiello (2008(ii)415). Similar data are available for the UK, where, for example, 50% of children aged 5-9 died from infectious diseases in 1911-15 (Hicks & Allen 1999447). This trend of declining infant mortality has continued in more modern times. In 1916, the top infant killers in the US were diarrhoea and related diseases and six of the top causes of infant deaths were infectious diseases. Even as late as the 1940s in the US, six of the top ten causes of infant death (which included diarrhoea) were of an infectious nature, whereas by 1998 there were only two infectious diseases in the top ten causes of mortality. Interestingly, Aiello (2008(ii)415) show data demonstrating a possible correlation between increased consumption of soap and washing powder and lower infant mortality rates in Canada, Japan, and India, although they advised caution in interpreting such “rudimentary correlations”, which would require further investigation by more detailed prospective (follow-up) epidemiological study. Nevertheless, they commented on the possible importance on any relationship that this may suggest for decreasing infant mortality and increasing shipment or production of soaps and detergents across geographies in the same time period, across time in the same geography, and even across time and geographies.

**Figure 2: Decline in infant mortality in Massachusetts, other parts of the US and England and Wales from approx.1840 to 2000**

![Figure 2: Decline in infant mortality](image-url)
As reviewed in Section 4.5, the decline in mortality and morbidity from infectious diseases in the last 100 years, particularly the killer diseases such as cholera, typhoid fever and diphtheria has tended to foster a view that there has been an overall decline in the incidence of infectious disease in developed countries. It is not frequency, but morbidity and mortality that have, in fact, declined (Velimirovic 1986\textsuperscript{336}). Improved control of water and food-borne pathogens led to a decline in enteric infections, through the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, despite emergence of new strains, such as in the Salmonella species. The incidence of food poisoning rose during the critical period of the increase in atopic disorders (1970s-1990s), making food-borne pathogens unlikely candidates to explain this increase, at least in the terms of the hygiene hypothesis. As reviewed in more detail in Section 7, food-related, waterborne and non-food related infectious intestinal diseases remain common. A recent UK community based study (Tam 2011\textsuperscript{339}) estimates that the number of cases of IID due to norovirus is 3 million, while the estimated number of cases in the US is 20 million. Viral infections, such as rotavirus or norovirus have remained common, with norovirus only being identified (as Norwalk virus) in 1968, but now estimated to account for around 90\% of epidemic non-bacterial gastroenteritis worldwide (Lindesmith 2003\textsuperscript{341}). For children under 5 years of age, rotavirus is the leading cause of gastroenteritis (Soriano-Gabarró 2006\textsuperscript{342}). Respiratory infection also remains common, with acute respiratory illness contributing 6\% of global disability or death, including 1.5 million annual deaths of children aged under five and 3-5 million severe influenza infections (Schluger 2010\textsuperscript{449}). It has been estimated that the average child in the US has 4-8 respiratory infections per year (Monto 1995\textsuperscript{449}). In a more recent study of 1314 German children followed up from birth, an average of 21.9 respiratory infections was recorded by the age of 12 years, with up to 11 episodes a year the norm for infants (Grüber 2008\textsuperscript{450}). In the US, it was estimated in 2003 that about 12 million cases of acute tracheobronchitis are diagnosed each year, accounting for a third of patients presenting with an acute cough (Fendrick 2003\textsuperscript{451}). Community associated skin infections with Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus have increased (Edelsberg 2009\textsuperscript{452}) and skin infections in general are a significant cause of morbidity in both developed and developing countries (Afsar 2010\textsuperscript{453}).

5.7 Discussion of these trends

Gaining a clear understanding of the factors that have contributed to reduced or altered microbial exposure, and deciding whether remedial public health measures might be feasible, is unlikely unless the key microbial exposures can be positively identified. This means that we are still unable to positively include or exclude any particular public health trend as an underlying cause of the rise in allergies and other CIDs. If it is correct that no single type of exposure is the whole explanation, then it may be that several of the factors reviewed in this section have contributed to some extent. The key is to determine which factors are of most relevance and their relative past or continuing impact. The OF hypothesis proposes that the critical, absent or much reduced exposures are the ‘OFs’ to which we were exposed during the hunter gatherer period, but that our separation from these exposures did not happen until the start of 19\textsuperscript{th} century and the later sanitary revolution. While provision of sanitation, clean water and less contaminated food are part of the modern environment and with a timescale relevant to the emergence of CID, evaluation of data trends for CIDs (Section 2) against trends in public health measures or infectious diseases (see also Section 6) does not support a temporal association between reported infectious disease and either allergy or the range of CIDs. At the same time the epidemiological studies (Sections 3 & 4) give little or no support to a causal link between lower infectious disease rates and allergies/CIDs: indeed, there is evidence to the contrary, in that some infections have been implicated as triggering or causing CIDs (Fairweather & Rose 2004\textsuperscript{454}, Bach 2005\textsuperscript{455}, Paccagnini 2009\textsuperscript{456}). Many of the infections implicated as causative are viruses, such as Coxsackie virus, which were not common in the Paleolithic period, and should be distinguished from the OFs, such as helminths, that are postulated as protective.
Whereas the introduction of public health measure designed to reduce the burden of infectious disease, such as improved housing, sanitation and clean drinking water and vaccination programmes, correlate with the decline in life threatening diseases, such as cholera, typhoid fever and tuberculosis, or viral infections such as measles and mumps, these would seem to have occurred too late to have triggered the early emergence of allergies and other CIDs in the 19th century and too early to be associated with the epidemic rise in these diseases in the late 20th century. For example, childhood infections such as measles started to decline in the 1920s (Aiello 2008) while whooping cough was in decline from the turn of the 20th century. Reduced exposure to food-borne pathogens or exposure to enteric viruses are unlikely causes, since the incidence of food poisoning and other enteric diseases rose during the critical period of the rise in atopic disorders. The introduction of antibiotics from the 1930s onwards, with increased prescribing over the next 30 or more years, shows a possibly greater correlation with the rapid rise in allergies in the 1970s. There are conflicting results and interpretations of whether antibiotic use is a contributory cause (Section 5.4). Epigenetic effects (Section 6.7) are possibly relevant to interpreting public health trends.

So much for measurable or reported impacts of public health measures or medical treatments: but the impact on human and animal commensals, and altered exposure to saprophytes in the food, water and our environment is much harder to assess. Alterations in gut and skin microbiota provide clues to these changes, but these studies are recent. The reductions in infectious diseases over the past two centuries act as a marker, confirming that the public health and therapeutic measures over the past 200 years have been very successful in reducing or altering our exposure to pathogens and helminths. As a by-product, they must also have also reduced or changed our exposure to the mix of microbes such as the OFs that inhabit the same human, animal and other environments. A pertinent example is the decline in endemic helminth (worm) infections, probably related to provision of indoor plumbing and not going barefoot through muddy areas. The decline in intestinal diseases transmitted by the faecal-oral route over the critical period since 1800s shows how the combined effects have successfully separated us from exposure to gastrointestinal (GI) pathogens, but must have also been accompanied by declining exposure to other species that contribute to the human gut microbiota. A key question for this report is to re-examine the original synthesis of the hygiene hypothesis regarding a possible contribution from modern trends in hygiene amenities, practice and personal cleanliness. Trends in home cleaning are difficult to interpret, but the bacteriological evidence of a link with home cleaning and hygiene remains weak. Although the early 20th century of increase soap use and attention to personal hygiene (i.e washing and bathing) correlates with emergence of CIDs, again it predates the rapid late C20th rise in atopic disorders by several decades. It is interesting that Greene concluded that the emerging emphasis on cleanliness probably played an essential, but generally ignored, role in the sanitary revolution and the associated control of infectious disease.

6. OTHER, NON-MICROBIAL, EXPLANATIONS FOR THE RISE IN ALLERGIES AND CIDs

A number of factors were examined in the 2006 review, such as pollution, diet, obesity, physical activity and measures of social disadvantage. This section considers new evidence for these non-microbial factors and how this might fit with a unifying hypothesis based on the OF. If correct, the modern environment has enhanced inflammatory responses, which, combined with other ‘modern’ factors may provide the answer to why CIDs have become more prevalent. The OF hypothesis differs from the original hygiene hypothesis in that it includes the role of factors such as diet, Vitamin D deficiency, pollution and the urban environment as additional indicators of the changed exposures since the 1800s. It is also more closely linked to the research into immune system mechanisms, such as the defective immunoregulation now demonstrated for
diseases such as food allergy, MS, T1D and IBD (Section 4.11). Rook (2011) has emphasised the way many factors from the modern environment may interact, so that while the changing microbial exposures may be the fundamental major modulating factor, others may become important only when immune regulation has become impaired, serving to trigger or worsen the allergies or CIDs. From this viewpoint, the fundamental problem in these diseases is a disorder of immunoregulation. How the various factors interact has not been established in this emerging field of research.

6.1 Pollution
Pollution was discussed in the 2006 IFH review, for example as linking asthma with air pollution (D’Amato 2000, Rios 2004) as well as to factors such as maternal smoking (Lødrup Carlsen 2002). While a major role for pollution in causing asthma has been discounted (Charpin 1999, Strachan 2000b), pollutants continue to be implicated as promoters of allergic disease. Some pollutants, such as diesel oil fumes, have paradoxical effects. Diesel exposure worsens respiratory infections by depressing protective immune responses and has been suggested as a cause of asthma (Pandya 2002) and decreased resistance to infection (Gilmore 2012). Exposure during pregnancy to benzene air pollution is associated with reduced lymphocyte numbers in cord blood, which may reduce immune competence (Baiz 2011). In a recent study of 700 infants followed up to age seven, high exposure to traffic related air pollutants was found to be an independent risk factor for wheezing during infancy and early childhood (Bernstein 2012). A cross-sectional study of primary school age children in Korea (Jeong 2011) found higher levels of ‘allergy-related diseases’ and asthma symptoms in an industrial city than those in a more rural environment, although this does not necessarily implicate pollution as the active factor. Exposure to indoor environmental dust is well established as exacerbating allergic disorders, while not confirmed to have a causal role.

At least 100,000 new chemical compounds have been introduced since 1900, although these represent only a few percent of known chemical compounds: ultimately the whole planet and all life are made entirely of chemical substances. The immunotoxicity of some now widespread compounds is established (De Witt 2012): some groups of such substances are reviewed elsewhere (Putman 2002, Galloway & Handy 2003, Seo 2011). Relevant to this review, concern has focused on how those compounds that persist in the environment might interact with bacteria, viruses or other influences on the immune system. For example, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are known to suppress the immune system: while production has ended, it has been found that high exposure results in a greater risk of infection as well as possibly development of CID (Carpenter 2006). It has been suggested that simultaneous exposure to a mixture of such chemicals and to infections may have complicated effects on the immune system, for example causing people to develop autoimmune disease (Abedi-Valugerdi 2005). This could explain why more children with ‘low to moderate risk’ genes are developing T1D (Vehik 2008). Exposure to Coxsackie virus (an enterovirus) can alter the distribution of dioxin in mice organs, suggesting that viral infection may increase the toxicity of contaminants in the body (Funseth 2000). While such evidence argues for including infectious agents in the multidisciplinary investigation of environmental contaminants (Feingold 2010), it does not suggest that microbial exposure in this context has any protective effect.

The possibility of some impact on atopic disease from the use of chemical products in the home has been examined in statistical analyses of data from the ALSPAC birth cohort in Bristol, UK (Sherriff 2005, Henderson 2008). Both studies found an association between scores reflecting reported pre-natal frequency of use of a disparate range of “household chemicals” and persistent wheezing in the children. The broad list of substances surveyed included dry cleaning fluid, insect killer aerosols, air fresheners, paint and varnish, window cleaner, as well as disinfectants and bleach. In the more recent study (2008), the frequency of use score was
associated with a greater risk of persistent wheezing in the non-atopic children at ages from under 18 months to over 30 months. The authors postulated either pre-natal effects on the developing airway or irritant effects postnatally, but did not consider that increased hygiene in the home was involved, particularly as the association was only observed for children with non-allergic asthma. They suggested a link with occupational studies that have shown irritant effects of chemical exposures in domestic or office cleaners. The authors examined whether use of particular product types was the source of the increased risk, but found that removing each type in turn in the statistical analysis had no effect on the results. Though some product types will contain irritants at some level, there is no obvious toxicological mechanism by which a wide array of products might have such a similar effect: other suggested explanations include over-reporting of both symptoms and “chemical” use by certain respondents. Scores based on self-reported frequency of use are, in any case, a poor indicator of product exposure even within a single category: use of different amounts applied in different ways, over different time periods and affecting different routes of exposure, can yield scores which run contrary to actual exposure. The epidemiological problems of assessing such environmental exposures have been discussed by Franklin (2008) and meanwhile no link between any specific cleaning agent and atopy has been established.

6.2 Diet and nutrition

Diet has been implicated as contributing to the rise in allergies, although a recent review found no conclusive evidence about the influence on asthma prevalence of specific nutrients, food types, or dietary patterns past early childhood (Kim 2009). Nevertheless, rapid changes in diet are in many ways a hallmark of westernisation, so research into dietary factors is relevant to this review. Consumption of antioxidants, such as Vitamins C, E and beta-carotene, has declined, although a recent meta-analysis did not find a consistent association of dietary intake of these factors with asthma (Gao 2008). Supplementation with individual antioxidants plays a minor role in preventing asthma (Devereux 2007). The case may be stronger for Vitamin D: lack of exposure to sunlight is associated with Vitamin D deficiency, in turn related to increased incident of asthma in young children. This deficiency has been described as a “pandemic” (Rathi & Rathi 2011). The current consensus is that Vitamin D appears to have a broad immunoregulatory role affecting a range of allergies and CIDs, for example Vitamin D insufficiency has been implicated in MS (van der Mei 2007). The large survey of childhood food allergy by Gupta (2012) adds to the debate on the ‘Vitamin D hypothesis’ for atopy/CID since their results showed a higher risk of allergy in southern latitudes of the US: contrary to expectation, since Vitamin D deficiency is more common in northern, less sunny latitudes. Latitude differences have also been reported from Australia (van der Mei 2007(ii)) but explained only around 4% of Vitamin D deficiency: behavioural differences, such as using sun block or avoiding sun exposure may account for observed lack of Vitamin D also in sunnier latitudes. More supplementation studies are needed to further investigate the Vitamin D Hypothesis (Bozzetto 2012). Meanwhile better maintenance of Vitamin D levels requires “adequate calcium intake, more exercise and less obesity” (Mason 2011). The ‘lipid hypothesis’ (rise in asthma due to increased consumption of polyunsaturated fatty acids) has not been supported by intervention studies (de Vries 2009, Kim 2009), while the Mediterranean diet has been found to reduce asthma risk (Castro-Rodriguez 2008), although the mechanism remains unclear. Associations with low fruit intake (Patel 2005) or with increased hamburger consumption (Wickens 2005) may be due to confounding by social factors/income. Poor nutrition in early life has been linked to later development of allergy, coronary heart disease and T2D: this has been described as the ‘thrifty phenotype hypothesis’ (Hales 2001).
6.3 Obesity, asthma and other CIDs: the ‘obesity hypothesis’
An association between obesity and increased risk of asthma is well established (Beuther 2006, Ford 2005, Shore 2006), also multiple reports of an association between elevated body mass index and asthma (Luder 2004). Overweight adolescents are more likely to exhibit both allergic sensitisation and asthma (Guerra 2004). Higher levels of asthma in Australia between 1990 and 2003 correlated with increases in obesity and a decline in vigorous exercise, as well as rising diabetes (Wilson 2006). The current epidemic of obesity has been linked to the hygiene hypothesis through the role of the gut microbiota on energy balance and inflammation (Musso 2010), with implications for avoiding excessive fat intake. Others have also suggested that a fatty diet may encourage an ‘obesogenic’ gut microbiota by unbalancing the bacterial community and impairing the gut barrier (Ajslev 2011, Tuohy 2009, Serino 2012, Tilg 2009), although other factors contributing to obesity in childhood include maternal weight, dietary composition (e.g. lack of fibre) and possibly early antibiotic therapy, which in turn may influence the gut microbiota. Type 2 diabetes is the commonest CID implicated in these changes, allergies and other CIDs have been linked to the loss of immune tolerance associated with obesity (Hersoug & Linneberg 2007). Other research suggests that the obese state is characterised by low-grade chronic inflammation: markers of inflammation decrease with weight loss (Yudkin 1999, Bastard 2000, Festa 2001, Engstrom 2003, Esposito 2002, Chiellini 2004). Hersoug and Linneberg have proposed that these obesity-related changes suggest a new hypothesis for the rise in allergy and CIDs. They suggest in addition that obesity-induced immunological changes in pregnant women are likely to increase the risk of atopic disease in the offspring; immune tolerance has been shown to increase with successive pregnancies, which could at least partly explain the family size protective effect on allergies and CID. A review of recent human and animal research appears to confirm a very important influence of obesity on inflammation during pregnancy and the subsequent development of allergy and CIDs (Thornton 2011).

6.4 Physical activity
The decline in physical activity during the last century has been linked to asthma risk, possibly through greater exposure to allergens in the indoor environment (Platts-Mills 2005). The asthma risk could be enhanced by associated obesity. Physical exercise has beneficial effects on circulating immune function and has been recommended in the management or possible prevention of chronic, noncommunicable diseases (Sears & Genius 2012). Exposure to outdoor air has received more recent attention, for example in the finding that there are higher concentrations of viable bacteria in outdoor air than inside office buildings (Tsai and Macher 2005). Both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria in the air can stimulate the regulatory responses associated with controlling allergic reactions (Rogers 2005). As yet, little is known of the bacterial content of the ambient air but research supports the need for more outdoor activity, particularly in early life.

6.5 Socioeconomic factors
The association of social disadvantage with worse health outcomes is well documented. The GNP has been identified as a key factor in explaining the international variation in asthma symptoms, for example in showing that prevalence increases with economic development (Weinmahr 2007). Socioeconomic status is related to the risk of autoimmune rheumatic diseases, although other factors include environmental pollutants, infectious agents and Vitamin D (Shapira 2010). A review of asthma studies highlighted the neglect of equity issues, such as poverty, differential access to medical care and variation in environmental or occupational exposure (Greenwood 2011). Most socioeconomic factors are not easily measured and frequently act as ‘confounders’ in epidemiological studies, that is, a factor that distorts two other factors being studied, such as a type of exposure and apparent effect, for example poor hygiene and protection against atopy, because it is mixed up with the actual exposure effect (e.g.
poverty and poor diet associated with living in unhygienic conditions). The distortion can lead to overestimation or underestimation of an effect and may even change the apparent direction of an effect. For example, investigators have queried the role of confounders in the ‘family size’ and ‘farm effect’ studies (Section 3.4).

6.6 Climate change

Global changes in asthma prevalence have been linked to climate change, for example milder winters as an explanation for declining cases in England and Wales (Fleming 2000517). Changing pollen profiles due to global warming and/or rising carbon dioxide levels have also been implicated (D’Amato 2001518, Ziska 2000519, Ziska 2003520, Beggs 2004521, Fitter 2002522).

6.7 Genetic susceptibility

It is often stated that there has not been time for population genetic change to occur in since the main evolutionary changes of the immune system and the possibility that the rise in allergy and CIDs can be attributed to genetic factors alone has been refuted by Rook (201117), arguing that the major cause must be environmental, the genetic role being to determine which individuals develop the disease after exposure to environmental factors. Inbuilt susceptibility to diseases within our genes is well established, with increasing evidence of genetic factors for the CIDs, such as leukaemia (Wiernsels 201294). While genetic change in human chromosomes is unlikely to have occurred, postulated ‘modern environment’ factors, that may have increased the expression of genetic risk as clinical disease, include declining herd immunity to less common infections, raising population susceptibility to such infections. Another possibility is that children with innate greater risk of succumbing to severe infection would have died at early ages in the past. Such susceptibility to several infections is well established and further supported by recent genome studies (Chapman & Hill 2012523, Hill 2006524). Fortunately children with this risk now mostly survive, but perhaps with associated higher tendency to develop allergies and CIDs, for example the recent discovery of a genetic variant associated with several CIDs and also with increased risk of invasive pneumococcal infection and leprosy (Hill 2012525). There have been sufficient generations since the start of the decline in infant mortality for altered susceptibility to infection to be having an impact on our populations, a modern phenomenon that in Darwinian terms might be expected, once the selection pressure allowing ‘natural selection’ was removed. Research topics include a need to appraise “the interplay between infectious exposures and the status of immune response in individuals” (Wiernsels94). There is a growing interest in epigenetics: the study of heritable changes in gene expression that occur without a change in the DNA sequence (Rodenhiser & Mann 2006526, Gilbert 2010527). The effects of environmental change might not be fully manifested in the first generation: it might take two or more generations. This is relevant to causation of CIDs because disorders in the regulation of gene expression may explain the rise of such diseases in our era: it is a swiftly evolving research field, but interaction between innate factors and the environment requires further study.

6.8 Concluding remarks on non-microbial exposures

Since the IFH 2006 review, the brief outline above demonstrates that dietary factors such as Vitamin D deficiency and the rise in obesity have been more strongly implicated as significant contributory causes to CIDs. Another important emerging theme is the greater emphasis on interaction between pollution and other contributory factors, as well as new kinds of pollution. Socioeconomic factors remain rather neglected, particularly as possible confounders when not carefully controlled in epidemiological studies. The genetic susceptibility to both infection and to CIDs, and the way our genes interact with the environment, is a rapidly moving research field and may provide a clearer indication as to how the various implicated factors act and interact. The OF hypothesis helps to unify many of these seemingly unconnected factors (Rook 20107)(Figure 3). This figure links exposures such as dioxin, diet, and lack of exposure to old
friend species to the increased expression of CIDs. It also includes stress, mentioned in the IFH 2004 review but not previously referred to here: recent comment on the wide range of CIDs, susceptibility to infection and other diseases linked to ‘stress’ is reviewed elsewhere (Kemeny 2007, Stojanovich 2010, Marshall 2011). If Rook’s umbrella concept is correct, there are major implications for modern lifestyle that take us beyond considering the role of microbial exposure.

Figure 3: How modern life may interact with the lack of ‘Old Friends’

Notes to figure: CRH = corticotrophin releasing hormone which affects the gut mucosa; LPS = lipopolysaccharide; Th17 = T helper cell type 17
(Based on Rook 2010, where these possible interactions are more fully described).

7. THE HYGIENE HYPOTHESIS AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR HYGIENE – OVERALL CONCLUSIONS FROM THE UPDATE REPORT

This report has aimed to review current data and thinking on the hypothesis that reduced microbial exposure has been a key factor in the emergence of allergic and other CIDs during the last two centuries, but most particularly in the past 30-50 years, and the reasons why this might have occurred. This final section covers the key findings of the report.

7.1 Implications for acquiring healthy immune balance

Since the 2004 and 2006 IFH reviews were prepared, support for the role of microbial exposure as a key contributory factor for immune regulation in relation to risk of CIDs and other disorders has continued to increase, to such an extent that a ‘microbial exposure hypothesis’ is now widely accepted by the scientific community. Equally importantly, there is still no clear indication of what are the key microbial exposures and why and how we have become deprived of them. This review of epidemiological studies relating to the hygiene hypothesis (and its
expanded variants) shows that there are inconsistencies in the evidence for any one factor and the results point to interrelated factors, such as changes in our diet, interactions with pollution, genetic susceptibility, climate change, loss of physical activity and obesity (summary of general findings in Appendix III). So there is no simple explanation or 'one size fits all' solution. The interaction of microbes with the immune regulation system is clearly a complex process, in which increased risk of CID for any individual depends primarily on:

- Type/s of organisms from which the individual is deprived;
- Timing and duration of deprivation: prenatal, postnatal, early childhood – onwards;
- Their genetic predisposition to CIDs;
- Impact of other lifestyle factors such as diet, obesity, or antibiotic usage, specific to that person.

This report is inevitably an incomplete summary of the wide range of diseases and factors now linked to the expanded hygiene hypothesis, but it allows us to begin to focus on what might be the important exposures and routes of exposure required for normal immune regulation. In Table 1 the range of environments and microorganisms for which there is the most consistent data on a positive (protective) impact against allergies is summarised. This is based on a review paper (Rook 2011) in which the analysis is extended to a wide range of CIDs, with a summary of environments relevant to the findings of this review (listed in Appendix IV).

7.2 Summary of the implications of Old Friends and biodiversity hypotheses

The wide range of organisms implicated as possibly beneficial, in terms of risk of allergies/CIDs, suggests that our microbial exposure needs are not confined to a single species and, as shown in Table 1, that there is overlap between exposures. There is growing evidence that the specific exposure needs of an individual person can be met by one or more of a range of quite diverse species and that, if any of these species are missing, their role may be met by one or more other species i.e. there is considerable redundancy in the system. Although the key microbial exposures remain undefined, the following changes in thinking, prompted by new research since 2004 are beginning to give us some clearer ideas on which we can now build.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Environment</th>
<th>Types of organisms likely to be present in these environments</th>
<th>Route of exposure</th>
<th>Type of supporting data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large families</td>
<td>Childhood infections (?including at subclinical level), HAV, H.pylori, gut microbiota organisms</td>
<td>Oral/airborne</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day care</td>
<td>Childhood infections (?including at subclinical level), HAV, respiratory viruses, gut microbiota organisms</td>
<td>Oral/airborne</td>
<td>E, I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm living (type of farm poorly defined but probably involves livestock)</td>
<td>Endotoxins, gut microbiota organisms, HAV, H. pylori, Helminths, lactobacilli (and other organisms in untreated milk), saprophytic Mycobacteria, Salmonellae, Toxoplasma, other zoonoses</td>
<td>Oral/airborne/?insect borne</td>
<td>E, Ex, I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prenatal environment</td>
<td>Depends on maternal environment e.g. helminths &amp; endotoxins in a rural or primitive</td>
<td>Oral/airborne</td>
<td>E, Ex, I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of Environment</td>
<td>Types of organisms likely to be present in these environments</td>
<td>Route of exposure</td>
<td>Type of supporting data‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postnatal environment</td>
<td>Gut and skin microbiota, including lactobacilli and staphylococci</td>
<td>Oral/direct contact</td>
<td>E, Ex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‡Types of supporting data: E = epidemiological, I = intervention, Ex = experimental models. Based on: Rook 2011

7.2.1 Since 2004, several large well planned epidemiological studies have been carried out which generally confirm a link between lower allergy risk and factors such as larger families and certain types of farm living. But studies on family size or birth order have shown no consistent evidence that childhood infections protect against allergy. The original proposition of a key role for clinical infections in early childhood is now largely discounted.

7.2.2 The OF hypothesis, which has gained considerable support since 2004, may provide an explanation. Of the many theories that have been put forward, the OF provides the most unifying and coherent explanation for many of the conflicting aspects of the hygiene hypothesis. The fundamentally new proposal of OF is that the key microbial exposures from which we have become separated are those on which our immune systems developed a dependence during the ancient paleolithic period, when the human immune system was developing, in close association with the abundant microbes present in that era. This symbiotic relationship is common to all evolved creatures: we are essentially communities of organisms, described recently as the "ultimate social network" (Ackerman 2012). Bacteria form the majority of cells present in the human body and many important functions, as well as genetic variation, are encoded in their genomes rather than in ours, particularly in our commensal organisms (Gilbert 2010, Moran 2007, Lee & Mazmanian 2010). Significant deprivation from exposure to the OF organisms did not occur in western societies until the urbanisation of the early 1800s and the introduction of clean water and sanitation in the late 1800s (the sanitary revolution), which coincided with the emergence of CIDs in these societies, although rapid increases are more recent. While the sanitary revolution acted to protect us against 'modern' diseases developed over more than two millennia of living in close societies, it also inadvertently reduced our exposure to old friends. We cannot re-establish the complete, balanced ecosystem of the distant past, when a co-dependence between humans and microbes evolved: even the most primitive ecosystems today do not provide the mix of organisms associated with Paleolithic living conditions. Interfering with ecosystems to try to restore these exposures, for example by relaxing hygiene, is not the answer: in most poor, traditionally rural, environments, the ecosystems have already changed due to influences such as economic and social crises, changing agriculture and international travel, in addition to attempts to control life threatening or debilitating disease (Patz 2005).

7.2.3 One consequence of the decline in OF is that the diversity of microbial species has also reduced: it has been estimated that around a third of the 56,000 known animal and plant species are threatened with extinction (von Hertzen 2011) and we may assume that many microbial species are also threatened. The environmental diversity of plant species and microorganisms in the area around the homes of adolescents with allergy is less than that of non-atopic individuals (Hanski 2012). Within the next 30 years most of us – two thirds of those in developing countries and 85% of the population of developed countries – will live in urban areas with little green space (United Nations 2008). If the OF hypothesis and related biodiversity hypothesis are correct, we have a global problem in maintaining natural
environments: yet this also liberates us from the notion that CID.s are the price we have to pay for no longer suffering the burden of killer infectious diseases.

7.2.4 Another area where we now have some, although limited, clarity is the possible nature and intensity of the interaction between microbes and the immune system. The earlier idea that microbial exposure needs to be ‘intense’, or at least produce clinical disease, is no longer confidently applied to the hygiene hypothesis. It now seems more likely that the protective effect comes from background exposure to subclinical doses of pathogens, or to commensal or environmental microbes, particularly those with low invasiveness or virulence such as the rapid growing saprophytic strains of *Mycobacteria*.

7.2.5 It is now accepted that the original concept of a distorted Th1/Th2 balance is an over-simplified explanation for increased susceptibility to CID.s, but that the more likely explanation is defective regulation of the balance between inflammatory and anti-inflammatory lymphocytes (T cells) and other immune cell types. This allows the possibility that different microbial species may interact with the immune system in different ways and at different points. Also, the structural components of microbes involved in immune priming reactions may be quite different from cell components which are pathogenic, i.e. that cause disease. Thus, some species of microbes can interact strongly with the immune system without being pathogenic and pathogenicity is not a prime requisite for immune regulatory effects. If there are multiple receptors within the immune regulatory system, this agrees with the idea that multiple species interact with this system in different ways but still elicit the same response. There is increasing evidence for the related theory of ‘microbial turnover’ i.e that while the human immune system is developing, exposure to a wide range of species provides essential challenges that prime the immune regulatory system in a multiplicity of different ways, thereby protecting against a range of CID.s.

7.2.6 An important aspect of the hypothesis is “what is the critical timing for microbial exposure (ME)?” and equally importantly - “can CID.s be reversed by replacing the exposure?” As far as atopic diseases are concerned, research strongly suggests that a critical time for exposures is perinatal or in early childhood and that it needs to be maintained over a significant period. If this is lacking then the risk of atopic disease or CID.s is considerably increased. Unanswered questions include:

i. Is ongoing microbial deprivation (MD) a factor in the sudden development of hay fever or asthma, which sometimes occurs only in adulthood?

ii. For CID.s such as MS, which develops in adulthood, does the problem still originate from microbial deprivation and immune dysregulation in early infancy, triggered only when other factors kick in, or is it due to ongoing microbial deprivation, which causes immune dysregulation that eventually manifests as clinical disease?

iii. What is the explanation for remission or lessening of symptoms (as in childhood hayfever, eczema or asthma, or response of some CID.s to helminth therapy), even if the MD is continuing?

iv. At what stage does the immune system develop a ‘permanent memory’, for example to cause autoimmune disease, since CID.s appear to be irreversible?

v. If some ME is ‘critical’ to immune priming, and the OF hypothesis is correct in implicating the sanitary revolution in most westernised countries, then why don’t all of us, who have been on the receiving end of this revolution, now suffer from CID.s? Genetic predisposition and the factors influencing genetic expression are important
here, for example, there are many people shown to be atopic on serological tests who do not express symptoms.

vi. What is the critical route of exposure? The proposed oral-faecal route is still the most likely candidate, which fits with the OF hypothesis, but study findings do not rule out other potential routes including via inhalation or through the skin.

7.2.7 The new data confirm earlier findings, indicating that it makes no sense to claim that the increase in allergies and other CIDs is caused entirely by lack of exposure to microbes, or entirely by Vitamin D deficiency, or entirely by diet, obesity or whatever. Many of these factors are likely to play a role, but the fundamental underlying problem is immunoregulation, and our changing microbial exposures are fundamental aspects of the immunoregulatory deficit. Ultimately, the key question needing an answer is what measures could be put in place to reverse the trend in CIDs and other disorders related to lack or exposure to microbes. Since it appears that there is no single ‘magic target’ within the immune regulatory system and that translation of immune dysregulation into disease involves a range of factors, then it is unlikely that there is a single ‘breakthrough’ clinical solution. Success will be a slow process of small forward steps. Some of the current approaches for therapy are reviewed in Section 4.11 and also by Rook (2010) and Matricardi (2010). Using probiotic strategies to reintroduce the key microbes to our environment has obvious dangers until there is much better understanding of which ‘old friends’ are truly friendly – and safe. Meanwhile the focus of this report is to review new data and new thinking in terms of implications for hygiene. This is reviewed in the following sections.

7.3 What are the implications for hygiene?

7.3.1 Because the umbrella term remains the ‘hygiene hypothesis’, any public debate emphasising the growing acceptance of this hypothesis, acts to reinforce the public notion that it has been proved that we have become too clean for our own good. Despite several attempts to change the name of the hypotheses (Microbial Exposure, Microbial Deprivation, Old Friends) the media and others still refer to it as the ‘Hygiene’ Hypothesis. In some ways it can be argued that that the title is technically correct, because the sanitary revolution of the early 19th century is also referred to as the ‘hygiene revolution’. This means that the hygiene revolution may have been a root cause of the microbial deprivation-led rise in CIDs, but not for the ‘too clean’ reasons put forward in the popular media.

7.3.2 Too clean? – a question of what that means
Where the phrase “we have become too clean for our own good” is being reinforced by consumers to each other, or by the media, or by experts, it would be useful to know what they understand by this. The terms cleaning and hygiene are currently used interchangeably but, although there is significant overlap, the term hygiene generally implies more than just making oneself and one surroundings visibly and aesthetically clean. In general, but not always, the word hygiene is used to imply measures designed to promote and protect health by, for example, protecting us from exposure to infectious diseases, allergens or toxic chemicals. In many cultures it is also applied to public health issues such as alcohol abuse, obesity and smoking. It is interesting that, despite modern understanding of infectious disease transmission, we have not developed modern terminology to allow us to distinguish between domestic cleaning to remove visible dirt, and decontamination to remove harmful agents or substances to a level where there is no longer a risk to health. As a result, people still tend to assume that these are one and the same, and we have no simple way to tell them it is not. This vagueness further compounds the confusion over the hygiene hypothesis and its implications for domestic cleaning and/or hygiene practices. In the 2004 and 2006 IFH reviews [see Section 5 for a brief summary], we made a detailed examination
of the trends in consumer cleaning and hygiene practices over the past 100 years and their impact on exposure to microbes. There was no evidence of a correlation between such practices and the rapid rise in allergies from the 1970s to the 1990s. The same conclusion applies to the increase observed in CIDs such as T1D or MS. Nevertheless, it is incontestable that the last two centuries have dramatically changed our lifestyles, both in relation to safer water, food, sanitation, personal cleansing and home cleaning and to factors such as diet, urban living and less outdoor physical activity. Possibly hygiene, because it is so vaguely defined, has been the easiest scapegoat to blame amongst these many changes.

7.3.3 **Hygiene practice ‘out of the frame’?**
If we define choose to define ‘hygiene’ (as we have done for the purposes of this report) as the specific practices we use to protect us from infectious diseases, the evidence reviewed here suggests that the extent to which we suffer modern infections is not the key factor. This puts hygiene practice as an unlikely contributor to the multifactorial mixed causes of allergy and CIDs. Since the evidence suggests that human and animal commensals, together with environmental saprophytes (and possibly also low levels of pathogens), have a role in immunoregulation, the question then is how do we best protect against infection while sustaining exposure to the necessary microbes both within and outside the home. Where should we intervene to protect against invasive infection? Here, our understanding of infection transmission is helpful: we do not need to expunge our homes of all microbes, just those in areas where faecal-oral or transmission via surface contact could be a problem. This is the basis of ‘targeted hygiene’, which seeks to sustain normal exposure to environmental microbes. Targeted hygiene is an approach developed by the International Scientific Forum on Home Hygiene (IFH) as part of its work to promote better understanding of hygiene and better hygiene practice (Bloomfield 2012). Targeted home hygiene is described in a range of home hygiene guidelines and training resources produced by the IFH. It involves identifying the critical points in the chain of infection transmission and targeting hygiene measures at these points and at critical times to prevent the ongoing spread of pathogens. Risk assessment and management are now the accepted approaches for controlling microbial risks in food and other manufacturing environments, and also in hospitals and other healthcare settings. If background exposure is proved to be the important factor, the targeted approach to hygiene allows a focus on preventing exposure to infectious doses of pathogens, but is more relaxed about other exposures.

7.3.4 **Home cleaning and microbial exposure**
We can also challenge the idea that being ‘too clean’ in relation to the general domestic cleanliness of our own homes, particularly in relation to caring for children, is the cause of the reduced microbial exposure. The conclusions about domestic cleaning remain unchanged since the last review: the evidence of a link between atopy and domestic cleaning is weak. If this factor contributes at all, its contribution is likely to be very small relative to factors such as clean water, good sanitation, cleaner environments and food quality. Studies show that modern homes, however clean in appearance, still contain a rich mixture of bacteria, viruses, fungi and moulds, as well as dust mites and other insects. Since we now spend more time indoors, our opportunities for exposure to these are likely to have increased rather than decreased. It could be suggested that rather than saying “we have become too clean”, it would be more accurate to say that we have become “afraid of getting dirty” and to have more potentially beneficial contact with our environment, especially outside. A frequently voiced assumption is that one of the reasons for the ‘increased cleanliness’ has been the widespread use of antibacterial products since the 1990s (see Section 3.6.5). It has been shown that, although disinfectants used for a specific purpose (e.g. during food preparation) reduce the risk of infection transmission, non-targeted, indiscriminate use has little impact on overall levels of microbial contamination in our environment (Larson & Duarte, 2001). This suggests that antibacterial products, used in a non-targeted way for routine general cleaning, have an insignificant effect on microbial levels in the home. In reality, routine daily or weekly cleaning habits have not reduced the overall exposure to the microbes in
our home environment, including both environmental microbes and human commensals that are shed from the body (Scott 1984, Josephson 1997). This human contribution to the home environment includes *Staphylococci*, gut organisms and others identified as potential ‘old friends’.

### 7.3.5 Personal cleanliness and personal hygiene

More frequent showering and bathing has also been implicated as a major change in society over the last half-century. While we still cannot rule this out as a factor, there is no good evidence of a link, except where excessive skin cleaning worsens conditions such as eczema. This issue is interlinked with family size: larger families give more opportunity for sharing gut, skin and respiratory microbiota: this may include interchange of microbes via close contact, or sharing towels, toothbrushes, food utensils and other personal items. Oral hygiene has improved during the last century, through better dentistry and teeth/mouth cleaning practices, but poor oral hygiene has not been implicated as a cause of allergies or CIDs, rather the reverse. Inflammation or infections associated with poor oral hygiene are associated with greater risk of some cancers and cardiovascular disease (atherosclerosis being identified as a CID) (Koren 2010, Meurman 2010). Since microbes in the mouth (buccal cavity) usually reach the gut, the mechanisms involved may be related more closely to the gut microbiota (Forno 2008), although study of the more accessible flora of the buccal cavity may provide insights into how the gut microbiome develops (Korecka & Arulampalam 2012).

### 7.4 Why hygiene is so important in home and everyday life

#### 7.4.1 Since the 2004 and 2006 IFH reviews, concerns about the need for increased emphasis on hygiene promotion has increased rather than decreased. A 2009 IFH report shows that infectious gastrointestinal, respiratory and other diseases circulating in the community continue to exert a heavy toll on health and prosperity in both developed as well as developing countries. Food-related, waterborne, and non-food-related infectious intestinal diseases remain at unacceptable levels (Scallan 2011, Scallan 2011, EFSA 2008). Using data from 18 OECD countries, a 2003 World Health Organization (WHO) report concluded that about 31% of reported food-borne outbreaks occur in private homes (Rocourt 2003). The recent UK community-based study (Tam 2011) estimates that the annual number of cases of Salmonella and Campylobacter infection is 38,000 and 600,000 respectively. Enterovirus infections, such as norovirus and rotavirus, are common throughout the world (Widdowson 2005, Soriano-Gabarró 2006) (Section 5.6). It is no longer appropriate to refer to urban environments as containing helpful dirt in the context of the hygiene hypothesis, since a plastic and concrete environment may become dirty, but does not contain the ‘old friend’ organisms involved in immunoregulation. We cannot restore the Paleolithic microbial exposures, but nor can we risk the infection dangers of the modern ecosystem by relaxing hygiene.

#### 7.4.2 Evidence shows how respiratory hygiene plays a part in limiting the spread of respiratory infections (Goldman 2000, Monto & Sullivan 1993, Jefferson 2009). Influenza epidemics alone cause an average annual of 36,000 deaths and 114,000 hospitalisations during influenza epidemics (Bridges 2003). In response to the threat posed by emerging pandemic strains such as SARS and swine flu, hygiene is now promoted as an important first line of defence. Populations with a low education level, income level or occupational class are at higher risk of infection. These factors initiate a vicious cycle of infection predisposing to malnutrition and growth faltering, which in turn leads to increased risk for further infection (Farmer 1996, Semenza 2010). Meanwhile the financial burden of infectious disease is enormous: £745 million annually in the UK for infectious intestinal disease alone (Anon 2010) and $152 billion annually in the US for food-borne illness, far exceeding previous estimates of $6.9-35 billion (Scharff 2010). Tackling antibiotic resistance is a global priority (Anon 2009). For the
Transatlantic Task Force on Antimicrobial resistance, one of the three component strategies for tackling antibiotic resistance is "Prevention of healthcare and community-associated drug-resistant infections" (Transatlantic Taskforce on Antibiotic Resistance 2011556). Hygiene provides a means to reduce the silent epidemic spread of Methicillin Resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA), and the multidrug resistant Gram-negative strains (including ESBL and NDM-1-producing strains) in the community. As persistent nasal or bowel carriage of these strains in the healthy population spreads across the world, this increases the risk of infection in both hospitals and the community (Vidal-Navarro 2010557, Poirel 2011558, Klein 2009559, Köck 2010560).

7.4.3 Governments, under pressure to fund the level of healthcare that people expect, are looking at prevention as a means to reduce health spending. Increased homecare is one approach to reducing health spending, but gains are likely to be undermined by inadequate infection control at home. Healthcare workers now accept that reducing the burden of infection in healthcare settings cannot be achieved without also reducing the circulation of pathogens such as norovirus and MRSA in the community. At the same time, people with reduced immunity to infection make up an increasing proportion of the population, currently up to 20% (Bloomfield 2009542). The largest proportion is the elderly, many of whom have chronic ill health, which further reduces immunity to infection. Much of the care of these vulnerable groups is carried out by family members, who therefore need an understanding of infection prevention to protect them against foodborne and respiratory infections. Infectious diseases can act as co-factors to other diseases that manifest at a later date, such as cancer and chronic degenerative diseases, or as triggers for development of allergic diseases542.

7.5 Final points
Since 2006, the risk of disease related to poor hygiene has not diminished and the need for hygiene promotion has been further recognised, including by proponents of the hygiene hypothesis. The concern about over domestic cleanliness and hygiene practices has been shown to be misplaced, while multifactorial causes for allergic and other CIDs, including the role of obesity, physical fitness and socioeconomic influences, have gained importance. The conclusion of this review is that diminished exposure to the immunoregulation-inducing organisms from man’s evolutionary past (‘Old Friends’) is a consequence of an accumulative series of changes in lifestyle that result in loss of contact with mud, animals and faeces, and major alteration of the microbiota. This is quite distinct from ‘hygiene’ in the sense of reducing the risk of infectious disease transmission. As Rook has said aptly in a recent review:

"Relaxing hygiene in a modern urban environment would not expose us to Old friends --- only to new enemies like E. coli O104!"17

Thus the major conclusion is that hygiene, in the sense of decontaminating or disinfecting in the times and places where it matters to prevent infectious disease, is still very much needed. It seems likely that many aspects of our modern civilisation are contributing to the rise in allergies and CIDs, including several that cannot be safely changed, such as clean water, sanitation, less contaminated food and urbanised living. The term ‘hygiene hypothesis’ is too entrenched to expect it to be changed in the near future. We have shown that there is no evidence that domestic cleanliness has gone too far and, in particular, that it is vital to continue to promote efficient hygiene practice. For those working in the field of infectious disease prevention and hygiene, we need to develop health promotion messages that help people to distinguish between letting children play in mud in the garden but also protecting them against potentially harmful microbes at the appropriate times. Persuading the public to develop lifestyles which reconnect with the natural environment, whilst also using targeted hygiene to protect themselves from infection represents a challenge for our time. To move forward, we need to convey three essential key concepts:
1. The expanded hygiene hypothesis is an increasingly important issue for health. It is not confined to day-to-day home and personal cleanliness, but rather to a broader range of lifestyle choices and measures that have been introduced to protect us from infectious diseases. Together, these have inadvertently also reduced exposure to the microbial friends that regulate our immune systems.

2. The organisms identified as Old Friends that protect against CID are distinct from the pathogens causing most infectious diseases in the modern world. Relaxing home hygiene would NOT increase our exposure to the protective Old Friends, but would increase exposure to the pathogens. The problem is not one of being too clean: it's one of reduced contact with the right kind of dirt.

3. We thus need to distinguish between routines associated with cleanliness, in the sense of absence of dirt, appearance, social acceptability and freshness, and those practices required to protect us from exposure to infectious disease. This indicates a need for clearer guidance about how to target hygiene practices effectively where and when they are required to reduce infectious disease risks.

The Old Friends hypothesis has unified the search for causes of allergies and other CIDe and provided a basis for further research and immunoregulatory therapy. The widened hypothesis should no longer be known simply as the ‘hygiene’ hypothesis. Like our environments, the historical meaning of ‘hygiene’ has lost much of its diversity in our era. In its former use, ‘hygiene’ involved the protection and promotion of health in all its aspects: ‘public health’ would be a modern, although less comprehensive, equivalent. We suggest that ‘biodiversity’ or ‘Old Friends’ are better names for the widened hypothesis and its implications for health and disease. Further aspects of the wide range of chronic inflammatory disorders need to be unravelled but for the present, it’s three cheers for hygiene again.
APPENDIX I: OUTLINE OF CURRENT THEORY ON THE IMMUNE SYSTEM

This is a very brief outline explaining the basics components of the immune system and its regulation, to help non-immunologist readers with the terms and mechanisms referred to in this review. Readers are cautioned that this is a highly simplified summary of an immensely complex system. More details on individual concepts can be found using a Wikipedia search or in basic immunology texts and a recent review article gives a good summary of recent research on the role of the commensal organisms in the immune system (Ackerman 2012).

The structure of the immune system

The immune system is a complex network of organs (e.g. thymus, spleen), tissues (e.g. lymphatic system and bone marrow), white blood cells, antibodies, complement system and hormones. These act together to defend the body against invading organisms (bacteria, viruses, fungi, helminths), other foreign matter or cancer cells. The system has innate (i.e. inborn) functions (cells such as macrophages which digest foreign invaders such as microbes or dust) and adaptive functions (which allows it to respond to exposures). Adaptive immunity, also known as ‘acquired immunity’, is very specific to particular antigens and the response tends to increase with repeated exposure. Immunity can be strong or weak, long lasting or brief depending upon the type of antigen, its route into the body and genetically programmed responses.

Although these mechanisms are vital to protect the body against disease, they are also potentially dangerous to the host if they are not appropriately regulated: a simple analogy would be the need for military police to stop an army going on the rampage. Good health in these terms means a good balance between belligerent T cells and more tolerant regulatory T cells. Allergic diseases, such as asthma, occur when the body overreacts to foreign proteins such as pollen causing inflammatory responses such as sneezing and irritation. Immune tolerance is the process by which the body prevents itself from attacking its own cells: this starts during pregnancy with exposure to ‘self-molecules’ (NIAID 2007). Autoimmune diseases such as T1D and multiple sclerosis occur when the immune system overreacts against its own cells and tissues, and IBDs are at least in part due to inappropriate immune reactions to the contents of the gut.

Regulation of the immune system

Adaptive immunity involves two important types of white blood cells, known as B and T cells or lymphocytes. T-cells are produced by the thymus: those often mentioned in relation to the hygiene hypothesis include Th1, Th2 and Th17 (see below and Table 3). B-cells (B-lymphocytes) are formed by stem cells in the bone marrow and produce antibodies in the form of immunoglobulins/ gammaglobulins in response to specific challenges, also through interactions with other cells, in particular the T-helper cells described below. Varieties of immunoglobulins include IgG, associated with antibodies against microbes, and IgE, associated with both parasitic infections and the symptoms of allergy, such as sneezing or skin rash.

The immune system is co-ordinated and regulated by T cells together with hormones generated independently by components of the immune system, which are known as cytokines (for example, interleukins). Cytokines have distinct functions such as acting as messengers or activating other cells. T cells arise from ‘Naïve’ T cells, activated in response to antigen challenges, a process known as priming, conditioning or programming. They mature into various T-cell types including: helper T cells (Th1 and Th2 cells, the more recently identified Th-17 cells) and Treg cells (Schmidt-Weber 2007, Mesquita 2009). Antigens are processed within the APC (antigen presenting cells) and fragments are expressed on the surface of these cells. Recognition of the antigen activates Th cells to secrete...
distinct sets of cytokines that mediate the immune response. These cells co-ordinate immune responses as shown in the examples in Table 3.

Since the last IFH review, refinements have been made to the immunological theory of how the immune system is maintained and regulated, in particular with a shift from the emphasis on concept of the Th1-Th2 balance to a more significant role for regulatory T cells (Treg) (as discussed in Section 4.9). The Th1-Th2 balance theory was based on the observation that allergy resulted from overzealous Th2 responses. But exaggerated Th1 responses can also produce disease, such as T1D, multiple sclerosis and Crohn’s disease. Since establishment that both Th1 and Th2 cells are implicated in autoimmunity, the idea that these two subsets could regulate each other has been replaced by the theory that Treg cells have an ‘immune management’ role, determining how the system adapts to challenges. Release of regulatory cytokines from Treg cells (Table 3) suppresses other responses which leads to downregulation of autoimmunity, IBD and allergies. In the absence of the immunoregulation-inducing microbial stimuli discussed above, these immunoregulatory circuits are no longer adequately induced. Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are proteins that recognise molecules on microbes and form a first line of defence against foreign invasion by viruses or bacteria (NIAID 2007). Their specificity allows them to detect the presence of infection and activate inflammatory and antimicrobial immune responses. Recognition of microbes by TLRs initiates immune responses.

Table 3. Important components of immunoregulation Note: this table contains only a few examples of the multiple functions performed by these cells, as considered relevant to this report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of T cell produced</th>
<th>T_{H1}</th>
<th>T_{H2}</th>
<th>T_{H17}</th>
<th>T_{Reg}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examples of effector cytokines produced by T cell</td>
<td>IFN-γ, TNF-β</td>
<td>IL-4, IL-5</td>
<td>IL-17, IL-21, IL-22</td>
<td>IL-10, TGF-β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples of responses</td>
<td>Activation of phagocytes; antibody production</td>
<td>Production of IgE</td>
<td>Recruitment of leukocytes</td>
<td>Inhibition of inappropriate T cell activation &amp; Th cell effector functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples of pathological or other effects</td>
<td>Prevent clinical infection; autoimmunity e.g. T1D, MS</td>
<td>Type 1 hypersensitivity (IgE-mediated allergy, asthma) &amp; autoimmunity (atopic dermatitis, ulcerative colitis); killing of helminths</td>
<td>Autoimmunity (psoriasis, multiple sclerosis) &amp; IBD ((Crohn's disease)</td>
<td>Downregulation of autoimmunity, IBD &amp; allergies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX II. CHILDHOOD INFECTIONS AND SUBSEQUENT PROTECTION OR RISK RE: ATOPY IN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Childhood infections studied</th>
<th>Source of information (questionnaire etc.)</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodner 1998</td>
<td>Measles, Pertussis, Rubella, Mumps, Varicella</td>
<td>Parental questionnaire ‘childhood infections’ before and after age 3; serology HAV, H.pylori, toxoplasma (stored samples from older participants)</td>
<td>Measles before age 3 associated with lower risk adult asthma. No other protective association with wheezing or other symptoms of atopy in adulthood. Chronic cough/ phlegm more common for those seropositive for HAV or H.pylori and with increase in number of any infections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nafstad 2005</td>
<td>Respiratory infections e.g. croup, including common cold (before 6 months) and ear infections</td>
<td>Parental questionnaire at ages 6 months to 10 years</td>
<td>No protective effect: increase in asthma symptoms by age 10 esp. after lower respiratory infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benn 2004</td>
<td>Common cold, ear infection, diarrhoea, pneumonia</td>
<td>Parental interview for Infections before age 6 months.</td>
<td>Increased risk atopic dermatitis for any reported infection; risk increased with number of infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeever 2002</td>
<td>Maternal viral and bacterial infections requiring antibiotics during pregnancy, including respiratory, ear, eye and gastrointestinal infection and Candida (other causes not specified)</td>
<td>Medical records during pregnancy</td>
<td>Small increased risk of atopy in children following prenatal viral infection, including small dose-response relationship of increasing atopy with number of infections recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law 2005</td>
<td>HAV, H pylori + childhood infection exposure assumed from boarding school or number of siblings</td>
<td>Sera from blood samples taken at routine medical examinations of adult business men</td>
<td>Earlier cohorts less likely to show markers of atopy but no association with HAV, H.pylori or the assumed increased exposure to childhood infections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bremner 2008</td>
<td>Upper respiratory, diarrhoea and vomiting, acute ear infection, measles, chicken pox, rubella, influenza, impetigo, lice, threadworm, ‘viral rash’ – total of 30 infections studied.</td>
<td>GP records for first year of life.</td>
<td>Bronchiolitis (upper resp. infection) associated with increased risk hayfever. Other infections associated with increased risk until adjustment made for consultation frequency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunder 2007</td>
<td>Common viral or bacterial respiratory, ear and enteric infections (not specified)</td>
<td>Parental questionnaire re: Hygiene intervention study in day care facility – symptoms such as rhinitis or diarrhoea recorded</td>
<td>Hygiene intervention reduced reports of infection but no affect on later allergic illness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun &amp; Sundell 2011</td>
<td>Respiratory infection plus assumed higher infection exposure from day care attendance</td>
<td>Parental questionnaire</td>
<td>Day care associated both with increased respiratory infections and “allergic” symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nafstad 2005</td>
<td>Respiratory and ear infections including croup in 1st year &amp; common cold up to</td>
<td>Parental questionnaire at 6 months, 1 year and 4 years (Oslo Birth Cohort Study)</td>
<td>Early respiratory infection (esp. lower respiratory) did not protect against asthma or allergic rhinitis up to age 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Childhood infections studied</td>
<td>Source of information (questionnaire etc.)</td>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bager 2002</td>
<td>6 mths; also assumed exposure to infection at day care or having older siblings</td>
<td>School records for infections before school entry at age 7 in pregnant mothers participating in birth cohort study</td>
<td>Increased risk of asthma at age 10 associated with early respiratory infection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernsen &amp; van der Wouden 2008</td>
<td>Maternal history of infections in childhood including measles, mumps, rubella, varicella (chickenpox)</td>
<td>School records for infections before school entry at age 7 in pregnant mothers participating in birth cohort study</td>
<td>Measles in first year of mother’s life associated with higher risk of atopy (compared with those who had not had measles). No associations (protective or otherwise) with mumps, rubella or varicella.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernsen et al 2008</td>
<td>Measles, mumps and rubella (in children not vaccinated with MMR vaccine, compared with non-vaccinated children)</td>
<td>Parental reports for children aged 8-12</td>
<td>Measles in MMR vaccine group predisposed to ‘any’ atopic disorders (particular eczema); rubella in unvaccinated children protective against eczema and food allergy. No other statistically significant associations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibb 2004</td>
<td>‘Definite’ non-specified infection by age 3 mths or 1 yr, gastrointestinal infections diagnosed by GP or reported by parent, immunisation with MMR or pertussis, bronchiolitis, chicken pox, ear infections, “coughs and colds”, “minor infections” as reported by parent</td>
<td>Case control study children aged 1-5: parental questionnaire, GP records and salivary antibodies</td>
<td>Increased exposure to infection did not relate to risk of atopic dermatitis. Having older sibling was protective but this was not related to type or number of infections.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix III: Summary of Epidemiological Evidence Relevant to the Hygiene Hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure/ Factor</th>
<th>Main Finding</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family size</td>
<td>Having 3 or more siblings protective for hay fever, less consistent for other types atopy</td>
<td>Not explained by specific infections, number of infections, or studies examining level of microbial exposure (usually based on symptoms or reported illness). Basis of the original formulation of the <strong>Hygiene Hypothesis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prenatal exposures</td>
<td>Associated with both increased and decreased risk of CID depending on type of exposure</td>
<td>Exposures include family size, farms, maternal history of allergy etc. Part of the <strong>prenatal programming/fetal hypothesis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming environment</td>
<td>Protective for several types atopy, requiring exposure from early infancy (or prenatally) up to adulthood</td>
<td>Specific exposure not identified but milk ‘straight from the cow’ protective against allergy. See also Endotoxins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban environment</td>
<td>Higher levels allergy</td>
<td>Influence of culture, ethnicity, geographical area of origin all seem important but levels of hygiene have not been implicated in recent studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day nursery care</td>
<td>Higher risk clinical infection; no consistent protective effect against later allergy/ CID</td>
<td>A few studies have shown an adverse effect on risk of allergies. Similar effects for room sharing etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migrant studies</td>
<td>Some migrants moving from rural to city environment are protected against allergies; first generation also at higher risk.</td>
<td>Some migrants may retain a protective microbial ecosystem in their diet, lifestyle and contacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast feeding</td>
<td>Protective against infections (6 months duration of BF), results inconsistent for allergy protection.</td>
<td>Role of microbiota on skin and in breast milk may play role in infection prevention – role in immune system regulation needs further research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gut microbiota</td>
<td>Differs according to environment at birth</td>
<td>Diversity of microbiota may be the most important factor for any protective effect against allergy/CID (The <strong>microflora hypothesis</strong>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prenatal exposure</td>
<td>Maternal microbial exposure of certain types may protect against allergy/CID</td>
<td>‘Fetal programming hypothesis’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Infections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infections</th>
<th>Main Finding</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Childhood infections</td>
<td>Measles, mumps, chicken pox etc have not been shown to explain the family size effect or to be otherwise protective against allergy/CID</td>
<td>In general measured from self-reports, clinical diagnoses or serological evidence of past infection: subclinical/asymptomatic infection much harder to measure but this could be the more important type of exposure. This exposure is most often cited re the <strong>reduced microbial exposure hypothesis</strong>. A variant, the <strong>fertile field hypothesis</strong> relates to damage caused by viruses such as Coxsackie, which could lead to CID, particularly T1D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal infections (in general)</td>
<td>In theory, particularly re: gut microbiota, gastrointestinal bacteria have an important role in priming the immune system</td>
<td>Includes all infections transmitted by the oral-faecal route.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure/factor</td>
<td>Main finding</td>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific GI infections listed below)</td>
<td>A protective role has not been identified for GI viruses</td>
<td>Mostly causative but may depend on timing and type of exposure, e.g. early exposure could have a ‘priming’ effect on immune system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enteroviruses</td>
<td>HAV studies of a protective effect against allergy are inconclusive</td>
<td>Positive HAV serology may be a marker for ‘traditional’ rural or farming exposures in childhood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Helicobacter pylori</em> infection</td>
<td>Inverse (i.e. protective) relationship with allergy; acquisition later in life associated with pyloric ulcers &amp; gastric cancer</td>
<td>Eradication may increase the risk of allergy while long-term effects of infection harmful: an important organism in the <strong>Old Friends Hypothesis</strong>, which suggests that this organism may have been harmless when co-existing in body with helminths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic helminth infection</td>
<td>Associated with lower risk of allergy, possibly several CIDs</td>
<td>Current research is exploring treatment of allergy and CIDs with small doses or extracts from helminths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycobacteria</td>
<td>OF hypothesis suggests that saprophytic strains (actinomyces) should be protective</td>
<td>Trials with low pathogenic strains of <em>Mycobacteria</em> have not shown a consistent protective effect, including BCG vaccination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory viral infections</td>
<td>Do not protect against atopy</td>
<td>Rhinoviruses and RSV may be particularly allergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Salmonellae</em></td>
<td>Possible evolutionary role</td>
<td>Share similar immune system stimulating characteristics with <em>Mycobacteria</em> (Matricardi 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Staphylococci</em></td>
<td>Possible evolutionary role in maintaining ‘balance’ of skin flora</td>
<td>Skin microbiota may modulate early inflammatory response</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Immunotherapy and antibiotics

| Probiotic therapy for allergy and CIDs | Slight, but not consistent, benefit in probiotics trials as yet | Differences in gut microbiota between developed and developing country environments suggest an important role, also relevant to the **Rapid Turnover hypothesis** (re: diversity and rapid turnover of microbiota as defence against both infection and allergy). |
| Antibiotics | Prescription in early childhood has been implicated as possible cause of later allergy | Confounders such as treatment for fever and the influence of the infection itself need to be unravelled |

### Non-microbial factors

| Pollution | Role in worsening allergy and CIDs, e.g. via traffic pollution, although no specific cause identified. | Seen mainly as a factor that triggers or worsens existing allergic responses/CID. |
| Diet | Vitamin D | **Vitamin D Hypothesis** |
| Obesity | Increased risk of allergies in obese children & children of obese mothers | **Lipid or Obesogenic hypothesis** – may help to explain the family size effect |
| Physical fitness | Associated with less risk CIDs | Importance of outdoor air exposure |
### APPENDIX IV: ORGANISMS CONSIDERED PROTECTIVE IN THE OLD FRIENDS’ HYPOTHESIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism or location</th>
<th>Disease or model or effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gut microbiota</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gut microbiota</td>
<td>Th17 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clostridia species</td>
<td>Treg in lamina propria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacillus fragilis</td>
<td>IL-10 and Treg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faecalibacterium praunitzii</td>
<td>Crohn's disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Faecal–oral transmission</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicobacter pylori</td>
<td>Allergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmonella</td>
<td>Allergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxoplasma</td>
<td>Allergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viruses</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enteroviruses</td>
<td>Allergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis A virus</td>
<td>Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>-Viruses</strong></td>
<td>Protective if infected very early, but trigger disease if late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coxsackievirus B</td>
<td>Type 1 diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotavirus</td>
<td>Type 1 diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Helminths</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many species</td>
<td>Allergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assorted natural infection</td>
<td>Multiple sclerosis (MS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichuris trichiura</td>
<td>Multiple sclerosis (correlation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterobius vermicularis</td>
<td>Type 1 diabetes (correlation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various species</td>
<td>Inflammatory bowel disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal models treated with helminths</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heligmosomoides polygyrus</td>
<td>Allergy, T1D, colitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schistosoma mansoni</td>
<td>Allergy, T1D, EAE, colitis, arthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongyloides stercoralis</td>
<td>Allergy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasciola hepatica</td>
<td>Experimental autoimmune encephalitis (EAE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichinella spiralis T1D,</td>
<td>EAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymenolepsis diminuta</td>
<td>Colitis, arthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical trials with helminths</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichuris suis</td>
<td>Multiple sclerosis (MS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichuris suis</td>
<td>Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necator americanus</td>
<td>Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other natural microbial flora</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin flora; ammonia-oxidising bacteria</td>
<td>Nitrite, nitric oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung flora</td>
<td>Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral and periodontal flora</td>
<td>Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gut organisms transported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to breast milk ?</td>
<td>Immunoregulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental saprophyte</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycobacterium vaccae</td>
<td>Allergy (mouse, dog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ectoparasites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various</td>
<td>Response to TLR agonists in vitro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For details of these studies, please refer to Rook, 2011*. 
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